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ABSTRACT 
Many models have been developed for or applied to the prediction of 
mechanical draft cooling tower plumes . However, due to a serious lack of 
data up to this date, little has been done to verify the predictive capa­
bility of these mathematical models. This thesis attempts to rectify this 
situation somewhat by undertaking a thorough investigation of the plume 
theories of G. A. Briggs · and S.  R. Hanna. A study of their theoretical 
foundations and development , practical formulations , and ability to pre­
dict the height and length of the visible portion of mechanical-draft cool­
ing tower plumes is undertaken . Detailed derivations of their predictive 
equations are presented along with an analysis of the key assumptions need­
ed for their development . Methods of evaluating parameters and techniques 
by which the models may be extended are examined. Also , the model of 
Eagles and Kohlenstein is presented as an exai:aple of the application of 
Briggs ' and Hanna's plume theories. 
Two collections of mechanical-draft cooling tower data (gathered at 
the Benning Road, Washington, D. C. , and Purdue University, Indiana, power 
plants) are outlined and. their utility for .model verification discussed. 
They are-used to test the models of Briggs , Hanna, and Eagles-Kohlenstein, 
with the following results: Briggs ' simplest model , though not designed for 
visible plume predictions, does reasonably well;  Hanna ' s  plume predictions 
are well correlated with the observed plume features , but they tend to 
consistently over- or under-predict plume height and. length; Eagles-Kohlen-
stein's model, which was calibrated with one of the data sets, tends to 
give predictions similar to the simpler Hanna model. It is concluded that, 
although further studies should be made, these models can be expected to 
give factor of two to three predictions, if properly utilized, of the max­
imum height and length of mechanical-draft cooling tower plumes which ex­
tend a sufficient distance from their sources. 
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I .  INTRODUCTION 
Disposal of large amounts of low grade heat has long been a major 
concern to industry and, in particular, to electric power generation facili­
ties. Historically, the waste heat naturally generated in the conversion 
of thermal energy to coherent mechanical power has been rejected to nearby 
bodies of water such as lakes and rivers. In recent years, however , the 
shortage of once-through cooling sites combined with growing public concern 
over the environmental impact of releasing large quantities of warm water 
into fragile aquatic environs has dictated the adoption of alternative 
methods of waste heat disposal. The most popular of these alternatives is 
the cooling tower - a system designed to dump the waste heat directly into 
the vast and ecologically less fragile atmosphere. 
Cooling towers are constructed in a variety of shapes , sizes, and 
operating configurations. In all these designs, the heated water is cooled 
by forcing a steady flow of air into intimate contact (directly and/or 
indirectly) with the heated water, then discharging the heated , buoyant air 
into the atmosphere. Although all cooling towers depend to some extent on 
buoyancy to draw the air through the tower, the natural-draft cooling tower 
depends exclusively on the buoyant forces created by the increased tempera­
ture and water vapor content of the air. The mechanical-draft cooling 
tower, on the other hand, makes use of fans to push or pull air through 
the tower . Both of these basic types of cooling towers achieve heat 
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transfer by "splashing" the cooling water on "packing" (wooden or concrete 
slats) across which air is forced. Water striking the packing is broken up 
into small drops which increase the surface area available for heat exchange. 
After passing through the packing, the heated and moisture-laden airflow is 
discharged to che atmosphere,  where its buoyancy and momentum carry it (in 
theory) clear of the towers air intake vents and upward into the atmosphere. 
This efflux of buoyant fluid is known as a plume, as opposed to the 
nonbuoyant, momentum dominated jet; the portion of the cooling tower plume 
which contains appreciable quantities of condensed water vapor (hence, 
cloud-like) is typically called the visible plume. As sketched in figure 
number one, cooling tower plumes can take on a variety of forms, depending 
on the tower, atmospheric conditions, and terrain. Ideally , however, they 
can be characterized by three general type�: the. nearly vertical, inverted 
.. . � . . 
. : . •  .. 
pyramid-like·plume which occurs when there is litti-e 
.
or no wind (the calm 
case) ; the inclined towards the horizontal, wind-blown plume (the windy 
case) , often called the bent-over plume; and the high-wind, ground-hugging 
plume (the downwash case) in which the plume is pulled down due to a com-
bination of relatively high winds and tower/terrain aerodynamic effects. A 
cooling tower plume can be physically described as buoyant, water-vapor 
saturated fluid issuing from a source of buoyancy and momentum. As the 
plume shears through the atmosphere ,  the turbulence created causes it to 
mix with ambient air (called entrainment). Buoyancy, momentum, and degree 
of saturation are . thus continually diluted as the plume rises. The plume 
continues to rise (ignoring momentum effects) until this mixing and the 
change of the character of the atmosphere cause the plume to either be no 
longer buoyant with respect to the ambient fluid (the atmosphere) or the 
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Fig. 1. Mechanical-draft cooling tower visible plume types. 
plume because so well mixed it is no longer distinguishable from the 
surroundings. 
Since, in vart, cooling towers are· considered as an alternative to 
environmentally undesirable means of heat rejection, i t  is important to 
know the environmental effects of the cooling tower plume. Cooling tower 
plumes carry large quantities of heat but, often of more importance, they 
transport large volumes of water (liquid drops , cloud water, and water 
vapor) into the atmosphere and, possibly, onto the surroundings. From pre­
vious studies of smokestack plumes, it is known that "contaminants" (in 
this case water vapor) can and do disperse back down to the ground from 
airborne plumes; thus it has been conjectured that cooling tower plumes 
could create and/or enhance ground level fogging and icing of surrounding 
roads, vegetation, and buildings. Also, there is the possibility of per­
sistent undesirable shading of nearby vegetation, and the possibility of 
an esthetically objectionable permanent "cloud" being formed. It has also 
been conjectured, particularly in consideration of plans for "power parks" 
in which cooling towers would be closely spaced, that the release of such 
large amounts of heat and moisture into the atmosphere could cause ·1ong-term 
climatic changes, intensity storms or even promote the formation of cyclonic 
winds. The possibility of adverse environmental consequences of cooling­
tower plumes have led the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to require a 
detailed assessment of plume formation and dispersion from utilities using 
cooling towers as part of the environmental report submitted for proposed 
power plants. To meet this legal requirement and to insure that the choice 
of cooling tower design for the plant is the most economical heat rejection 
system, electric utilities must have a reliable means of predicting the 
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possible environmental effects of cooling tower plumes . While some attempt 
has been made to meet· the need statistically, the lack of· an adequate data 
base necessitates physical and/or mathematical modeling of the plumes.  
Unf ortuL1ately, a confusing variety of mathematical plume models are 
available to predict plume dispersion, none of which is clearly superior to 
any other (although some are clearly inferior) . The simplest type of 
model, the empirical model, has .several drawbacks . The oldest and most 
tested of this type were developed for smokestack plumes and, thus, may not 
be applicable to cooling-tower plumes; while the ones developed and "fitted" 
to cooling tower plumes are frequently either overly specialized or untested 
other than with the data to which they were fitted. The analytical models, 
those models based upon simplified physical principles and thus semi­
empirical, suffer from many of the same problems as do the purely empirical 
models .  Although the analytical models tend t o  be more general than· the 
empirical type, they both are beset by an· inability to adequately predict 
all of the various forms a plume can assume. More recently plume models 
based upon the numerical solution of the basic governing equations have 
been formulated. Including (what is hoped to be) the basic physics of 
fluids and clouds, these models use high speed computers to obtain a 
numerical plume description. While most of these models appear physically 
reasonable and are very general, they have not been extensively tested and, 
thus, are of questionable reliability. Although there are many other 
important considerations involved in the selection of a cooling tower plume 
model {such as economy of time and money, physical reasonability, informa­
tional content, and applicability), there is a real need for an in depth 
review of the currently available plume models with an eye towards delineating 
each model's strong points and validating its predictions against a varied 
collection of actual cooling tower data. 
This thesis summarizes validation of one of the better known·and more 
frequently used analytical plume-rise formulations, namely the predictive 
equations developed py Gary A .  Briggs and Steven R. Hanna. This thesis 
traces the theoretical development of these formulas, emphasizing the assump­
tions made and the associated implications. The implimentation of the theory 
is also studied, including some of the variations introduced by other 
modelers, such as Eagles and Kohlenstein. The extension of these models 
to more general uses, such as plumes issuing from multiple towers, is also 
presented. Finally, the results of comparing their predictions against the 
available data from the Benning Road Power Plant (Washington, DC) and Purdue 
University Power Plant (Lafayette , IN) are presented and discussed in detail. 
This study provides valuable insight into the problems of mathematical model­
ing of plume-rise and dispersion in general, and the Hanna/Briggs formula­
tions in particular. 
11. PLUME MODEL THEORY 
Almost all plume model s ,  including the purely empirical type, include 
in their published presentations an attempt to establish the model on known 
physical principles. Briggs makes a fairly detailed derivation of his pre­
dictive equations; but since he has continually improved his model's devel­
opment and has not always clearly detailed the logic involved , an original 
derivation of his formulas would not only help to unify his theory but help 
to point out its strengths or weaknesses. As Hanna tends to leave major 
portions ·of his model's development to the imagination of the reader , a sim­
ilar procedure would be of ever greater help in the analysis of his formula­
tion. Thus this chapter will present this author's derivation of the per­
tinent models of Briggs and Hanna, loosely based upon their published works , 
along with a detailed presentation and discussion of the assumption used. 
The Equations of Briggs 
Briggs (1) summarized and extended the concepts developed by Morton , 
Taylor, and Turner (2,3) into a set of analytical predictive equations for 
plume rise. These equations have become almost classic and form the basis 
of many of the models for visible cooling.tower plumes. In particular, the 
models of Eagles/Kohlenstein and Hanna, which are discussed later in this 
thesis, are based upon the equations for plume rise developed by Briggs. 
Thus it is necessary that the development of the equation and the assumptions 
required be fully detailed. The derivations follow the bas�c presentation 
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of Briggs ( 1 , 4 , 5) , ·although the complete derivation is not contained in any 
single reference. Initially , four assumptions are made about the plume/en-
vironment system: 
(1) the plume rises adiabatically (i.e. a plume element maintains 
constant potential temperature) 
(2) pressure forces have a negligible effect on the bulk behavior of 
plume 
(3) molecular viscosity is negligible (high Reynolds number) 
(4) local density variations are negligible except in the buoyancy 
term (Boussinesq approximation) 
Under these assumptions, three conservation laws can be established for the 
system: 
(II.l) V•(o�)=O JP f (conservation of mass) 
{II.2) 0 (conservation of thermal energy) 
(II.3) (conservation of momentum) 
where: 
'ii = the. gradient operator l l ;X +- J �� + l �;) 
� = density of ambient at height r 
)>p = density of plume element 
f7 = potential temperature of ambient 
t1p a potential temperature of plume element 
� 
'Vp = vector velocity of plume element 
B = acceleration of gravity (assumed constant) 
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L = total derivative with respect to time 
• difference of plume and ambient potential temperature 
at height l. 
l = unit vector in vertical direction ( i: direction) 
t = unit vector in wind direction ( X direction) 
> 
J = unit vector in direction normal to X- r plane 
Note that equation II.l is a statement of continuity; equation II. 2 is just 
a restatement of assumption (l) ; and equation II . 3  is the Navier-Stokes 
equation reduced through use of assumptions (2) , (3), and (4) . Note also 





This approximation is very nearly exact provided that plume and ambient 
pressures are nearly equal. To put equations II.l, II. 2, and II.3 into a 
more convenient form, Briggs further assumes: 
(5) all ambient parameters are functions of height (�) only 
(6) ambient wind has negligible vertical component 
(7) plume vertical velocity ('t/J and plume buoyancy 
everywhere proportional at a given height 
(8) steady state conditions 
(�-f) are 
The equations can now be reduced to one spatical variable by inte-
grating over a plane which totally intersects the plume. Since plumes tend 
to be orientated either vertically or horizontally for all but a small por-
tion of their trajectory, Briggs chooses to develop two sets of equations 
by integrating over a horizontal plane for vertical plumes and a vertical 
plane for horizontal plumes. Since the resulting equations are nearly the 
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same, the development here will begin by considering an arbitrary plane, A ,  
which completely intersects the plume.· The equations for horizontal and 
vertical plumes will then be developed by considering A to be vertical and 
horizontal respectively • . So on using assumption (8) equations II.l, II.2, 




� ""eP =:. o 
(� 1\J) v;;: 
0 
Now since 
(JS -> 0e1-v(e -e)= ve -ve = ve - - I< v - p p f ()i! 
(using assumption (5)) equation II.5 can be rewritten as 
. (II. 7) 
- I vp 1'Je = where 
I 
Now if equation II.l is multiplied by() and added to equation II.7 multi-
plied by fp , an application of the chain rule results in 
(II.8) 'V • ( e'.fp v;) ::: - �i fp '.,,/ 
In order to avoid tensorial notation, define [ .] to mean that any vector 
operation involvi�g[ ] is to treat the quantities enclosed '.as a scalar. 
That is, define the bracket notation[ .] so that for any vector b if Q is 
a vector function with scalar arguments, then Q([b]) operates on the entire 
quantity [b] as if it were a scalar; if R. is a scalar function defined for 
vector arguments, then R(CtJ) operates on [h] as the vector b . 
For example, the expression b• V[b] may be re-expressed either as 
(h·V)b � (f b�L.)h:: ii b� � Xj t�1 J�" J: I la I J �c. 
li 
On multiplying equation II.1 by ['f,,J and II. 9 by J'p and applying the chain 
rule, equation II.10 results 
Where clearly /p [�] :=: [fp�] Now define � and 1 to be integrals 
.p over the plane, A, and over that portion of the plane, A, which intersects 
I 
the plume, respectively, (the plume boundary defined .as where fp= PJ 8 = 0 ) • 
Also define n to be a unit normal vector to plane A, ]._ be the partial 
dn 
derivative with respect to this normal, dA a differential element of the 
_:ii. 
plane, h a unit normal vector to the boundary of the plane or plume, dS 
a differential element of boundary, j and i to be line integrals about 
A p 
these.boundaries, and \J. to be the component of \l in the plane. Then on . ,\  





Or, on applying Green's Theorem in the plane to the second terms, the above 
equations become 
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(II.14) J _l(Pe°V'J. (i JA + ,( j>pV'p .b JS.:= 0 
A di\ ;; 
(II.15) f 
(+ 
O(�'A�). ;\ JA + f e'r, v;. b J.5 =:. -[ * /p \./ dA 
n . A 
(II.16) f. 
A 
� ( [ z:] fp) • i) J A t- ,( fo fr J �. b JS .:= [ J 1-f pi J A �· A 
I 
These equations can be simplified further by noting that: e ;:: 0 beyond 
the plume boundary; for a vertical plume if the plane, A ,  is chosen large -
enough then vp =. 0 on th� boundary of A; for a horizontal plume if the plane 
- -> ..> 
is large enough then 'ff, ::: 1T t which implies Vf • b = 0 . Thus 
(II .18) 
(II.19) 
- f. fpVj, .r; J5 
p 
1 (l ( e'l'p if;) • i\J A = - [ M_ f P \J J..A 
p di\ p ()1 
!. . o([;p�] 
�), ;\ JA:: !. 3ffr1 JA 
A dO p 
� Tl� � Now ·1et V"a_:: <.. be the ambient wind speed, and let V- be a perturbation 
� - ..:;. velocity on
. 
the wind speed defined as 'V:::. vp- � . Then the differential 
in the first term of equation II.i9 can be rewritten as 
d ( (Ppfp] v;) ::. ))([Jp V:,1 � + ()([,Pp�] 7) 
CJ h dn dl1 
If it. is further assumed (9) that a e is constant across a plume cross­
()� 
section, our final set of equations before an examination of cases (horizon-




First consider the plume to be vertical with plane A horizontal. Then 
d - d .... _ t � - ..> .> �n - ()� j I\- 'I< J v;.- OJ V'"p = '{ , and dA= J.x J� . So for this case equations 
II . 17 ,  II.20, and I I . 21 are 
crr. 22) L[fp 'rJ JxJ'd ::: -ff. V'. b JS 
Jr P P 
. c1r.2J) .JL ( e'fp\./ JxJ� =. - �jtp 'rl Jy.J41 
r).t:)p 01 p 
crr. 24> LJ. fp ;i,; J.xJ1::: [ 3 { J>p A J.xJ� 
di p p 
..:r > 
Now if 'fe .:=. -Y-. b were constant on the plume boundary and if this boundary 
were circular of radius t" , clearly the last term of equation II.  22 would 
be just J.rr P,.. v;_ . Hence define: 




rl � effective radius of plume 
v;r • entrainment velocity 
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Also define: 
(II.26) v 1:. ::::. j,J>p
WJxJ?! 
(vertical volume flux) 
rr P 
k e' (II.27) Fz= 
PJ-efP 'WJxJt (vertical buoyancy flux) 
rr P 
(II.28) wl� 
� l'p 'Vld.J.xJ3' (mean vertical velocity of plume) 
7r l Vt: 
(II. 29) s - 9 ae (ambient stability parameter) - - -e �l-
And by assumption (7) clearly 
I 
l J f fp 'f.I JxJr 
/, JP w;J. J.d� 




Thus, if in addition it is assumed (10) that � is constant over the plume 
f} 




� ==- J. rt:�� 
d� 
J. FL::. -SV Jl t 
J ( Wi Yr) =- Fi-
cl "l- -;i1: 
Now consider the plume to be horizontal with plane A vertical and normal to 
� � 0 d - > V: • Then, if the x-a�is is orientated along 'V;_ also, - :::. -;- , n.:: (. , "" di\ oX �::.Vt , and JA=J-,Jr . In this case, equations I I . 20 and II.21 are 
(II. 34) 
(II. 35) 
Briggs neglects the second term of equation II. 35 under the assumption that 
(11) u.{< V . Then, assuming that (12) � = -V � outside of the plume 
boundary1equation II . 35 is 
So on applying Green's Theorem in the plane, remembering that the plane A is 
- .. 
large enough such that vp- b = 0 
components of II.36, w� get 
on its boundary, and taking the vertical 
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(II.37) 
Introducing the following definitions 
-
(II.38) 'y./X :::::. v J;_ d>< 
1l 
(II.39) VX ::: -:::-Wx 
�fp1Jcl3dr-/1 f ¢J1 
rr; 
* 
(II.40) R = 
(II.41) fx 
�pf 'rJ J'3 Jr: 
(mean vertical velocity of 
plume) 
(vertical volume flux of plume) 
(ratio of total momentum flux 
to momentum flux of plume only) 
(horizontal buoyancy flux) 
Then on assuming (13) that ,P is constant over the plume cross-section and 
using assumptions (10) and (11) , equations I I . 33 and I I . 37 become 
(II.42) 
(II.43) 
J. Fx __ � - ---
J 1: 
·5 v -ix 
_c1 ( w� VJ ::: 
J "/; 
Finally, in place of equation II.17,  it is assumed: (14) a relation similar 
to equation II. 31 holds in this case, too: 
(II.44) 
For both the vertical and horizontal plume we have a set of three dif feren­
tial equations in four unknowns (r Ve )J � f J W . Briggs uses the Taylor 
entrainment assumption (2) to close these equations. This assumption (15) 
17 
states that at a characteristic radius of the plume, r , the entrainment 





r. ::: i 
can be expressed mathematically as: 
( �)�� rx = ( �x/'� 
We can restate the equations for the calm case (vertical plume) and windy 
case (horizontal plume) as: 
CALM WINDY 
(a) 







J. "l: R*' 




JV� I/a_ J. V>. '� (c) �oe ('Wt Ve) (c) - J ¥ (wx \'x) -Jt: Jr: 
This is the basic set of differential equations relating the dependent vari­
ables of buoyancy flux, F , volume flux, V , and average plume vertical ve­
locity, 'vi , to height above the plume source, l . To solve this set, Briggs 
chooses to assume (16) that the plume source is a point source of buoyancy 
flux (i.e. \;J(o}= 0) V(o)= OJ f(c) = � ) . For the calm case these equations 
cannot be directly integrated. However, if we may use the results of Morton, 
Taylor, and Turner. (3), then we can proceed as follows. The dimensionless 
variables defined below are found through dimensional analysis and consider-










Subject to initial conditions: 
�Co) ::: o 
(wv)J.lo)::. o 
f&lo)==·1 
Now these relations are equivalent to the formulation solved by Morton, 
Taylor, and Turner by numerical technique (see figures 2 and 3 ) .  From the 
relation 
.
for the dimensionless height, Ld , a plume rise equation is found. 
First, a decision as to whether final rise occurs when buoyancy drops to 
zero or when vertical velocity drops to zero must be made. Briggs original-
ly thought the former was the better choice, but he later found that the en-
trainment constant, CX: , is better correlated with data if final rise is 
defined to be the ?eight at which vertical velocity falls to zero. Now 
Morton et. al. found the nondim�ns�onal distance to maximum rise, lJ., to be 
19 
MTT DIMENSIONLESS NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
N 









o - BUOYANCY FLUX Cf) 
o - VOLUME FLUX CVl 
A-WHV 
+•fHV 
x - VERTICAL VELOCITY CWl 
0-0 O•-t . 0•8 1•2 1•8 2•0 
DIMENSIONLESS f, V, WHV, fHV, ANO H 
Fig. 2. f.t>rton, Taylor, and Turner (3) nondimensional calm plume rise differential equations. Note 
that F*V graphs as V over about one-third of the 
range of the dimensionless height Z. 
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- BUOYANCY fLUX 
o -· fROUOE NO. RATI 0 
A• RADIUS 
O•• 0•8 1•2 1•8 
DIMENSIONLESS UNITS 
Fig. 3. Comparison of the nondimens ional buoyancy flux with 
the Froude nt.D'llber ratio Fro/Fr and plot of effective 
pll.DOO radius (V/W)�. Note that the Froude nt.D'llber ratio 
decreases less rapidly than the buoyancy flux over the 
initial half of the range of Z and that the effective 
radius has nearly constant slope over the same range. 
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2.8. Hence, if �h·is the difference between source height and final plume 
height, then 
(II. 55) 
Still required is the entrainment constant, cJ:.. • Briggs (4) gives convinc­
ing arguments for oe_:o.ta5 . Using this value in the above equation, we 
get for calm, stable conditions: 
II -3/9 
(II.56) �h::5Fa'Y5 o (calm, stable) 
For windy conditions, the situation is much easier in that the equations 
may be solved in closed form. For the s�able case ( S positive and non-
zero), equation II.47-c can be directly integrated to yield 
(II.57) 
Then substituting into equation II.47-a and integrating, we get: 
(II.58) 
For a horizontal plume, Briggs deems the point at which the buoyancy flux, 
fx , goes to zero to better represent final plume rise. Letting �=0 in 
equation II. 58, and solving for r( Fl(=o):: fl h , yields: 
cu.59) Ah ( 3'J�*/3( v� f3 
Using Briggs' recommendations of R�JJ.5and �= 0.'7, we have: 
(II.60) Ah = J.. 7 (/sf' (windy, stable) 
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Briggs indicates that the value of the coefficient in equation II.60 should 
generally lie in the range of 2.4 to 2.9. For ·the windy case in near-neutral 
conditions ( .$ approximately zero--which Briggs considers to be nearly the 
case in the early stage of all plumes) .the governing equations cannot be 
directly integrated to give final plume rise. However, a relationship be­
tween plume rise and downwind distance can be found. 
r 
Fx=f0 and equation II.47-b can be rewritten as: 
(II.61) J(� Vxt � J.. F. V. J 0 )( 0 1:. 
Assume that S= 0, then 
Since equation II.57 is also valid in this case, we have on substituting 
into the above equation and integrating 
(II.62) 
Using the definitions of \:JX ,. (equation II. 38) and equation II. 57, and re-
arranging, we get: I 
y�J _ (_:_ i Fo -)�� J.x 
7: 1 - 3 tJ. u3 
On integrating and solving for the rise flh::: t: , we obtain 
1/5 
(II.63) f,, h .:: (/g.i.) 
Finally, on using Briggs' ( 4) recommendation that t = O. {, , we have 
l/3 
' I � x3/� (II.64) �h . � v (windy, neutral) 
Although Brigg's basic theory also covers the problems of atmospheric tur-
bulence limiting of plume rise and contains many other derived relationships, 
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such as inversion penetration ability of a plume, the three equations II.56, 
II.60, and II.64, being the most commonly used, �re of primary concern for 
this analysis. Since these expressions are derived from well accepted 
physical principl�s, they tend to carry considerable weight subject to the 
limitations imposed by the assumptions made in their derivation. Hence, it 
seems to be worth the effort to relist these assumptions with comments on y 
their validity. 
Briggs' assumptions are: 
(1) adiabatic plume rise (no heat transfer--radiation in/out or 
conduction) 
(2) negligible pressure differences (no bulk effects) 
(3) negligible molecular viscosity (high Reynolds number) 
(4) negligible density variation (except buoyancy terms--Boussinesq 
approx.) 
(5) ambient parameters function of height only 
(6) neglibible vertical component of ambient wind 
(7) plume vertical velocity and plume buoyancy everywhere propor-
tional on horizontal plane 
(8) ·:steady state 
(9) 
(10) 
09 is constant across a plume cross-section 
o� &/e is constant over the plume rise 
(11) plume velocity component along ambient wind vector is relative-
ly negligible 
(12) plume velocity is a potential function outside the plume 
boundary 
(13) ambient density, ,P , is constant over vertical.section of bent­
over plume 
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(14) for bent-over plume 
(15) at characteristic radius of plume the entrainment velocity is 
proportional to a characteristic velocity of the plume (Taylor entrainment 
assumption) 
(16) plume source is a point source of buoyancy 
(17) vertical plume final rise determined by vertical velocity fall-
ing to zero 
zero 
(18) horizontal plume final rise determined by buoyancy flux going to 
Briggs (1,4,S) makes convincing arguments for most of these assumptions, so 
we will limit discussion to the most important assumption, namely the Taylor 
entrainment assumption (15) as utilized by Briggs. For a plume rising in a 
calm environment, this assumption seems to be intuitively correct, and in-
deed, as Briggs convincingly argues in reference (4), this seems to be ex-
perimentally confirmed for the initial portion of plume rise. Even in this 
case, the assumption becomes physically untenable near maximum plume rise, 
as the effective radius would have to become infinite. More seriously, the 
Taylor entrainment assumption was proposed for vertically rising plumes, so, 
although Briggs' derivation (1) for the windy case recognizes this fact, it 
is not clear that this hypothesis is valid for a plume in cross-wind. Where-
as a vertically rising plume can be visualized as rising in a roughly axi-
symmetric column with its sides "shearing" through the atmosphere, the bent-
over plume must first be buffeted in a non-symmetric manner by the wind un-
til it achieves the wind speed. It rises more as a horizontal cylinder. 
Thus, even more crudely, the turbulence about a rising vertical plume and 
rising horizontal plume would seem to be of a different nature. Briggs ac-




of the momentum ratio, R , but there is some question as to whether the 
assumption itself may not have to be adjusted . · Botn McVehil (16) and 
Eagles (14) have found that the windy entrainment constant does not behave 
like a constant; instead, it appears to be inversely related to plume down-
wind length. 
Other problems arise from the simplifications which make the closed-
form solution possible, but which also impose limitations on the applica-
bility of the theory. For example, the use of a vertical plane of integra-
tion and assumpti�n (11) in the horizontal plume development implies that 
the predicted plume instantaneously bends over and accelerates to the wind 
speed. Of course, since the closed-form solutions ignore initial momentum 
effects (this is not to say that Briggs did not consider them) they should 
be used onl� for plumes which are strongly buoyancy dominated and which ex-
tend a significant distance from the source. In a like manner, assumption 
(2) precludes application of these formulas to situations in which the 
tower(s) and/or terrain create significant pressure gradients in the vicin-
ity of the plume (i. e  •. downwash situations) . Note also that assumptions 
(5) , (6) , (8), and (9) require ambient conditions which are very slowly 
changing, if at all, for a valid prediction to be made. Strongly unstable 
atmospheric conditions Jmuch less than zero) are not provided for in the 
model; however, as Briggs (4) points out, conditions of this type are not 
only rare, but generally violate the stipulations of the previous sentence. 
Also, the theory, while providing a means of plotting plume rise against 
downwind distance from the source (equation II.64) in windy, near-neutral 
conditions, cannot directly (ignoring Briggs' (415) fine treatment of atmo-
spheric turbulence effects) provide a prediction of maximum plume rise . A 
last problem area is in evaluation of the "constants." The atmospheric 
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stability parameter, S , is assumed to be constant over the plume height, 
but as this parameter of ten in fact does 'vary considerably and the plume 
height is unknown, _!!. priori, it becomes quite possible to obtain significant-
ly different results from identical data depending on one's choice for the 
value of 5 . The same comments apply to the wind speed,: tl , . and similar 
comments about the initial buoyancy flux fo . In regard to the entire body 
of theory, it must be emphasized that Briggs developed these equations for 
predicting the rise of �, smokestack plumes; the effects of water vapor 
are omitted. They are not directly applicable to cooling tower plumes in 
which the effects of water vapor cannot generally be a priori assumed away. 
Note also that these equations describe the rise of the buoyant temperature 
plume and do not, directly, give any information about the visible portion 
of the plume. 
The Models of Hanna 
Hanna has made several modifications and extensions of Briggs' plume-
rise theory in developing analytical equations for predicting visible plumes 
from cooling towers. The simplest of these being to replace the dry bulb 
temperature used in calculating the initial buoyancy flux of a plume by vir-
tual temperature (the temperature that a dry parcel of air must have to be 
of the same density of the sample gas). Thus, if the subscript V is used to 
indicate virtual temperature, the initial buoyancy flux is: 
(II.65) 
Hanna also develops equations for the height and length of the· visible plume. 
Although these equations are based upon the theory and results of Briggs, 
they require an expression for the ratio of volume flux, V , . to initial 
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Thus, since Briggs develops his relations for a 
point source of buoyancy, it is necessari to modify the derivation previous-




Since we will need the result later, we can substitute equation II.66 into 
II.47-a and integrate to get 
crr.67> f = Fo _ 5 Vo Ro (�)�Jri-r �(ll)1� _ii3_) R"(33') v lL w. RJ ) 




Unfortunately, for the calm case these equations cannot be integrated. 
However, the results of Morton, et. al. (3) indicate that over a large part 
of the rise, the buoyancy flux is almost constant relative to the volume 
flux (see figure 2). Hence it would seem approximately correct to hold 
buoyancy flux in equation II.47-b constant. Indeed, this turns out to be 
roughly true. If � is replaced by � in equation II.47-b and the set of 
equations solved, the equations for the height at which the buoyancy flux 
goes to zero is nearly the same as that found by numerical methods (equation 
II.56) . Note that the criterion for final rise is different in each of these 
.. 
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cases. Thus, Hanna (7) makes this assumption to derive his equations for 
the calm case. 
The derivation that follows in main recapitulates that done by Hanna 





( v )yci 
R= Yf 








On substituting these into the calm equations II.47-b and II. 47-c, we have 
(II. 72) 
(II.73) 
J. ( g R);.. ::. b Ra. 
J:t 
J. (w R�) =- �ot WR 
clr 
Multiplying II.73 by V../ and performing the differentiation, we obtain 
w R d ( wgJ + � J. R .4! � Joe W � g . J':/; Jt: 





Now, Hanna assumes (1) that: i/� fr<< J. tX. , which is at least a-fai�· 
assumption for most mechanical draft cooling towers (cl::. � 0.1) , but which 
is not generally valid for natural draft cooling towers , at least in the 
initial phase of plume rise. So that equation II.74 can be stated approx-
ima.tely as 
(II. 75) 
which on integrating gives 
(II. 76) _R_ :::. [1 + J. oc ..!J 
Ro Ro 
This expression is insufficient to permit the remaining equations (II. 47-a 
and II. 47-b) to be integrated ; so Hanna makes the additional assumption (2) 
that the buoyancy flux varies slowly in comparison to the volume flux. 





This can be put in integrable form by using 
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Finally, on substituting equation II.76 into the above relation, we obtain 
. (II. 77) 
a. l? '13 -i = [1*i"'f]f1+ lb:rJ(i+Jo< �J-1]) 
This, Hanna asserts , is "closely approximated" by 
(II. 78) 
Equation II . 78 can then be used with equation II.47-a to get 
F 35Ro 3 +- oe _3 - - -1 -Vsz ( l/5 lJ9i3 (II . 79) F.::: 1 - f6ol. b. c"°' Fr.) [1 J. '"�frJ Re 
Thus, we get Hanna's solution of Briggs' set of differential equations for 
the calm and windy cases , except for evaluation of the entrainment constants 
c£ and � , and the momentum flux ratio Rf(- • Since the most recent 
avail�ble references (8 and 9) apparently use Briggs' (1) original recom-
mendation for these parameters , to accurately reflect Hanna's formulations 
we w111 use these values: �.::: o .. / J ¥== a, 5 ,) R.* == 1.0 
WINDY CASE 
(II.80) '13. t:] 3.. ;!._ =- [i + ('.). 5 (.!L) -"° . �o Ro 
(II.81) 
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Equations II.�0 and II.81 are the . equations as derived by Hanna; however , it 
is useful at this point to examine the assumptions made in obtaining the 
analytical solution for the calm case. The most questionable is : that 
goe Fr ( o. 8' F� for °':: 0.1.) is appreciably greater than one. Clear-
ly, this is not the case near the height at which the buoyancy flux 
approaches zero , but, as mentioned above, since ftt, is less than one for 
most natural-draft cooling towers, it is of interest to know if this approx-
imation is valid for them. To further complicate matters , in order for 
equation II. 78 to_ "closely approximate" the expression above it,  the fol­
lowing must be true (except for extremely large values of r/R0 ): 
__lli_ � 1 
S fr4 
or- Fr: � J_ (J 
A simple error analysi.s shows that this must be very nearly exact. Of 
course, this tends to stretch assumption (1) and would also seem to restrict 
the applicability of this formula. Note that this "third" assumption would 
effectively ma�e equation II.78 
]5/'!J 7:: [i+.t'"-l 0 (II.82) 
A simpler and more intuitive way to arrive at an expression similar to 
equation II.82 is to assume that (% ' )  
.1 Ot ct..= 1- or Fr== - ) fo<. (i-O-
i 
i.e., that the Froude Number is a constant over much of the plume rise (note 
that figures 2 and 3 tend to support this assumption--it appears to be even 
more constant than the buoyancy flux in the first part of plume rise). 
Noting that equation II.72 can be 
- ibR -� w 
( � RJJ. 
J.R 
re-expressed as 
and us�ng assumption (l') 




After integrating, we have ) '- u-a. 
( ��r� (+.)=o:-




If we again use the results of Morton, et al., we find that l/a (the slope 
of the dimensionless effective radius (see figure 3) is 5/3 and the above 
becomes 
(II.83) 
Clearly this analysis is as flawed as Hanna's since it implies a constant 
Froude Number of ""'J..;5 , but gives nearly the same result if we use Briggs' 
( 4) latest value of oC:. j/g . 
Hanna then (7,  10) develops a technique by which the water flux of a 
cooling tower plume may be determined. First we define: 
� s mixing ratio 
Q. = water _flux = ;Vea 
O = subscript--initial value 
p = subscript--plume variable 
S • subscript--saturated variable 
tr • cloud water mixing ratio 
R4 • gas constant for dry air 
Rr • gas constant for water vapor 
from which the fo1lowing identities follow: 
(II.84) Q.po := J'P"� (�po -t-Of�J 
(II.85) Qe_ := fp ( V-V:,) �e . 
(initial flux of water) 
(average entrained flux of water) 
Here, the average mixing ratio of the entrained air is defined as 
Note that the assumption (4) that mixing ratios are equivalent to specific 
humidities will be used throughout the development . 
Also define the flux of water if the plume were saturated to be 
Thus, the flux of water necessary to saturate the plume (considered to be 
made up of entrained ambient moisture) is 
Hanna then defines a condensation fraction , A, (considered to represent the 
fraction 
(II.89) 
of the initial plume moisture which is condensed as _ ] 
Q. - O.s - i - fp .JL [�P.s - (1 - 1{,/v}�e 
A -::. Q" - /po � ( if" -t Ofo) 
Here, it is still necessary to find expressions for Pp 0.1ld � Ps 
.Pp" rr ?l ,-;;-;;-To find an expression for �PS , Hanna assumes (5) ip 5 P l:!b = 1''l'p 'fe.o , 
(6) that the gas constant for dry air, RJ , is approximately the same as 
the actual gas constant for the plume, (7) that for purposes of expressions 
for plume pressure and density variation with height, the plume can be con-
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sidered isothermal with temperature 'T1 , (8) that the ideal gas law holds. 
Integration of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation .yields the expression for 
saturation partial pressure 
&.. (i/tr1 - 1/ 'i' ) 
P. = P, e lfv- I (O p Ps es� 
or, using assumption (5) 
�"- (Tp-�o) 
(II . 90) D = p (_ R�'f lp.s Q.SD 
Now by using assumption (7) and assuming (9) .that the hydrostatic equation 
is valid, we get 
Assuming (10) that plume and ambient pressures are equal, dividing equation 
II.90 by the above equation , and using the saturated mixing ratio relation 
we get 
(II . 91) 
Here, Hanna chooses to split the second exponential term into a part in­
volving an environmental temperature difference ( 'T'e - Teo ) and a plume­
ambient temperature difference ( 'T'p -Te. ) . This last difference can be 
evaluated if 'fp is (11) assumed to represent an average temperature of the 
plume at height 1:. , and Briggs ' definition of initial buoyancy flux is (12) 
assumed to be extendable to any height, z. ' ".'ith a plume temperature rrp . 
11len on taking ratios 
_f_ ::: [ V '11p - 'f� ]�[ V. T,. -7.J 
F � qi J '1',() 
� p 
Or, on assumi?g (13) that is sufficiently close to one, and rear-
ranging we get 
(II.92) 'fp -Te. F 
� 
Finally, from assumptions (5) - (9), we get the following approximation for 
the density ratio of the plume 
� Bt-crr. 93) __f_ :: e- RJi 
Pro 
Hence, the fraction of the initial water content of the plume which has 
condensed at a height, l , can be found from equation II.89 by first eval-
uating equations II.80 ,  II.81, II.91,  II.92, and II.93.  Hanna makes several 
uses of this theory , two of these are of primary concern to us. The first 
attempts to establish simple analytical formulas for determining the visible 
(i.e. saturated) rise and downwind length of cooling tower plumes. On mak-
ing the reasonable assumption that cooling tower plumes are initially satu-
rated (assuming no super-saturation) ,  then the plume will cease to be visi-
ble at the height that the flux of water necessary to saturate the plume , 
Q5 , just equals the initial water flux Q0 • To make the equations 
tractable, Hanna makes the following simplifying assumptions : (14) that 
ambient parameters are constant with height (thus �e = creo ) ,  (15) that 
fp0/ fp � 1 . , (16) that 'lo/v is •small compared to one (thus Qe� ff' Vie. ) , 
(17) that the plume contains no initial cioud water ( (Jf" ::  0 ) , and (18) 
that the plume saturation mixing ratio is approximately the same as the 
ambient saturation mixing ratio (i.e. qp�== j esu ) • Equating equations 





Now, in the windy case , substituting equation II . 80 and II . 94 and solving 
for 1: (now, as with past usage , called llh ) we get 
(II. 95) f1 J.. 
for the visible rise . Hanna now assumes (19) that Briggs' "2/3 law" (equa-
tion II.64) is valid for cooling tower plumes in windy condition; so on 
substituting the above equation into equation II .64 and solving for X we 
get the following relation for the downwind visible plume length ( f. )  : 
(II .96) 
R 3/a. 3/4 fi( i a )�� 17 31;. £ ==- I. I/ F.�''" (Viv'.) [ I foo � �eo - 11  
For the calm case , Hanna (9) apparently feels that an approximation to the 
expression found in the alternative derivation of volume flux ratio (equa-
tion II . 83) is more appropriate , namely 
(II. 97) (calm , stable) 
Thus, for the calm case the visible plume height would be 
(II.98) 
The second use of his theory involves the argument that since cooling tower 
plumes contain a significant amount of water vapor, some amount of the latent 
heat should be incorporated into the initial buoyancy flux (equation II.65). 
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In its simplest form,. Hanna (7) , (8) s.uggests assuming (20) immediate con-
densation and "rain out" of all excess plume water vapor, thus adding a 
"latent heat" term to equation II . 65 : 
(II.99) 
where C p is the specific heat of air at constant pressure and L is the 
latent heat of vaporization of water. This extra term is derived from basic 
thermodynamic consideration of a change of state at constant temperature and 
pressure in which the liquid water plays no part and the definition of buoy-
( a �pjJ ancy cJ ) . As Hanna (7) points out, in many cases the plume mois-
ture does not completely condense at final rise, hence the use of equation 
II.80 - II.93 to determine the condensation fraction, A , at the plume 
height determined by using the buoyancy flux from equation II.65 is recom­
mended. If o< A <  1 ' a "corrected" initial .buoyancy flux can be deter-
mined from 
crr.100> F;, ::: 31J0 R: [ 'l'p�:e..- + A (�po-�eo) C��J 
This completes the theoretical development of that portion of Hanna' s  
work of concern to us in this thesis. As with Briggs ' formulations, it is 
useful to restate the assumptions used in deriving these equations. 
Flux Ratios--Calm Case 
. (1) the local Froude Number is much greater than the entrainment 
constant 
(2) the buoyancy flux is constant relative to the volume flux 
(3) 3 is on the order of one 
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Plume Water Flux 
(4) mixing ratios and specific humidities are nearly the same 
(5) average plume temperature ( ) is nearly � 'T'p 'I'eo 
(6) the plume gas constant is nearly the dry air gas constant 
(7) in plume pressure and density expressions, the plume temperature 
can be considered to be constant (the average plume temperature) 
(8) the plume and atmosphere behave like ideal gases 
(9) the Clausius-Clapeyron and hydrostatic equations are valid for 
the plume and atmosphere 
(10) plume and ambient pressures are equal 
(11) an average plume temperature, Tp; (and density , ,Pp ) is definable 
for each height 
(12) plume buoyancy flux can be expressed as 
(13) the ratio of initial plume temperature to the plume temperature 
at any height ( ° K ) is nearly unity 
Visible Plume Formulation 
(14) atmospheric mixing ratio is constant 
(15) the ratio of initial plume density to the plume density at satu-
ration height is nearly unity 
(16) the ratio of initial plume volume flux to plume volume flux at 
saturation height is nearly zero 
(17) the plume contains no initial cloud water (or any liquid water) 
(18) the plume saturation mixing ratio at saturation height is the 
same as the ambient saturation mixing ratio 
(19) Briggs ' "2/3 law" applies 
Corrected Initial 'Buoyancy Flux 
(20) immediate condensation and fall out of all plume water vapor in 
excess of the atmo sphere water vapor content 
Unfortunately, unlike Briggs, Hanna does not take special pains to justify, 
or even to state, his assumptions. Thus , for example, assumptions (1), (2) 
and (3) may well be reasonable , but there is little or no !!. priori reason to 
suppose that they are universally valid; indeed, intuitively, they seem to 
be of questionable validity. As for the Plume Water Flux assumptions, as­
sumptions (4), (6) , (8) , (9) , and (10) are fairly standard assumptions and 
need not be dealt with in detail. Note that assumption (11) implies that 
the plume can be considered to have a "top hat" profile for temperature and 
density. Consideration of assumptions (8) , (9) , (10) and (13) leads to the 
absurd conclusion that atmospheric and plume temperatures are everywhere 
equal, but since these assumptions are not used in this particular combi­
nation, this may not have a profound effect o n  the derived relatio ns . How­
ever. it would appear to be more consistan t ,  though a little messier, to use 
assumption (10) throughout the derivation and to throw assumptions (13) and 
(5) out. Also troubling is the use o f  assumptions (8) and (12), along with 
the flux ratios derived from Briggs ' dry plume theory, to describe a wet 
plume. Assumption (5) implies ·t hat the ratio of plume temperature to ini­
tial ambient temperature must everywhere be close to unity. Note also that 
assumption (12) does no t agree well with Briggs ' definitions of buoyancy 
flux, and assumes a dry plume. The assumptions used in the Visible Plume 
Formulation are intended to make the derived equations usable in situations 
with limited ambient profiles and tower data, so the arbitrariness of some 
of the assumptions (particularly (14) and (18) ) is understandable. However, 
'the resultant formulas should not be expected to do well in situations for 
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which these assumptions clearly do not apply. Especially note that assump­
tion (15) limits the ability to predict visible plumes of heights over sev­
eral hundred meters in height, while assumption (18) , which implies that the 
plume temperature is close to the ambient temperature, restricts the formu­
lations to visible plumes of significant rise. 
Hanna ' s  entire body of theory, being at least in part based upon the 
formulations due to Briggs, inherits the limitations discussed in the sec­
tion which covered those plume rise equations. The most troubling aspect of 
Hanna ' s  formulations is his handling of the calm case in that the basic as­
sumptions seem rather ar,bitrary and unsupported by experience and his own 
usage is rather inconsistent. Certainly it would seem that some provision 
must be made for prediction of plume parameters in cases of low wind speed , 
but as these formulations are very weakly supported theoretically ,  they 
should be used with due caution. The condensation fraction portion of Hanna 's 
theory would seem to be more directly applicable to dry plumes {such as those 
issuing from smokestacks} than to cooling tower plumes due to its extensive 
use of unsaturated assumptions. As with Briggs' parameters , the manner in 
which the average mixing ratio of entrained air and the average plume tem­
perature are to be evaluated may appreciably affect the final results. Also 
note that the parameters used to describe the plume are of the nature of 
"top hat" variables , hence they will tend to describe the bulk behavior of 
the plume. 
III. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS OF BRIGGS/HANNA THEORY 
As pointed out in the previous chapter, the plume equations of Briggs 
and Hanna (henceforth termed Hanna/Briggs) contain several theoretical and 
practical limitations , especially in regards to their application to cool-
ing tower plumes. Both authors, however, make some effort to delineate 
methods by which the basic equations may be consistently applied to practi-
cal problems. 
The most basic problem deals with determining a realistic value for 
the initial buoyancy flux, Fo Briggs (1) initially defines this value as 
the product of the initial buoyancy with the initial volume flux; or, using 
the notation of the last chapter 
(III.l) 
In a later paper (4) , he notes that if average �olecular weight differences 
between plume gases and the atmosphere can be ignored and if \J� is the av-
erage exit veloci�y of the plume gases, then III. l  can be expressed as:  
(III.2) 
Since the averag� molecular weight difference of a water vapor saturated 
plume from that of the atmosphere should not be ignored, Hanna (10) suggests 





Finally, since the equations developed by Briggs do not account for the pos-
sibility of pltune buoyancy being enhanced by heat due to the condensation of 
water vapor , Hanna develops (as reviewed in .the previous chapter) a latent 
heat correction term to the initial buoyancy flux : 
(II.100) 
Where A is an adjustable parameter between zero and one (normally set to 
one or determined by iteration on the plume rise using Hanna ' s  condensed 
vapor fraction (equations 11.80 - 11.93). Notice that equation 111.2 gives 
the smallest value for initial buoyancy flux, equations III.l and II.65 give 
roughly similar values slightly larger than equation IIl.2, and equation 
II.100 can give a value many times larger than equation III . 2  (Hanna (10) ).  
Of .course, the presence of water vapor in a cooling tower plume adds consid-
erably more complications than just modifying the initial buoyancy flux. At 
least locally, the changes of state that the water in the plume may go 
through will considerably alter the thermodynamics and density of the plume. 
However, Briggs (4) wonders whether the net effect on plume rise or down-
wind length is significantly different from the analysis made by ignoring 
these effects. 
The stability parameter ( S --see equation II.29) also has been vari-
ously defined by both authors , but not as satisfactorily as for the initial 
buoyancy flux. In deriving his basic equations (again refer to the previous 
chapter) Briggs (4) defines the stability parameter as 
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(III.3) 
but in most of his other works (1, 6) he defines it as 
(III.4) s - _2_ 
- '1' RJft 
However, by making use of the definition of potential temperature . e=T( �) Cf 
and the assumption of the validity of the hydrostatic equation jf = -g;> 
and the ideal gas law, then III.3 can be re-expressed as 
(III.5) s - :L(ll t- -'L) rp o 1: Cp 
which is the form that both Hanna and Briggs reduce either equation III . 3  or 
III.4 down to. Since 'in all of the derived formulas S is considered to be 
constant, it is essential to be able to consistently evaluate the non-
�onstant terms of 5 ( rp and (ff'/ O 1: ) • Briggs doesn ' t  seem to consider the 
particular choice of fJ1 to be important; which is true in the sense that 
can vary by as much as 10% depending on selection criteria, while o'T'/ar 
may vary by orders of magnitude. Hanna, on the other hand (if we may ac-
cept the formulas in references (7) and (10) as misprints) rather consis-
tently selects 'f .::. 7'eo Originally, Briggs (1, 11) recommended evalua-
tion of .()1i'/ot · by taking the ratio of the temperature difference between 
the surface and top of the atmospheric boundary layer to average height of 
the atmospheric boundary layers. More recently (4) , (12), he (4, 12) rec-
ommends taking the ratio of the temperature difference to distance between 
the source height and the plume top (obviously entailing an iteration pro-
cess). Hanna has also suggested, as a rough and ready technique, taking the 
ratio of the temperature difference between the source height and 500 meters 
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above the source to this distance for ()11' / (J 1:. 
we have for the stability parameter 
(III . 6) s ... 
where 
_J_ ( a 111 + o. o ') 
rpeo '(} i 
500 MF:T21<S 
Thus, for L � D. O I  Cp 
(BRIG&S) 
(HANNA) 
Also of some concern is the fact that, since both Hanna ' s  and �riggs ' 
formulations are divided into two classes, windy and calm, and the windy 
case is further subdivided into stable and near-neutral classification , some 
criteria is needed to . determine which case is applicable. Again, Briggs has 
presented two d ifferent criteria for differentiating windy from calm cases.  
Initially he (1,  5 ,  11) suggested use of both classes of equations in doubt-
ful cases with the more conservative value (lower predicted plume rise) tak-
en as the result.  More recently (4,  12) he has recommended a dividing line 
of a wind speed near one meter per second. Differentiation between stable 
and near-neutral conditions is less clear� the only guidance being to use 
both sets of equations in border-line cases and use the more conservative 
value . 
Plumes which result from several closely grouped sou�ces are also not 
explicitly accounted for in the theoretical developments of ijanna and Briggs . 
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In survey�ng the available data, B��ggs (1, 12) has noted that individual 
plumes issu�ng from closely spaced sources tend to merge, producing a 
larger final plume rise than would be otherwise obtained. Briggs (1) , and 
Hanna (8) have attempted to account for this effect by assuming that the 
plumes m�rge immediately after issuing from their sources , or, equivalently, 
by replac�ng the individual sources with a single source whose initial buoy-
ancy and volume fluxes are the sum of the individual fluxes. However, as 
this is a rather extreme assumption, Briggs (12) develops an empirical "en-
hancement factor, " EN , which is used as a multiplicative correction to the 
plume rise , llh1 , determined by one of the individual sources in windy con-
ditions. On the basis of geometry , physical limiting conditions and curve 
fitting, Briggs finds that the value of EN can be determined from 
( ti+ s') 
(III. 7) E"' ::::: 1 +5' 
�3 
where N is the number of sources and 
(enhancement factor) 
where Ah.1 is the plume rise due to an individual source and 
( N-1 ) ' (center-to-center source spacing) 
D =  
Maximum diameter of circle enclosing sources 
This enhancement factor, as Briggs points out ,  produces correct asymptotic 
results, giving effectively the same plume rise as the first mentioned meth-
od for a large concentration of sources and little enhancement for a low 
concentration of sources. For the calm case, Briggs (12) uses the experi-
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mental results of Rouse, Yi�, and Humphreys (13) to estimate an effective 
plume radius variation with h�ight ( R = O, I 't: . ) which he uses to calculate 
the total cross-sectional area of the plumes ( N TI  Rd.= N 1T i.;./100 ) • Equa-
ting this to the area of the circle of diameter D (the maximum center-to­
center distance between sources) and solving for the merger height, ll"\ , he 
gets ti'\::::. ED/{N Due to radial inflow considerations, Briggs argues 
that a value of .. zl"\= ·L/D/-{N is more realistic for the merger height . . So 
if a single source is considered to emit the entire buoyancy flux at a height, 
1-0 , above the actual sources such that the cross-sectional area of this 
fictional plume is the same as that of the actual plumes at the merger height, 
Thus, for the calm case, the multiple 
sources are to be summed into one source located at a distance (a virtual 
origin) 
(III. 8) �o :: (1--rNJ( �) 
above the actual sources. Then the plume rise is found from calculating the 
plume rise, flh� , of the single source and use of 
(III. 9)  f\ h A h + :Z.. L1 =: Ll M 1- o  
The last couple of paragraphs have dealt with matters of concern to 
the utilization of both Briggs ' and Hanna's formulations. There are sever-
al matters which complicate immediate use of each of these theories individ-
ually. For instance, Briggs ' "2/3 law" formula for near-neutral, windy 
cases does not explicitly indicate that a plume will even have a final rise 
in this case. However, as previously noted, Briggs argues for and develops 
a theory in which atmospheric turbulence limits the rise of buoyant plumes 
under neutral conditions. Although he (1, 4) develops analytical expressions 
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includ�ng the role of atmospheric turbulence, he (6) also presents an em-
pirical method which determines this turbulence limited final rise. In 
developing his turb'ulence theory, he finds that atmospheric turbulence dom­
inates plume physics at a downwind distance designated x* and that this 
turbulence effectively levels the plume off at a downwind distance from the 
source of about 3. 5 x*. Although reference (1) gives values of x-11- derived 
from his atmospheric turbulence formulations, he later gives semi-empirical 
values more easily ammendable to use with cooling tower plumes: 
E!J/s I "I o IF Fo < 5 5  Mo/SEC 3 
(III.10) x f" :::. 
4 P.�/5 r11 "Is p (. 3 IF � I  E5 3 t> 
When used with conjunction of equation II.64 the final rise in near-neutral, 
windy conditions is given by 
(III.11) 
'I?> �/3 
I.Hi _ 1 •  b f (3 .5 x*) 
Also required for total utilization of Briggs' equations are methods 
of determining the characteristics of a plume after .. final rise has been ob-
tained (i.e. plume length and vapor concentration) . Although Briggs does 
not go into this problem in detail, he does make it clear that usage of an 
appropriate Gaussian model should be adequate (this idea will be discussed 
somewhat more completely in the section dealing with the Eagles-Kohlenstein 
model) . 
Lastly, Briggs never intended his theory to be directly applicable to 
predicting attributes of cooling tower visible plumes. It should be empha-
sized that his formulas describe the behavior of the buoyant .(thermal) plume 
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which may or may not (most of ten not) directly coincide with visible (con-
densed water vapor) plume behavior. To be used properly for visible plume 
prediction, modifications such as Hanna's must be incorporated, as Briggs 
(4) himself points out. 
Hanna (8) apparently taking note of the usage of Eagles and Kohlen-
stein (14, 15) , introduces a multiplicative "peak" factor into his equa-
tions for visible plumes. This is based on the concept that a plume does 
not uniformly or instantaneously unsaturate; even though the plume may be 
below saturation on the average , there will exist significant puffs of sat-
urated plume. The peak factor arises out of assuming that these puffs will 
have a mixing ratio larger than, but proportional to the average mixing ratio 
of the plume. If we use Hanna' s  evaluation of the peak factor as two, then 
his equations may be rewritten as : 
(II I . 12) 
(III.13) (windy) 
(III.14) 
) I/� � 
{l h = .5 R [( ;i �Po -1 
· 0 %esu- �eu 
(calm) 
As can be inferred from the discussion on the models of Briggs and 
Hanna, there are a rather large variety of ways in which these theories may 
be applied, depending on the model chosen, the environmental conditions , and 
the model user' s  own judgement of the effects of plume merger, latent heat 
�ontributions to buoyancy flux, and average atmospheric parameters. Table 
4J 
one summarizes this situation. Note that while the basic models listed on 
the left of the table are rather positively determined by plume type and 
atmospheric conditions , the parameters on the right are not clearly deter­
mined for each basic model . Thus, for example, the dry plume, calm basic 
model (equation II.56) could be applied in eighteen different manners depend­
ing on the model user 's personal ·preferences and subjective evaluation of the 
particular situation . Of course, some of these choices would be either 
redundant (i.e.  merged plumes for a single source) or obviously not appli­
cable (i.e. use of all latent heat in the buoyancy flux for high ambient hu­
midity cases) . 
It seems appropriate to close out this chapter by examining the impli­
cations and modifications of the models of Hanna and Briggs made by Eagles 
and Kohlenstein (14, 15). This particular cooling tower plume model pre-. 
diets visible (saturated) plume parameters, in particular plume rise and 
downwind length. It uses Briggs ' dry plume theory with no plume merger to 
calculate the maximum possible plume rise. Then it uses Hanna ' s  condensed 
plume vapor theory and Briggs' "2/3 law, " applied to instantaneously merged 
plumes, to determine plume parameters at specified downwind increments until 
either the maximum predicted rise is obtained or the plume center-line rela­
tive hUJJ>:idity falls below 100%. If the plume is still saturated at maximum 
rise, a Gaussian plume is matched to the end of the Briggs plume to deter­
mine its downwind extent. It is important to note that this model was de­
signed for, and thus should be only applied to, mechanical-draft,multiple­
cell, cooling tower plumes. 
Maximum plume rise was found to be best predicted by assuming no inter­
action of the plumes issuing from the cells of the tower, and by considering 
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TABLE 1 .  Hanna and Briggs cooling tower plume rise model options 
PlUIJle Type Equation No. Parameter Options 
Buoyant (Briggs)--Calm II.SG ' 
Windy--Stable I I . 60 
Neutral III .10 & III.11 
Visible (Hanna) --Calm III.14 
Windy--Height III . 12 
Length III .13 
Plume Merger Method (M) 
1 No interaction 
2 Instantaneous merger 
3 Briggs--Calm 
4 Windy 
Buoyancy Flux (F0) 
F = NF0 & R = ..YNR0 
III . 8 & III . 9 
III. 7 
1 Sensible heat. only III.1 or II.65 
2 Sensible & all latent heat I I . 9 9  
3 Sensible & fraction of II. 100 
latent heat 
Stability Parameter (S) and Wind Speed (U) 
1 Tower top to 500 meters 
. 
2 Iteration on tower top to plume height 
3 Tower top value 
M !o s u 
1-3 1-3 1 , 2  
1 , 2 , 4  1-3 1 , 2  1 , 2  
1 , 2 , 4  1-3 1 , 2  
1 , 2  
1 , 2  3 
1 , 2  1, ·2 3 
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the initial buoyancy flux to be due to sensible heat only. Thus , in near-
neutral conditions , Briggs ' equations III.10 and III.11 are used to determine 
the maximum possible visible plume rise; in stable conditions , instead of 
using the simplier Briggs formula II.60, Hanna ' s  equation II.68 is solved 
for 1:. under the conditions F::: 0 and R�= 1 which results in the final rise 
equation: I 
'l?J 
[ 1 t 3 � Fo (-8;)/v0R. s] � 1 
After a maximum visible plume rise is calculated, the model "steps" the plume 
down its centerline path as follows : 
(1) The downwind distance, X , is incremented by a predetermined LlX . 
(2) Briggs ' equation with f0 due to a single cell is used to calcu­
late the height, fih , of the plume centerline corresponding to this X . 
(3) The buoyancy flux, f , volume flux, V , and effective plume 
radius, R , are calculated for this height ( l; =l:ih ) from Hanna ' s  equa-
tions II.68 and II.66 � and effective radius definition , with Po 
and Ro determined from the instantaneous plume merger method. 
(4) Plume temperature is calculated from a relation derived from 
Hanna ' s  equation II.92 without his assumption (13) : 
' 
(5) Plume saturated vapor density, cJ.p5 , is found from a relation 
derived from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, with latent heat a linear 
function of temperature , and the ideal gas law as : 
where 
lf f  ( o .o735E) IOa. 
0.0'7d.37 rpp 
5Z 
- 5 J. 6J.. J.. cq lflp , �lfJ 
(6) The entrained water flux, E , is calculated from the following 
discrete approximation of Hanna' s  formula II.86: 
7' 
) d.�.,., -rJ.� £ - � ( v, -:- v. J.. - L "'.,.' "' ' 
t,:!O 
' t/I 
where the subscript l indicates the l-- increment of the downwind dis-
tance. 
(7) The total water flux, 'v/i , and plume vapor density are deter­
mined as: 
from 
(8) Lastly, a "peak" plume relative humidity, RH p , is calculated 
where M is an empirically determined "peak" factor. 
Steps (1) through (8) are repeated until either RHp drops below one 
or the calculated visible rise, � h , is equal to the maximum final rise 
first predicted. If the latter case occurs, a standard Gaussian plume is·  
matched to the end of the calculated plume with the source strength of the 
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Gaussian plume set to the excess water flux at final plume h�ight. The 
plumes are matched by placing the Gaussian plume 's virtual:origin so that 
its centerline relative humidity equals the Briggs plume ' s  "peak" relative 
humidity. Then t�e Gaussian plume is stepped off as with the Briggs plume 
until its centerline relative hum.idity falls below 100%. 
The initial buoyancy flux is determined from Briggs ' equation III . l  
for a single tower cell. The empirical constants � and f'1 were deter-
mined by fitting the model to the Benning Road data ( i= O. 'lD'!J o..1\� M ::: / ,� ) .  
An additional modification of the basic model involves a wind speed adjust-
ment based upon the Turner stability classification of the atmosphere for 
each particular case as follows : 
u ::;:. 
/ , I E  V 
I .  J q V 
1 . i� V  
I F  TllRrtl!R lLAGS b 3 
rF TIJRNEIJ. lJ.A!iS :::: 4 
1 F 1t1Rrt�R l LASS > 5 
The stability parameter, 5 , is to be determined by equation III.6 where 
a rr  -
o t  I l - 1.. 5t)vP..l i;  HEt61+T 
I 1... is the height of the lowest significant temperature inversion (one de-
gree Celsius temperature rise between adjacent ambient profile levels) or 
I . 
500 meters�whichever is least ( 'J1 is the ambient temperature at this 
height) . 
This model ,  being largely an adaptation of various parts of Briggs ' 
and Hanna 's theories, shares most of their limitations and ·inconsistencies, 
including the lack of ability to handle downwash cases and the usage of dry 
. . . 
plume formulations to calculate wet plume parameters. Some of these incon-
sistencies are explicitly included in the formulations, such as the usage of 
a no-plume-interaction model to predict plume trajectory and on instantan­
eous-plume-merger model to find all other parameters. Also troubling to the 
model's authors was the entrainment constant's inverse relation to observed 
plume length (as noted earlier) . Other obvious limitatations are the model's 
inability to predict "calm" plume parameters or multiple-tower plume. para-
meters. 
IV. FIELD DATA 
As noted by . nearly everyone in the field of cooling tower plume modeling , 
the most frustrating single problem encountered is the scarcity of dependable, 
usable, and complete field data with which plume models may be validated 
and/or their empirical constants adjusted. This lack of data has resulted 
in a prof iligration of relatively untested plume models which of ten differ 
by orders of magnitude in their predictions . Thu s ,  an important part of 
this study is to evaluate the available mechanical draft cooling tower plume 
data with an eye towards using this data as a means of model validation and 
model-to-model comparisons . 
First it would be well to outline what wo�ld be considered a usable and 
complete set of cooling tower plume data. Obviously, this must include 
important tower parameters as a minimum: 
(1) power dissapated by each source (tower or cell of tower) 
(2) exit radius of each source 
(3) total number of towers and number of cells per tower 
(4). cell and tower spacing and arrangement 
(5) local prominent terrain features 
Requirement (1) is needed to determine source loading; (3) and (4) to judge 
or calculate the effects of plume merger; and (4) and (5) to account for 
the variation in merger effects due to wind direction and to determine 
downwash effects . Also required is the following minimum data describing 
the state of the plume as it issues from its source: 
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(1) Dry bulb temperature 
(2) Water vapor content 
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(3) Liquid water content (cloud water and larger drops) 
(4) Exit velocity or volume flux 
. Where (1), (2) , and (3) are needed to describe the plumes initial thermo­
dynamical state; (2) and (3) are also necessary for determining plume 
moisture content ; (4) indicates the initial plume momentum ; all of these 
determine the initial buoyancy flux. In addition, of course, a profile 
of the atmosphere, including surface and tower top values , should be 
obtained , which includes: 
(1) Dry bulb temperature 
(2) Water vapor content 
(3) Wind speed and direction (relative to source geometry ) 
(4) Pressure 
These measurements are required for plume buoyancy calcula�ions , effect of 
entrainment on plume parameters, plus determination of areodynamical 
interaction of the plume with the tower and surrounding terrain. Lastly, 
and most d ifficult, a determination of the average behavior of the plume 
itself should be made including average geometry (relative to the tower top) 
of the 
(1) Water vapor plume 
(2) Saturated water vapor (visible) plume 
(3) Thermal (buoyant) plume 
Also of interest would be regularly spaced plume cross-sections of relavent 
variables such as temperature, velocity water vapor content , and cloud water 
content. These measurements would not only give a rigorous trial to any 
plume model, but would also greatly aid in the physical under-standing of 
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plumes. Unfortun�tely, from a practical standpoint, normally only require­
ment (2) can be met to any degree. Requirement (3) can sqmetimes be met on 
a case by case basis by adding tracer elements to the plume gasses, but, as 
with requirement (1) , it is extremely difficult and expensive to even crudely 
determine the full plume geometry. 
Note that most cooling tower plume models do not require all of these 
measurements, though collectively they require at least this much. Also 
note that all present plume models, in order to avoid near insurmountable 
complications, assume steady state conditions; hence all of the data 
collected must be gathered nearly simultaneously, and should be time 
averaged over some reasonable interval (this also means that measurements 
should not be obtained during a period in which any of the measured para­
meters is changing "rapidly"). Outside of the problems mentioned for 
gathering plume geometries and timing of measurements, the data gatherer 
faces the economic problems of instrumenting the sources and gathering 
an average ambient profile. To be done with great precision, these tasks 
require expensive instruments in vast quantities, one per source and one 
per profile level which is clearly beyond the resources of most researchers. 
As of this writing, the author has had access to only two extensive 
sets of mechanical draft cooling tower plume data, one of which may be too 
flawed to give meaningful results. The better of the two is the data 
collected by Meyer et. al. (14) at the Benning Road power plant in Washington ,  
D. c .  during October 25, 1973 through Februrary 2 6 ,  1974. This plant, with 
a rated power generation capacity of 289 MWe, can disapate its waste heat 
through two mechanical draft cooling towers composed of eight cells each. 
These towers are situated on relatively level terrain near the Anacosta 
River with the major features being the power plant, the D.  C .  Incinerator , 
sa 
and the towers themselves . The cells of each tower are 21.3 meters high and 
have an exit radius of 4 . 7  meters ; they are arranged linearly within the tower 
structure in an east-west orientation . The pertinent facts about the tower 
siting and structure are summarized in figure four. 
included measurements o f :  
Each field study 
(1) Entrance and exit temperatures of the cooling water, plant power 
load , and cooling water flow rate 
(2) Exit temperature and wet bulb temperature of the plume from a 
typical cell 
(3) Exit velocity profiles of the typical cell from which a volume flux 
is calculated 
(4) Surface level readings and rawinsonde ambient profiles of tempera­
ture, water vapor density, and wind speed 
(5) Surface level wind directions and pressures recorded along with 
cloud heights and Pasquill stability classes 
(6) Visible plume centerline height and length from photographs taken 
normal to the wind direction; dimensions were determined by using a cliometer 
and/or photogrammetrical techniques . 
This set of data,. composes of over 50 observations , is reasonably complete 
and tabulated in a form that is readily usable . Its main defects, though not 
considered serious , are that, since only one cell of one of the towers was 
instrumented , it must be assumed that all the other operating cells had 
similar characteristics and that , when this particular cell was not function­
ing, the initial data can be estimated accurately; that the rawinsonde data 
does not produce a time-averaged ambient profile; that the measured plume 
geometry is not complete enough to fully test many plume models .  However, 
for the purposes of this study this set of plume data is more than adequate 
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Fig. 4 .  Beillling Road Power Plant mechanical-draft cooling towers and 
main features of surrounding terrain with all structures 
idealized as rectangles and pertinant dimensions (feet) given. 
(Distance between cooling towers and D.C.  incinerator is 250 
feet . )  
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for all of the tested models except the Briggs dry plume model which needs 
data on the thermal plume to be properly validated . 
The other collection of mechanical draft cooling tower plume data was 
gathered over the period July 9 ,  1971 through October 10, 1971 using the 
single cooling tower of the Purdue University , Indiana power plant by 
Westlin (17 ) .  Each of the three operational cells in the tower is 18.1 
meters high and has an exit radius of 4 . 6  meters .  The tower is located 
on relatively flat terrain; however, the power plant, which is considerably 
taller and longer than the tower, is directly east of the tower whose major 
axis runs north-south. Each of the 30 sets of observations included : 
water 
(1) Difference between entrance and exit temperatures of the cooling 
(2) Exit temperature of the plume 
(3) Volume flux calculated from fan ratings 
(4) Surface measurements of temperature, relative humidity, pressure, 
and w�nd speed (if over one meter per second). 
(5) Four photographs of the plume taken over a three-minute period 
(the available data includes only tabular average values of visible plume 
dimensions extracted from these photographs). 
As can be seen, this data set is not as complete as the previous one,· 
the most serious deficiency being the lack of an ambient profile. Though 
the observed plumes were rather short, making the approximation of a constant 
ambient profile reasonable, this short-coming is rather serious as the 
Briggs formulas are rather sensitive to the temperature lapse rate. Also, 
the documentation on the cooling tower and power plant is rather sketchy 
(missing dimensions and power loading) .  Among other disturbing facets of 
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this data set are the measurements of plume temperature with a glass ther­
mometer, calculation of volume flux from fan ratings , and the assumption of 
near-neutral atmospheric conditions in all cases . Most distressing of all 
is the fact that for many cases in which the wind speed was less than one 
meter per second, and thus not recorded, the plume length to rise ratio is 
much larger than in cases of wind speeds over two meters per second. Un­
fortunately, the original data records and photographs were lost at Purdue, 
so these data sets must be used with a degree of caution. 
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V .  MODEL VALIDATION 
This chapter can not entirely live up to its title - the two available 
data sets are too small a base on which to make very meaningful conclusions 
about the performances of the plume models. However, it is possible to 
delineate trends and to make case-by-case comparisons among the models . 
Thus this section will compare the plume prediction of the models of Briggs 
and Hanna ; the derived model of Eagles and Kohlenstein; and the empirical 
model of Smith and Agee (17, 18) (see also appendix A) with the observed 
plumes o! the Benning Road and Purdue data sets. The results of using the 
various models are summarized in Table One and figures 5-40. 
The following definitions should serve as a key to the notation used in 
the following table (Table 2) : 
Case Data: 
CASE ID - Benning Road cases : four digit number, the first two digits 
are the cooling tower identification; the last two digits are 
the case number ; Purdue cases : three digit number , the first 
digit indicates calm case (1) or windy case; (2) the last two 
digits are the case number 
NO. CELLS - Number of cells operating (each Benning Road tower has total 
of eight cells; Purdue tower has total of four cells) 
WIND ANGLE - Angle of mean wind direction to tower lo�g axis 
WIND SPD M/S ·- Surf ace or tower top mean wind velocity in meters per 
second 
AMB TEMP C - Surf ace or tower top ambient dry bulb temperature in degrees 
Celcius 
AMB RH % - Surface of tower top ambient relative humidity in per-cent 
POWER RATIO - Ratio or plant power output to maximum rated power output 
S (E-4) - Briggs ' stability parameter (see equation lII . 6 )  calculated 
between plume height and tower top (inverse seconds squared 
times ten to the fourth) 
INVER HT - Lowest significant temperature inversion in meters (value 
of 10000 . 00 indicates no measurable inversion) 
PLUME RISE - Observed vertical height of visible plume above the tower 
top in meters 
PLUME LENGTH - Observed downwind length of visible plume in meters 
Models : 
Briggs : 
BRG - 'Basic' plume rise 
ENHT - ' Enhanced ' plume rise 
VIRT - 'Virtual origin' plume rise 
Hanna: 
HANB - ' Latent heat fraction' 
modification of Briggs ' 
plume rise 
Equations 
II.56,  or I I . 6 0 ,  or III.11 
III . 7  
III . 8  and III . 9  
II.100 and II.89 
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VBHT - visible plume rise 
HANHT - 'Modified condensed 
fraction' plume rise 
VBLEN - 'Basic' visible plume 
length 
HANLEN - 'Modified condensed 
fraction' plume length 
Eagles - Kohlenstein: 
EAR RISE· - Visible plume rise 
EAG LENGTH - Visible plume length 
Smith-Agee : 
SA RISE - Visible plume rise 
SA LENGTH - Visible plume length 
Postscripts:  
C - single cell source 






cs - single cell source, sensible heat buoyancy flux 
CSL - single cell source, sensible and latent heat flux 
T - merged cells (tower) source 
TS - tower source , sensible heat flux 
TSL - tower source ,  sensible and latent heat flux 
Note that : 
(1) All models results are tabulated as ratios of predicted value 
to observed value (thus 1 . 0  is ideal) 
(2) Negative values indicate that iterations did not converge; a 
cumulative average of the iterations is used 
6.5' 
(3) Eagles' model uses sensible heat buoyancy flux with single cell 
source for plume rise and with tower source for plume length 
(4) Smith-Agee model does not explicitly involve either a source or 
buoyancy flux term. 
Each model's prediction will not be discussed in terms of its perfor­
mance with the Benning Road and Purdue data. 
Briggs Models (figures 5-7 and 28) 
Again, it must be emphasised that Briggs formulations are not designed 
to predict visible plume rise or length; hence , since the data provides 
only visible plume dimensions , plume rise has been predicted in order to 
determine the utility of a straight forward application of Briggs ' formulas 
to prediction of visible plume rise. If all of the Purdue data and the 
Benning Road cases for plume rise under 100 meters are assumed to be cases 
in which the plume was not saturated at final rise, and thus ignored , then 
the Briggs bent-over, no plume merger , dry plume model (equation II . 60 or 
III.11) gives predictions of plume rise within a factor of two of the 
observed value (see Figure 5) . For even this restricted case none of the 
other possible formulations of Briggs model give acceptably close results 
(figures 6 and 7 are indicative of this) . This is about all that can be 
said about Briggs models in this thesis - the data does not allow a fair 
examination of his models. However , there are indications that Briggs ' 
bent-over, no plume merger, dry plume model could give acceptable predic­
tions of visible plume rise in situations where the plume can be expected 
to remain saturated up to final plume rise. 
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Hanna ' s  Visible Plume Models (figures 8 , 9 , 14-21, 2 9 ,  33-36) 
This model, using equations III.12 and IIL.13 or equation III.14 in 
combination with various selections of initial buoyancy flux gives some 
rather interesting results. As can be readily seen from an examination of 
table two and figures 8 , 9 ,  and 14-21, if cases 1603, 1604, 1605, and 1601 
from the Benning Road data are excluded then the model which uses instan­
taneous plume merger and sensible heat only buoyancy flux ("all tower cells -
sensible heat only" model) gives factor of two predictions of plume rise 
(see figure 9) and factor of three predictions of plume length (see figures 
18 and 19) for the Benning Road data. There are some pertinent trends that 
come out of this model which seem to apply to this theory of Hanna ' s  in 
general. First notice that the plume rise tends to be overpredicted for 
cases in which the observed plume is relatively short (especially case 1601) . 
As mentioned in the section on the development of ·these equations, this can 
be attributed to use of the environmental saturated mixing ratio in place 
of the actual plume saturated mixing ratio. Also note the models ' tendency 
to underpredict relat�vely high plumes. The predictions of plume length, 
on the other hand (see figures 14-21) tend to almost always be under-
predic ted, but rather well correlated to the actual plume rise. Thus it 
would seem that the multiplicative constant in equation III . 13 is probably 
too small. As for the Purdue data, none of Hanna ' s  models predicts visible 
heights to any degree of acceptance (see figure 29 - the "all tower cells" 
model gave even poorer results) ,  but this,  again, may be due to the shortness 
of the observed plumes in the data. The best model, the no plume merger with 
sensible and all latent heat buoyancy flux model ("single cell - sensible 
plus latent heat" model) ,  seems to rather erratically overpredict plume 
rise (see figure 29) but does a creditable job of predicting plume length 
(see figure 43) . 
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Other Hanna Models (figures 10,11,22 ,23,30,37 , and 38) 
Modification of Briggs ' buoyancy flux to include a fraction of the 
latent heat in the buoyancy flux term of Briggs ' models did not give meaning­
ful results for either data set. As can be easily seen in table two this 
model either reduced down to one of the extreme cases (all vapor condensecl 
or no vapor condensed , as in almost all of the Benning Road cases) or 
modifed a model that was already giving poor results, as in the Purdue cases . 
Thus this model was not included in the figures . The model results labelled 
"HANHT" and "HANLEN" in the table and "HANNA MODIFIED CONDENSED FRACTION" 
in the figures is an adaptation of Hanna ' s  condensed vapor fraction theory 
made by this author (see Appendix B) . While the results of this model tend 
to give less scatter and somewhat closer agreement on the whole than Hanna ' s  
simpler model already discussed (compare figure 9 to 11, 19 to 23 , 29 t o  30,  
and 34 to 37) , in general the same remarks may be made about these plume 
prediction. This would seem to indicate some more fundamental problems with 
Hanna' s  theory than over-simplification in the final formulation. 
Eagles-Kohlenstein Model (figures 12 , 23 , 25 , 31 and 39) 
This model, being based on much of the same ideas that were used in 
Hanna ' s  models , shows results that are somewhat similar . Keeping in mind 
that this model was calibrated to the Benning Road data, an examination 
of Figures 9 and 12 shows that though this model clearly gives better 
predictions of visible rise, it overpredicts the high plumes and under­
predicts the low plumes . An examination of Figures 24 and 25 shows the 
same overprediction and underprediction pattern about predicted plume 
lengths . Interestingly enough, though this model gives the worst predictions 
of visible plume rise for the Purdue cases of all models plotted (see 
figure 31) it gives the best predictions of length (see figu;e 39) for those 
same Purdue cases. Also of interest is the fact that this model was less 
sensitive to high humidity in the Benning Road data than the Hanna models , 
but, as the three ' off-scale' points in figure 39, testify , it was much 
more sensitive to relative humidity for the Purdue data. (Those three Purdue 
plumes were measured with near-100% relative humidity on the ground ; the 
assumption of vertically uniform ambient humidity was probably unrealistic 
in these cases) . 
TABLE 2 . --Predicted to observed plume rise and length ratios 
. C A S E  t 0 1 6 0 1  1 6 0 2  1 60 3  1 604 1 60 5  1 6 0 6  1 607 1 6 0 8  1609 
N O •  C E L L S  7 7 7 7 B 7 7 7 7 
W I N O  ANG L E  40 4 0  90 90 90 9 0  90 90 90 
W I NO S P O  M I S  3 , 60 3 , 60 4 , 00 5 , 0 0  6 , 00 3 . l o  3 , 6 0  3 , 9 0  4 ,  1 0  
Al-48 T E M P  C ? ?. . 79 2 2 . 79 1 9 . �6 1 9 . 36 1 9 . 36 1 4  • .  6 1  1 4 , 6 1  1 4 , 6 1  1 3 . 6 1  
Al-16 R H  X 5 2 . 75 5 2 . 7 5  8 5 , 7 7  8 5 , 7 7  85 . 7 7  6 1 , 5 9 6 1 , 5 9  6 1 , 5 8 4 5 , 98 
P O W E R  R A T I O  o . 5 2  o . � 3  0 . 97 o . 9 7  0 , 9 7  o . 9 5  0 , 9 5  o .  9 5 . 0 , 96 
S < E-4 ) .. ?. 3 . 4 1  -2 3 , 4 1  (1 , 9 3  o , 93 0 , 93 • 1 , 5 R  - 1 , 5 8  - 2 , 1 4  -5 . 6 1  
l NV F R  HT 5 2 8 . 0 0  5 2 G , OO 1 0 000 , 0 0  1 0000 . 0 0  1 00 0 0 . 0 0  2000 . 0 0  2 0 0 0 . 0 0  2000 , 0 0  1 2 7 . 00 
P t lJME R I SE 0 . 66 6 , 66 2 2 A , 66 2 2 8 o h 6  2 2 8 , 66 8 5 . 66 8 5 , 66 6 9 , 6 6  5 3 , 66 
PLUME LNGTH 2 5 . 00 2 5 . 0 0  1 000 , 00 1000 . 00 1 0 0 0 , 0 0  1 6 8 , 00 1 6 8 , 00 1 1 6 . 00 1 8 7 , 00 
8 R C  - C S  1 3 . 5 1  1 3 . 60 0 , [1 5  o . 7 8  0 , 74 2 . 9 1  2 .  f> l 2 , 8 8 - 3 , 0 2  
8 R G  .- C S L  � 7 . 4 4  3 7 . 6 6  1 . 3 5  1 . 2 5  1 . 1 8 ... 5 .  79 -5 , 85 - 7 . 7 9  . 3 .  6 4  
8 R G  - T S  4 3 . 2 3  4 3 . 4 8 1 . 62 l . s o  l . 4 8 4 , 9 3  -� . 8 3 - 6 , 2 4  4 , 09 
8RG - T S L  l L' 0 . 35 1 2 1 . 04 2 . 5 9  2 .  11 0 2 , 36 7 , 8 3 1 , 4 8  a . 1s 5 . 7 1  
HANS - C 1 3 . 5 1  1 3 .  60 O , t> 5  o . 7 8  (I, 74 2 , 9 1 2 , 6 1  2 , 8 8 - 3 , 0 2 
HANS • T 4 3 . 2 3  4 3 . 4 8  z . 59 2 • 110 2 . 3 6  4 , 9 3  -4 . 8 5 - 6 . 2 4  4 , 09 
E�JHT • C S  2 2 . 1 4 2 2 . 3 2 1 , 4 9  1 . 36 1 , 3 1  -.5 .  1 7  -5 , 0 2 - 7 . 1 7  3 , 77 
Et1HT .. C S L  � 8 . 5 9 6 9 . 0 1  2 . 4 7  2 . ?.  8 2 . 2 1  7 . � 4  7 . 1 1  e . 37 5 . 1 6 °' 
V n HT - C 2 . 4 5  2 . 4 6  0 . 34 o . 3 1  0 , 2 8  ·o . � 6  0 . 5 4  0 , 6! 0 , 66 
\D. 
V6HT .. T 6 . 4 8  o . 5 1  0 , 9 1  Q , 8 1  0 , 79 1 . 4 9  1 , 4 3  1 , 65 1 . 75 
HANHT .. C 2 . 3 1  2 . H  0 . 3 5  o . 3 1  0 , 26 . 0 .  5 8 0 , 4 7  o . 5 7  0 , 56 
HAfmT .. T 5 . 77 s . 11 1 . 1 8 1 . 09 l . 09 • l .  5 2 1 , 40 l . s e 1 , 6 8  
. ; 
v e L E N  .. cs 1 • l:J l l . � 2  0 . 2 2 0 . 2 6  0 . 30 0 , 4 5  o . 5 1 0 . 11 0 , 3 6  
V R L f N  - C S L  0 . 11 0 . 1 1  0 . 1 1  o . 1 3 0 .  1 5  0 , 2 3 0 , 2 6  0 , 40 0 ,  1 9  
V O L EN - T S  2 . 9 5  2 , 96 (1 , 3 6  0 .  '•3 0 , 5 1  0 . 1 2  0 , 3 3  1 . 2 5 o . s a  
V R L f N  - T S L  1 . 2 6  1 . 26 0 , 1 8 0 . 2 1  0 , 2 5 o , 37 o . 4 3  0 , 6.5 0 , 30 
HAtlLEN - C 1 . 66 l . 65 0 . 2 3 0 . 26 0 . 21 0 . 4 7  0 . 4 1  o . 6 8  o .  2 8· 
HANL er1 - T 2 .  118 2 . 4 7 0 . 5 3 0 . t.J 7  0 . 0 2  0 . 1 4 O . A O 1 . 1 7 o . ss 
E A G  R I S E  4 . 3 A '• . 4 0 0 . 1 1  o . 6 3  O , b l  l .  06 l .  () l 1 . 1 3 1 , 2 2 
E A G  LENGTH 3 . 60 3 . 6 0 0 . 6 1 · o . 6 6  0 . 64 (J .  9 5 l • (17 1 . 5 5  0 , 75 
SA R J S E o . oo o . oo 0 .  1 5  0 . 1 4  0 , 1 3  0 . 1 6 0 . 1 1 0 . 2 0  0 , 0 9  
S A  L HIGTH o . oo (1 . 00 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 6  0 . 2 9 o . 3 3 0 . 40 0 , 60 0 , 1 5  
NOTE : This table is fully explained in the preceding text. 
TABLE 2 . --Cont�nued 
C A S E  J O  1 6 1 0 1 6 1 1  1 6 1 2  1 6 1 �  1 6 1 4  1 6 1 5 1 6 1 6  1 6 1 7  1 6 1 8  
N o .  C E L L S  7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
W I ND A N G L E  9 0  9 0  30 30 30 90 90 . 90 90 
W I ND S P D  M I S  3 . 09 3 . 1 0  6 . 20 5 . 1 5  6 . 20 2 . 00 3 . 60 3 . 60 3 , 09 
A�18 TEMP C 1 3 , 6 1 1 ) , 6 1  � . 4 2  3 . 4 z  3 . 42 0 . 64 8 . 64 8 . 64 · 1 1 , 85 
AMB RH " 4 5 . 9 8  45 , 9 9 3 5 . 10 35 . 1 0  3 5 . 1 0 4 9 , 4 )  4 9 , 4 3  4 9 . 4 3  3 9 , 0 8  
P r. H E R  RAT I O  0 . <)6 0 . 96 0 . 97 o . 97 0 . 97 0 , 96 o . 97 o . 97 . 0 , 9 7  
S < E-4 ) - 3 . 93 -4 . 49 1 . 98 o , 95 1 , 4 8  ... o . s o  -0 , 5 0  -0 . 3 2  - 1 , 49 
IttVE R HT 1 :> 7 . 00 1 2 7 . 00 8 8 1 . 00 8 8 1 . 00 8 8 1 . 00 1 0 4 , 0 0  104 , 00 10 4 . 00 2 0 4 . 00 
P L U M E  R I S E  9 7 , 6h 76 . 66 4 ll . 66 6 9 , f! 6  5 7 . 66 7 6 . 6 6 6 6 , 66 8 5 . 66 6 3 , 66 
P L U M E  LNGTH 1 5 8 . 00 1 4 7 . 0 0  2 6 5 , 00 305 . 00 2 7 4 . 00 l e o . oo 1 9 1 , 00 2 2 2 . 00 1 07 , 00 
e ct G  - · c s - l .  06 -7. . 3 9  3 . 2 3  2 .  "f 3 2 , 72 2 , 3 3 2 . 5 2 1 . 97 - 3 , 33 
B R G  - C S L  2 , 05 2 . 64 6 . 1 4 - 7 . 99 5 . 16 ... 2 .  9 B  - 3 . 2 5  - 2 . , 4  - 4 . 7 7  
B R G  - T S  2 . :n 2 . 9 8  1 0 . 3 8 - 9 . 35 e , 74 3 , 34 3 , 66 2 , H 5 4 , 37 
BRG - T S L  . .  3 . 39 '• .  3 7  -- l 4 , b5 - 1 1 . 2 6  - 1 2 . 3 5 4 . 6 1 4 , 83 3 . 7 8  6 , 2 4 
HANS - C - 1 .  8 6  - 2 . 39 3 , 2 3  2 . 7 3  2 .  ·12 2 . 3 3  2 , 5 2 1 . 97 .. 3 , 3 3 
H A N S  .. T 2 . 3 3 2 . 9 8  1 0 . 3 8  -9 , 3 5  B . 74 3 , 3 4 3 , 66 2 . e s  4 , 3 7  
EuHT - C S  2 .  l 4 2 .  ·12 5 , 5 3  - 7 . 75 4 . 6 5  - 3 . 2 3 - 3 , 5 1  - 2 , 7 5  -4 , 5 8 
e��HT - C S L  2 . 98 3 • tVi! 1 1 . 1 9 - 1 0 . 2 a  9 , 4 1  4 . 1 5  4 , 36 3 , 4 1 5 , 60 . "' 
VRHT - C 0 . 39 0 , 5 1  0 . 74 o . 57 0 . 62 0 . 1 1  0 , 72 0 , 5 7  0 , 62 
0. 
VRHl - T l . 04 1 . 35 1 . 96 1 .  5 1  l . b 5  1 . 6 7  1 , 92 1 . 50 1 , 64 
H A f'1 HT • C . 0 . 4 1  0 . 5 2 O , A 2  o . 57 0 , (>9 0 , 65 0 , 7 5  0 , 5 8  0 , 63 
HANl1T .. T l .  0?. 1 . 30 ?.. • 0 .5  i . s o  1 , 73 1 . 9 6  1 . 95 1 • .52 1 . 73 
V � L E N  - C S  0 , 3 4  C , 3 7 0 , 4 3  0 .  3 2 .  0 . 4 1  0 . 34 o . 4 2  o , 36 0 . 4  7 . 
V � L E N  - C S L  0 . 1 7 0 .  l 9 0 . 2 5  0 . 1 9  0 . 2 4  0 . 1 9  0 , 2 3  0 . 20 0 , 2 5  
Vl!LEtl - T S  o . 5 5  0 . 6 0  0 . 6 9  o . s 2  0 , 66 o . s s 0 .  £>9 o . 59 0 . 11 
V R L E N  - T S L  0 . 2 8  o . 3 1  0 , 40 0.  '.-' l 0 , 39 o . 3 1 o . 3 8 o . 3 3  0 , 40 
H A f'i L EN - C 0 . 35 o . 3 8  o . !10 o . � 3  0 , 4 8  0 , 30 0 , 44 0 . 3 8  0 , 4 8 
H A N L E N  - T 0 . 5 3  Cl, 5 7 0 . 74 o , 5 6  0 . 12 o . 59 0 , 70 0 . 60 0 , 6 3  
EAG R I S E  0 , 73 O . Q 9  1 , 4 2  l o l l  1 . 20 l .  3 6  1 , 4 1  1 . 1 0 l ,  1 1  
EAG LENGTH 0 . 10 0 . 0 2  0 . 9 8 .  0 .  ·15 0 .  '1 5  {J .  7 8 o . 99 o . e 1  0 , 9 3 · 
S A  R I S E 0 . 06 f' • C· 8 0 .  1 4  (J .  1 0 0 . 1 1  0 .  1 ti () . l 7 0 .  1 5  0 , 06 
S A  LENGTH 0 . 1 3  0 . 1 5 0 .  l 9 0 .  1 4  0 ,  1 8  0 . 2 4  CJ . �o 0 . 2 4  0 . 1 4 
TABLE 2 . --Con t�nued 
CASE I O  1 5 1 9  1 5 2 0  1 52 1 . 1 5 2 2° 1 523 1 5 2 4 1 5 2 5  1526 1527 
N O •  C E L L S  8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
W I N D  A N G L E  0 0 0 1 0  6 0  3 0  . 9 0  9 0  9 0  
W I N O  S P O HIS 4 . 60 3 . 60 5 .  l 0 3 . 1 0 3 . 60 3 . 60 4 . 60 4 . 1 0 6 . 2 0  
M1B T E M P  C B . 2 1  � . 2 1  H . 2 1  - o . 6 5  -0 . 6 5  ... Q . 65 o . 3 3 o . 3 3  0 . 3 3  
A"18 RH � 5 9 . 0 2  59 . 0? 59 . 02 42 a ?. A 42 . 2 6  4 2 , 2 A 3 0 . 9 3  3 0 . 9 3  30 . 9 3  
PO �IE P. RA T  I 0 0 . 9 7  o . 9 !>  (). «;' � o . 9 5  0 . 97 0 . 9 �  l . 00 o. q s . 0 . 9 5  
s < E -4 > 1 . 67 2 . 6 5  ?. • 77 0 •. !)9 () .  4 1  0 • !> O  -4 , 3 7  ... 3 . :3 2  - 5 . 2 2  
H �'J E R  HT 1 1 8 8 . 00 1 1 8 8 . 00 l l B B . 00 1 0 1 0 , (10 1 0 1 0 . 00 1 0 1 0 . 00 7 4 3 , 00 743 , 00 7 4 3 . 0 0  
P L U M E  R I S E  1 7 4 . 66 9 4 . 66 8 9 . 6 6  2 3 2 . 6 6  3 3 6 . 6 6  294 , 6 6  1 74 , 6 6  2 2 3 . 66 1 4 8 . 6 6  P L UME LNGTH 3 4 6 . 00 3 ic• . oo 2 0 3 . C O  3 3 5 , (IO 54 9 , oo. 4 4 7 . 00 3 7 3 . 00 35 3 . 00 3 4 3 . 00 
B P G  - C S  0 . 6 6 1 . 7 8  l • 5 4  1 • ?. 2 0 , 79 o . 9o 1 . 3 1 1 . 1 4 1 , 06 
BP.Ci - C S L  1 . 42 2 . 9 6  2 . �6 - 2 . 4 3  .. i .  7 1  - 1 .  96 2 , 3 6 2 , 04 1 . 9 2  
B R G  - TS 2 . 34 4 . 5 9 4 . 36 - 2  . 'il a  - 2 .  0 l -2 . 3 1  4 .  !> 6  - 3 . 07 3 , 7 1 
B R Ci  - T S L  3 . 90 7 . 77 7 . 24 J . 4 7  - 2 .  3 3  - 2 . 6 8  -5 . 29 -4 . 4 8  - 4 . 9 5  
H,\NB - C t' . A6 1 . 78 l . 54 i . 2 2  0 , 79 o . 9o 1 , 3 1  1 . 1 4 1 . 0 6  
HANS - T 2 . 34 4 .  5 9  4 . �6 - z , 9R - 2 . 0 1  -2 . 3 1 4 . 5 6 - 3 . 0 7  3 . 7 1  
ENHT .. C S  2 . 20 4 , 3 2  3 , 4 8 -2 . 9 3 -2 . 00 - 2 . 30 2 , 4 1 2 ,  1 1  1 . 87 
Er�HT .. C S L  ) , "/ 5 7 . 49 6 . 94 -3 . 5 3  - 2 . 34 - 2 . 7 1  4 . 54 - 3 . 4 2  3 , 6 1  """" 
· v�HT· - C 0 . 25 o . s 2  (l , 4 4  o , 2 5 0 . 16 0 . 1 8 0 . 2 6 0 . 2 1 0 , 2 4  
..... . 
VnHT - T 0 . 10 1 . 4 8  1 , ,5 0 . 10 0 , 4 5  u . s 2  0 , 72 o . 59 0 , 6 9  
HAMHT - C o . 2 3 o . 5 3 0 .  '• 5 o . 7. 6  0 . 1 5  0 . 1 1 0 , 2 9 0 . 2 2  0 , 27 
HANHT � T 0 . 69 l . 4 8  1 . 2 3  o . 7 3 0 , 4 7  o . �4 0 , 3 0 0 . (17 0 , 74 
V B L E N  - C S  0 . 3 1  0 .  7. 9 o . 5 7 o . 2 5  0 . 1 7 0 , 2 1 C , 2 5  0 . 24 0 , 33 
V R L E N  - C S L  0 . 1 8  0 . 1 1 o .  :n 0 . 1 5  0 . 1 0 0 . 1 3 0 .  1 5  o . 1 s  0 . 20 
V s L E N  - TS 0 . 5 2  0 .  '•9 0 , <)b o . 4 1  0 . 2 0  o . 3 5 0 . 4 2  o . 4o 0 , 5 5  
V B L E N  - TSL 0 . 30 0 . 2 8 o . 5 4 0 . 2 0  0 . 1 8  0 . 2 2  0 , 2 6 0 . 2 5  0 , 34 
HAf�L EN - C 0 . 2 8  0 . 30 o .  s a o . 2 6 0 .  1 5  0 .  1 f' 0 , 3 0 0 . 2 6  0 . 3 8 
H A N L E N  - T 0 . 5 1  o . 49 0 . 9 3  0 .  41+ (I, 30 o . 37 0 . 49 o . 49 0 . 6 1  
E A Ci  R I S E  0 . 44 o . CJ4 o , 79 (l . 56 0 . 35 o . 4o 0 , Ml c . 5 7  0 . 62 
E t. G  LENGTH 0 . 6 1 o . s u 1 .  1 3· o . o9 0 . 4 6 o . 5 6 0 .  ti s  o . e a  1 , 1 7 
S A  R I S E  o . o e  \) . 1 6  ('I .  1 6  Q , 06 0 . 04 t) . 0 5 u , 04 0 . 03 0 , 04 
S A  L ENGTH 0 . 2 4  0 . 23 0 . 44 0 . 1 3  o . o 9  0 .  l l. 0 , 0 8  o . oe 0 . 1 1  
TABLE 2 . --Cont�nued 
· c A S E  I D  1 5 Z R  1 5 2 9  1 5 3 0  1 5 3 1  1 5 3 2  1 5 3 3  1 5 34 1 5 35 1 5 3 6  
N O •  C E L L S  e A 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 
W ! NO ANGL E  30 2 0  3 0  9('1 a o  2 0  2 0  4 0 1 0  
W J NO S P O  f1/S s . 1 0 5 .  1 (I 4 . 1 0  4 . bO 4 . 1 0  3 . l o 2 . 60 3 . 1 0 3 , 1 0 ,. 
AMB T E � P  C Q . 4 5  0 . '+ 5  o . ,.s - o . s s  0 . 62 2 . 2 4  2 . 2 4  3 , 8 4  3 , 84 
Av.8 RH � 92 . 8 2 9 2 . a 2  9 2 . 82 4 4 . 69 4 6 . 89 6 7 . 9 2  67 . 9 2  6 9 . 9 5  69 , 9 5  
POWER RAT I O  0 , 94 o . 9� o , q4 o . 94 0 . 94 o . e 7  o . 94 0 . 9 4  . 0 . 4 7  
S < E-4 > O . l A  0 .  l fl 0 . 1 0  - 1 . 6 1  - 1 . 1 1  1 1 .  4 1 1 2 . 1 7  4 . 6 1 5 . 3 4  
1 t1 V E R  t1T 2 8 9 . 0 0  2 8 9 . 0 0  2 8 9 , 00 8 4 6 . 00 6 8 7 . o o  1 3 9 , C>O 1 3 9 , 00 1 8 6 . 00 1 8 6 . 00 
PLUME R I S E  1 � 8 . 66 1 38 , 6 () l 3£1 . b 6  2 8 8 . bb 2 3 3 . 66 2 6 7 . 6 6  2 3 0 . 6 6  1 8 3 . 66 1 97 . 66 
PLUME LNGTH 1 5 �0 . 00 1 5oc . oo 1 '•00 . co 5 1 6 , 00 4 4 3 . o o  !> 2 6 , 00 4 36 , 00 4 3 3 . 00 3 1 6 . 00 
B R G  - C S  - 2 . 0 5  - 2 . 0 5  - l . 92 o , b4 l , 1 3 -o • .IJ 2  - 1 . 1 0  o . e o  0 , 5 3 
8 R G  - C S L  -2 . 06 -2 . 0 6 - 2 . 3 3  t . 5 2 2 , 0 6  - 1  . • 20 - 1 . 2 2  1 . 03 0 , 78 
B R G  - TS - 3 . 9 8  - 3 . 9 7 -4 . "(9 - 2 . 3 2  - 2 . 77 -o . ao - 0 , 9 4  1 . 2 2  0 . 97 
8 R Ci  - T S L  - 2 . 65 - 2 , 66 ?. • 6 6  - 3 . 06 - 4 . 0 4  1 . 07 1 , 3 3 1 . 5 3  l . 1 6 
HANS - C - 2 . 06 - 2 . 0 6 - 2 , J2 o . s4 1 . 1 3 - 0 . 8 2  - 1 . 1 0 o . a o  0 , 5 3 
HANS - T -7. . ()4 - 2 . 6 5  2 . 6 6  - 2 . 3 2  - 2 . 11 -0 . t: (l  -0 , 94 i . 2 2  0 , 97 
ENHT - C S  - 2 . 9 0  - 2 , 9 0  -J . 7 7 l o 5 l  2 . 0 3  - 0 . 9 1  - 0 . ?7 • l . 1 3  ·-0 . 8 8  
ENHT - C S L  - 3 . 39 - 3 .  41, - 2 . 7 2  -2 . !> 2  -3 . 0 6  0 , 9 3  l , 1 7 1 . 4 1  1 . 07 ..... 
V�HT - C l .  1 1  l . 10 l , 30 0 . 20 0 , 2 6 0 , 3 3  0 , 4 1  0 , 43 0 . 24 
N . 
VRHT - T 3 . 1 5  3 o l ? '.L b b  o . 5 4 (). 6 8 0 . 6 6  l . 09 1 . 1 4 0 , 6 5  
HANHT - C i . o e  1 • 0 I) 1 .  £ 3  o . 2 4  0 , 30 0 , 64 0 , 7 8  0 , 60 0 , 2 5  
HANHT • T ·. 2 . 1 6 2 . ) b  2 . 2 4  o . 9 o  o . 9o 0 . 1 1 O , B 2  1 . 03 0 , 8 1  
V B L EN - C S  0 , 49 0 . 4 9  0 , 4 1  0 , 2 6  0 . 2 1  0 . 2 7 0 , 2 9  0 , 3 1  0 , 3 1  
V B L E N  - C S L  0 . 3 1  ('I ,  3 t 0 . 2 5  0 ,  1 6  0 . 1 6  0 ;  1 6  0 . 1 7 o . 1 e  0 ,  1 9  
V B L EN - T S  0 . 83 0 .  � ?.  0 , h8 o , 4 2  0 , 44 () . 4 5  0 , 4 7 o . s o  o·, 5 0  
V B L E N  - T S L  0 , 5 2  0 , 5 2  0 , 4 3  0 . 26 0 . 2 1 0 . 2 7  0 , 2 8  0 , 3 0  0 , 3 1  
HANL er� - c 0 . 4 7  0 . 4 7  (' • :H o . 3 4 0 , 34 o . 74 0 , 7 5  o . 5o 0 , 3 2  
HA�LEN - T 0 , 4 7  0 . 47 0 , 32 0 .  CJ l {1 , 67 o . 33 O , J l  0 . 43 0 , 70 
EACi R I S E  2 . 37 2 . 37 Z . 4 2 o . � a  u , 69 0 . 6{:1 0 , 7 6  0 . 6 8 0 . 4 8  
E A G  L E NGTH 1 . 33 1 . 3 1  0 , 90 t . �o 0 , 97 o . 6 � 0 . 6 2  o . e a  0 , 7 3  
S A  R I S E 0 . 5 5  l) . 5 2  0 .  f. l 0 . 01 0 , 0 9  0 . 1 7  0 . 2 2 0 . 2 2  0 . 1 1  
S A  LENGTH .o . 30 r. .  3') 0 , 2 5  o . 1 5  () . 1 7 0 . 2 1  0 , 2 6  0 , 2 9 0 , 2 6  
�ABLE 2 . --Cont�nued 
CASE I D  1 '54 0  1 5 4 1  1 5 4 2  1 6 5 1  1 6 5 2  1 6 5 3  1 65 4 1655 1656 
N O •  C E L L S  7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
W I NO ANGLE 20 60 30 20 80 4 0  4 5  4 5  0 
W I �IO S P O  MIS 3 . 1 0 3 . 60 3 . 60 l . <>o 5 . 1 0 s . 10 5 . 1 0 4 . 1 0 i . oo 
A�18 T E M P  C 4 . 29 4·.  2 �  '• . 2 9  1 0 . 59 1 0 . 59 6 . 1 8  8 . 1 8  e . 1 8  3 . S l  
Al�8 RH % 6 1 .  9 1  6 1 . 9 t 6 1 . 9 1  1 1 . 1 6  7 1 . 1 6  () ('I .  87 60 . 8 7  6 0 . 87 5 8 , 4 2 
P C W E R  R A T J O  0 , 9 5  o .  9 5  0 . 95 o , 74 o . 74 0 . 9 0  o . 93 0 . 9 3  . 0 , 9 3  
S C E-4 > - 5 . 3 5 - 3 . 7 fl  - 7 . 6 6  o . 42 -0 . 1 0 -0 , 8 2 - 1 . 09 -3 • .5 5  2 , 5 5  
I N V E R  HT 91,4 . o o  944 . UO 94'• . 00 2000 � 0 0  2000 . 0 0  1 105 . oo . 1 1 0 5 . 00 l l o s . oo 75 8 . 0 0  
PLUME R I S E  1 5 0 , 66 200 . (>b 2 f- 3 . 66 1 4 8 . (iti 6 0 . 66 2 1 3 . 6 6  1 64 , 6 6 7 5 . 66 2 2 8 . 66 
PtllME LNGTH 3 8 8 . 00 47'•. 00 460 . 0 0  2 6 1 . 0 0  2 1 0 . 00 4 1 4 . (11) : n u . oo 254 . 00 9 9 . 0 0  
B !l G  - C S  2 . 1 0 l • 3 ., 1 . 02 2 . 1 2  3 . 3 1  c . e z  1 , 06 2 . a 1 1 , 08 
8 R Ci  - C S L  4 . 07 2 . 6 4 l .  <)7 3 . 7 8  4 . 9 5  1 . 6 5  2 . 1 4 s . 79 l . 57  
BRCi . - T S  - 5 . 54 4 . 4 1  3 . 2 7  4 . 72 6 , 67 2 . 6 2 3 , 4 0 9 . 2 1  2 . 2 1  
. B R G  - T S L -7 . 9 8  - 5 . 3 3 -3 .. 9tJ 6 . 55 9 . 1 0  - 3 . 9 2 - 5 , o q  - 1 1 .  5 9  3 . 1 9 
HANB - C - 3 . 0 9  1 . 37 1 . 0 2  2 . 1 2  3 , 3 1  o . s 2  1 . 06 2 . 07 l . 0 8 
HANB - T - 7 . 24 -5 . 0 4 - 3 . 76 6 , 5 5  6 . 67 2 , 6 2  3 , 4 0 - 1 0 , 34 2 . 2 1  
ErlHT - C S  3 . 8 5 2 • '• 8 1 .  84 4 . 5 9  6 , 2 3  l . 4 2  l . 8 4 5 . 0 9  2 . os 
E NH T  - C S L - 5 . e 5 -4 . 5 5  -6 , b 8 6 .  1t 5 a . 12 3 , 04 3 . 9 4  l 0 . 7 b  3 , 0 8 ...... 
VoHT · - C 0 , 50 0 , 35 0 . 2 6 o . a 3  o . eo 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 9 o . 69 0 . 4 9  
w · 
V�HT - T l .  3 ?.  (1 . 9 2  0 . 69 2 . 2 0 2 . 1 1  o . s e  0 , 76 1 . 8 4  l . 30 
HAUHT - C 0 . 5 3  0 . 3 5 0 . 1 1  0 . 0 1 0 , 73 0 . 2 3 0 , 30 o . b6 0 , 44 
'HANHT • T 2 , 6 5 1 . 0 5 0 , BO 3 , 6 3 2 . 3 3 o . 5 6  0 , 7 3  1 .  8 .5 1 . 3 1  
V B L E N  .. C S  0 . 3 1 o . 2 6  0 . 2 6  0 .  2 0· O , H 4  o . 33 0 , 4 0  o . 4, 0 , 4 3  
V R L E N  - C S L  O . l A  0 .  1 6  O , l b  0 . 1 1  (j .  45 0 . 1 8  0 . 2 2  0 . 2.5 o . z s  
V R L E N  ... TS 0 . 50 0 . 4 5  0 . 4 6  o .  : n  1 . 37 o . 5 3 0 , 65 o . 74 0 . 10 
VB-l E N  - T S L  0 . 2 9  (l , 2 6  0 . 2 1  0 . 1 1 0 . 73 o . 3o 0 0 36 o . 4 1  0 , 4 1  
HANLEN - C 0 . 34 (_'.: . 2 8 0 . 2 9  0 . 2 2  o . 74 o . 3 6  u , 4 4  0 .  4 ?.  0 , 3 6  
H A N L E N  - T l . 4 2  (J .  5 !.> 0 .  S U  0 .  (\9 l . 5 9 0 .  !.>Cl . o . 62 o . 7 4  0 . 1 0  
E A Ci  R I S E  l . 2 5  0 .  u !> O , o4 2 . 3 0 1 . 6 1  0 . 4 5  o .  59 l . 4 3 0 . 94 
E A G· L ENGTH l . 06 o .  �) 3 0 .  9 6 • o , A O 2 . 00 0 . 0 2 0 .  C:) 6 1 . 1 0 1 . 1 1  
S A  P I S E  0 . 2 2  0 .  1 6  0 .  1 ?.  o . 34 0 , 50 0 . 09 o . t 3  o . 3 0 0 . 1 4 
S A  L ENGTH 0 . 3 \  0 .  ;� 8 0 . 29 <' . l 0 t • 8 6  0 . 3 1  0 , 3 5  o . 4 o  0 . 3 1  
TABLE 2 . --Cont�nued 
C A S E  I O  1 6 5 7  1 6 5 8  1 55Q . 1 ,60' 1 5 6 1  
NC• C E L L S  7 7 6 6 6 
W t ND A N G L E  70 c o  1 0  !; 10 
W t �O SPO HIS 2 . 5 0  2 . •  5 0  e . ao a . eo 1 . 10 
AMS T E M P  C 3 . 5 \ 3 . 5 1  -2 . 2 0  .. 2 . 2 0  .. 2 . 20 
AMB RH % !i 8 . 4 2  5 A .  '•2 4 0 . 7 6  · 4o . 7b 4 0 . 7 6  
Pn�: E R  RAT I O  0 . 95 o . 9 5  0 . 95 o . 95 0 . 95 
S < E-4 > 2 . 99 2 . 60 - 2  .<'4 -2 •. 3 1  - 2 . 8 0  
I tJ V E R  HT 7 5 8 . 00 7 5 8 .  00 2000 . u o  2000 . 0 0  200 0 . 00 
PLUME R I S E  z r 4 . 66 2 2!> . 1>6 1 3 8 .  M> 1 2 5 . 6 6  b9 . bb 
P LUt\E LNG TH 1 7. 0 . 00 1 19 . 00 3!;0 . v O  3 0 5 . 0 0  2 1 3 .00. 
B R Ci  - C S  0 . 69 0 , 6 3  O . H9 o . 9b 1 . 90 
BRG - C S L l . 26 j • 1 4  l • 6 1  l , 74 3 , 46 
B R G  - T S  l .  7 5  1 .  5 A  2 . 60 2 . 02 !> .  5 7 
B R G  - TSL 2 . 5 9  2 . 3 5 4 , 72 5 . 1 0 1 0 . 1 3  
Ht.NB .. C 0 , 69 0 . 6 3  0 , 8 9  o . 96 l . 90 
HAMS - T l .  7 5  1 . 5 8  2 . 60 2 . 8 2 5 , 57 
ENHT - C S  1 . 5 8  l . 4 4  l . 4 3  l o 54 3 . 09 
ENHT - C S L  2 . 4 2  2 . 2 0 2 . 76 2 . 9 8  5 , 96 ....... 
VRHT· - C 0 , 3 5  o . 3 2  o . : n  o . 3 4  0 , 6 3  
� 
VRHT - T 0 . 92 0 • P. '• O , ?b 0 . 8 2 l .  5 '+  
HANHT - C 0 . 34 o . � 1  0 , 36 o . '+O 0 . 12 
HANHT .. T 0 . 83 0 . 7 5  o . in O . A O  l .  7 2  
V B L E N  • C S  0 . 10 0 . 1 1  o . 65 o . 74 0 , 9 4  
V B L E N  .. C S L  0 . 42 0 , 4 Z  0 . 39 0 . 4 5  0 . 5 7  
V A L E N  - T S 1 . 1 4 l . 1 5 l . O l  1 . 1 5 1 . 4 8  
V B L E N  - T S L  0 . 6 8 o . 69 O . b2 0 . 10 0 . 90 
MAtiL E N  - C 0 . 6 6  o . 69 o . n 1  o . 9 5  l . 1 5 
H t. N L E N  - T 0 . 9 8  r . 9 C) 1 . 2 3 l o l 6  l .  74 
EAG R I S E 0 . 6 1  o . 5 5 U . 67 0 . 1 2  l .  3 8  
· E A G  LENGTH 1 . 33 1 . 34 l .  7 7 ·  2 . 00 2 , 54 
S A  R I S E · o . 1 4 0 . 1 3  0 . 1 0 0 . 1 1  0 . 2 2  
S A  L ENGTH 0 , 5 4 0 . 5 5  O . J2 o , 36 0 . 4 3  
TABLE 2 .- -Conti.nued 
'CASE I 0 1 0 1  1 0 2  1 0 3  104 1 05 1 06 1 07 1 0 8  109 
NO• C E L L S  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
W t NO S P O  M I S  o . o  o . o  o . o  0 ,  l1 o . o  o . o  0 , 0  o . o  o . o  
AMB T E M P  C 1 4 , 2 5 1 4 . 2 5  1 4 . 25 1 4 . 2 5 1 9 , 2 5  1 9 . 2 5 1 3 , 1 5  1 3 . 1 5  1 5 , 95 
AM6 RH " ti 5 . 64 6 5 . 64 ,, S , f>'t 6 5 . �4 6 1 . 4 7  6 1 . 4 7  5 9 , 64 59 . � 4  8 8 , 8 2  
s f E -4 ) 3 , 34 3 , 34 3 , 34 3 d4 3 , 2 8  3 , 2 13  3 , 3 5  3 , 3 5  3 , 32 
PLUME R I S E  } 4 '  1 3  1 9 . 2. 2  l 9 . 2 Z  1 7 .  7?. l 7  . 1 3  1 3 .  2 2  3 3 , (1 2  39 , 63 2 2 . 2 2  
PLUME LNGnt 3 4 . 0 0 5 b , 70 5 0 . 6 0  7 3 . !i O 7 3 . eo 6 1 . 1 0  4 3 , 9 0 3 1 . 90 8 9 . 6 0  
8 R C  - C S  2 0 . 1 1  1 4 . 78 l '• . 76 1 6 . 0 3  1 6 , 5 3  2 1 . 4 0 7 , 22 6 , 16 1 2 . 6 3 
B R G  - C S L  2 7 . 5 7 2 0 . 2 6  2 0 . 2 6 2 1 . 97 2 3 , 78 3 1) . 79 9 ,  S f>  8 , 4 2  1 7 . 3 2 
B P. G  - T S  ?. 6 . 47 1 9 . 4 5 1 9 . 45 2 1 , J. O  2 1 . 7 5 2 8 . 1 7  9 , 5 0 e . 1 1  1 6 , 0 8 
8 R G  - T S L  :;\ b .  2 9  2 6 . 66 2 6 . 6 (> 2 8 . 9?. 3 1 . 2 9  4 0 , 5 ?.  1 2 , 9 8  1 1 . o e  2 2 . 7 9  
�utJB - C ? O .  1 1  1 4 . 7 13  1 4 . 7 8 1 6 . 03 1 6 , !i 3 2 1 . 4 0  7 , 2 2 6 . 1 6 1 7 , 3 2 
Hi.t:B - T ? 6 . 1. 1  1 9 .  '• 5 l lJ , 4 5  2 1 . 1 0 2 1 , 7 5  2 tl . l 7 9 , 5 0  8 . 1 1  2 2 . 79 
U1HT - C S  ? 8 . 6 6  2 1 . 0 6  2 1 . 06 2 ?. ,  H 4 2 3 . 5 5  3 0 . 49 1 0 , 2 6  6 , 76 l B , 2 8 
E11HT .. C S L  39 . 4 7 2 9 . 00 2 9 . 0 0  3 1 . 45 3 4 , 0 5  4 4 , 09 1 4 , 08 1 2  , 0 2  2 4 , 7 8 
V J R T  - C S  ? 5 . 3 8 1 8 . 6 5  1 8 , 6 5  2 0 . 2 2  20 . a 5 2 1 . 0 0  9 , 0 4  1 . 1 2  1 6 . 1 9  
V t R T  - C S L  3 5 . 2 0  2 > , A6 2 5 , 06 2 8 , 0 5  30 , 39 39 . � 5 1 2 , 5 2  1 0 . 69 2 2 . 1 0 
.V!lHT - C 3 . 8 5 2 .  0 3  2 : a 3  3 , 07 2 . 76 3 . 5 7  l , 5 1  1 . 29 5 , 1 0 " U1 VRHT - T 6 , 67 4 , QO '• . 90 5 , 3 2  4 , 7 8  6 . 19 2 , 6 1  2 . 2 3  8 , 83 
HANHT • C 1 . 0 8  5 . 2 0 5 . 2 0 5 . t>4 4 , 67 6 , 0 5  . 2 . 01 1 . 77 1 . 2 0 
HANHT .. T ) 2 , 0 4 O ,  H 4 8 .  f) 4 9 , 5 9  a . 1 a  1 0 . 5 9 3 , 2 5  2 . 78 9 . oo 
S A  R I S E  O . Ob o . o s  o . os o . os 0 . 0 1  0 . 02 0 , 03 0 . 02 0 . 12 
TABLE 2 . --Cont�nued 
CASE I O  1 10 1 1 1  l l Z  1 1 1  1 1 4 
N O •  C E L L S  3 3 3 3 3 
W I N O  SPO M I S  o . o  0 . ,,  o . o  o . o  o , o  
A�B TE MP C 1 5 . 9 5  l '• . 2 5  1 4 . 2 5  b . � s  6 , 55 
A1t18 RH % 8 8 . 8 2 ea·. s 4  8 8 . 114 9 1 , ? 3  9 1 . 9 3  
S < E -4 ) 3 . 32 3 , 34 3 . 34 3 t 't 3  3 , 4 3  
P L U M E  R I S E  � 0 . 7 2 2 8 . A2 2 3 . 2 2  3 4 . 1 3  1 2 . 6 3  
P L U M E  LNGTH 1 0 5 . 50 3 1 . 50 2 A . 50 1 1 . l o  1 0 1 . B O  
8RG - C S  9 , 2 8  9 , 78 1 2  • l '• · 1 . o s  2 3 . 65 
8 R G  - C S L  1 2 . 53 1 3 .  04 lf'i . 1 9 9 .  0?. 3 0 . 4 1  
8 R G  - T S  1 2 .  2 1 1 2 . 6 7 1 5 . 9 �  9 . 2 0 · 3 1 . 1 2  
B R G  - TSL 1 6 . 49 1 7 . 1 7 2 1 .  3 0  1 1 .  rlA 4 0 . 0 2  
H A N B  - C 1 2 . 53 1 3 . 04 1 6 .  l 9 9 . 02 3 (J. 'tl 
HANS • T 1 6 , 4 9  l 7 . 1 7  2 1 .  30' l l  e R O 4 0 . 02 
E�HT - C S  1 3 . 2 2  1 3 . 9 3  1 7 . 2? 1 0 . 0 1  3 3 , 72 
E!>�HT - C S L  ) 7 , 9 3 l b . 6 6  2 �  . 1 6  1 2. .  n o  4 :) . 5 1  
V t RT - C S  l l • 7 1  1 2 . 34 1 5 . 3 1 o . a z 2 9 . 89 
V t RT - C S L  1 5 . 9 8 l C> . 6 3  Z<>. 6 4  1 1 . 42 3 0 . 79 
V�HT - C 3 . 69 3 . 9 1 4 .  115 s . 39 1 s . oa ....., °' 
V8HT - T 6 , 39 t> . 11 a .  ;. 1 9 , 34 2 b . 1 2  
HANHT - C 5 .  2.1 5 . 2 0 6 . 4 6  4 . 1 0  1 3 . 47 
HANHT .. T 6 . 5 1  l> . 59 0 .  l 8 s . 21 1 7 . 4 3  
S A  R I S E  0 . 5 2  o . 4 3  . o . 5 3  1 1 66 4 , 94 
TABLE 2 . --Cont�nued 
C A S E  I D  7. 1 5  2 1 6  2 1 7  . 2 1 0 ·  2 1 9  22 0 2 2 1  2 2 2  2 2 3  
N O •  C E L L S  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 W I N D  S P O  M I S  2 . 2 1  1 • !i (.I 1 . 5 2  2 ' ?.  l l , 75 2 , 4 5 2 , 1 0  2 . 22 1 , , 1  A:'1B TEMF' C ? 0 . 4 5  1 7  .• f> 5  1 7 , b 5  1 4 . � 5 14 , t1 5 1 4 , 2 5  1 2 , 65 1 2 . 6 5  1 3 . 7 5  A M B  R H  � 7 9 . 6 2  79 . c, 8  79 . 60 9 8 . 90 9 0 . 9 0 8 1 · 7 �  9 3 , 9 2  9 3 , 9 2  8 9 , 8 6  S < E-4 ) 3 . 2 7 3 . 30 3 . 3 0 3 , 3 3  3 , 3 3  3 . 34 3 . 36 3 , 36 3 , 35 
PLUHE R I S E  1 1 . 6 3 1 8 . 3 2 3 3 . 5 2  l l  ··93 1 2 . 0 2  ., • 8 2 7 , 02 9 , 72 1 1 ·. 1 3  
PLUME LNGTH 3 1 . 50 2 5 . !iO 3 C> . 6 0  3 1 . 00 3 2 . 80 4 5 . 1 1) 7 1 , 9 0  64 , 00 95 , 1 0 
B R G  - C S  9 . 5 1  6 . 73 3 . 6 7 e . o7 tl . 66 1 3 . 74 1 5 , 8 4  1 1 .  2 8  9 , 59 RRG • C S L  1 4 . 64 l 0 . 2 3  5 . 6 1  l l e 4 8  1 2 . 35. 2 0 . o a  22 . oa 1 5 , 7 6  1 3 , 9 5  B R G  - T S  1 3 . 5 1  9 . 5 8  !i .  2 5 1 1 . 4 8 1 2 . 3 5  1 9 . 5 3 2 2 . 44 1 6 . 0 2 1 3 , 6 6  
A � G  - T S L  2 0 .  9.6 1 4 . 5 0  7 , q9 1 6 . 2 8  } 7 . 5 6 2 a . 37 3 1 ,  l 0 2 2 . 21 1 9 , 77 HANA • C 9 . 5 1 6 . 73 3 , b7 1 1 . 4 8  1 2 , 35 1 3 . 74 1 5 . li4 1 1 , Z R  9 , 59 H�llB • T 1 3 . 5 1  9 .  5 8 5 , 2 S  1 6 . 2 8  l ., • 5 5 l <J . 5 3  3 1 , 1 0 2 2 , 21 1 3 , 6 6  Et.HT - C S  l 2 . 94 CJ o 2 3 s . os i o . 9o 1 1 .  7 8 } S . t-7 2 1 . 50 l !> . 33 1 3  . o s  ENHT - C S L  ? 0 . 47 1 4 . 2 0 7 , 8 2  1 5 . 7 6  l "/ . 0 5 2 7 . 62 3 0 , 2 7  2 1 . 66 1 9 , 24 
VBHT - C 4 . 85 3 . 7 3  ?. • 0 3 2 1 . 9 1  2 4 . 4 4  7 , 5 7  l � .  ()9 1 2 . 70 7 . 5 2  VRHT • T 8 . 3 9 6 .  '•6 3 . 5 1  37 . '1 4 4 2 , 32 1 3 . t  l 3 1 .  3 2  2 2 . 0 1  1 3 , 0 3  HANHT • C 4 . 30 3 . 27 1 , 79 5. :n b . 65 6 , 3Q 1 1 . 3 9  0 , 2 3  7 ,  1 9  " "· HANHT • T 6 . 8 A  5 . 4 6  2 . ?  ts e . 39 9 e l 5  l l  • S o  1 5 . 6 6 l l  • 3 1 9 , 8 9  
V B L E N  - C S  2 . 7 1  2 . 5 6 l . 60 3 3 , (,1 2,6 , 67 2 . 3 3 3 , 69 4 , 3 3  l . t 6  V B L E N  • C S L  1 . 3 5 l o J 4  0 . 94 1 9 .  '•4 1 5 . 40 l . 29 2 . 1 9 2 . 5 6 0 , 6 5 
V a l  E t·{  .. T S  3 . 56 3 . 3 7 7. .  36 4 4 .  3 1  . 3 5 . 1 1  3 , 0 7  4 , 6 6 5 , 7 0  1 . sz V l\ L E N  - T S L 1 . 77 l . 7 6  l o 2 3  2 S . !i9 2 0 . 2 1 l . 7 Q  2 . 8 8  3 , 3 8  0 , 8 5  
H A N L E N  • C 2 . 63 2 .  �\) 1 . 76 5 , hO '• . 5 9  2 . l Q  2 . 2 7  2 . 74 1 , 32 
H A N L H� - T 3 . 2 2  3 . 27 2 . 2 9  5 .  ·10 4 . 4 2  3 . 1 2  2 , 2 3 2 . 68 1 , 2 8  
E A G  R J S E  3 . 74 2 . a 2 1 . 5 4  1 . 00 7 , 45 7 . 4 0 1 3 . 5 2  9 , 61 8 , 5 3  
E A G  LENGTH 1 . 27 1 . 1 8 0 . 0 2  2 3 . i;5 3 , 3 5 1 . 5 5  5 .  2 C) S , 1 6 1 . 1 6 
S A · R1 S E  0 . 01 () , 0 5  0 , 1) 3  l •q9 2 . 0 1  l • l (� 2 , 07 1 1 4 9  2 . 2 1 SA L Et,GTH 0 . 2 1  0 . 2 3  0 . 1 6 · 5 . f.42 4 , b3 1 . 3 1  1 , 69 1 . 9 9  o . e e 
TABLE 2 . --Continued 
· . C A S E  I D  7. 2 4  7. 2  5 2 2 6  2 2 7  2 2 8  2 2 9  2 3 0  
N o ,  C E L L S  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
w i NO S P O  M I S  2 . 3 2  2 , 45 2 . 4 5  2 . �o l .  7 5  l e 5 l  1 , 8 7  
A "l 6  T E M P  C 1 4 . 2 5 1 2 . 6 5  1 2 . b S  1 3 . 1 5  1 3 . 1 5  7 . 0 5 7 , 05 
AMB RH � 8 2 . 77 6 0 , 78 8 0 . 7 0  e o , 77 6 0 . 77 6 3 , 77 6 3 , 7 7  
S C E - 4 > 3 . 3 4 3 . 36 3 , 3 6 3 . �5 3 , 3 5 3 , 43 3 • '· 3 
P L U M E  R J S E  J 3 . 1 '3 7 . 7 2 1 0 . 0 2  9 o 4l () , 63 1 4 . 3 ?. 0 , 0 2  
P L U M E  LNGTH 79 . 2 0  69 . 50 9 2 .  L O  6 4  • <•O 67 . 70 1 1 4 .  oo 1 1 0 . 30 
B P. G  - C S  7 . 0 2  . 1 2 . SO ? . 6 2  9 I f>9 1 6 . 08 7 .  O E\  1 1  , e.1 
8 R G  - C S L  1 0 . 34 1 7 . 9 8  1 � . 8 3 1 4 , 0 2  2 3 , 2 4 1 0 . 05 1 6 , 7 8  
B � G  - T S  1 0 . 0 1  1 7 . 7 6  1 3 . 67 . 1 3 . llO 2 2 , 0 8 1 0 . 09 1 6 , 8 �  
B R G  - T S L  1 4 . 6 8 2 5 . 4 7  1 9 , 5 5 l 9 . ll7 3 2 . 92 1 4 . 2 !3  2 3 , 8 6 
HANB - C 7 . 02 1 2 . 5 0  q .  ti 2  9 ,  6 9  1 6 , 0 8  1 . o s  1 1 I f} 1  
HANB - T 1 0 . 0 1 1 7 . 7 8  1 3 . 67 1 3 . H O 2 2 . 0 8 1 0 . 09 1 6 , 8 5  
Et-.iHT • C S  9 . 47 1 6 . 0 8 l ?.  • 'J £' 1 3 . 0 5 2 l , H6 9 .  (> l l S . 97 
ENHT - C S L  1 4 . 2 0 2 '• .  67 l ti , 'J 3  1 9 , 2 0  3 2 , 02 1 3 , 9 5 2 3 , 07 
VBHT - C 3 . 67 e . Jt> '• . 90 4 . 77 0 , 59 2 . 67 4 , 29 
VBHT - T b . 3 5 1 1 .  0 1  fJ , 49 � . 2 7  l '• . �9 4 . 6 3  7 , 4 3  
HANHT - C 3 . o s  5 . 1 8  J , 9 9  4 . 2 4  7 , 5 5  2 . 79 3 , 74 ..... 
HANHT - T 5 . 3 3 9 , 06 6 , 9 6  6 . ?i7 1 2 . 0 8  4 .  1 9  6 . 2 3  
00 
V !\ L E N  • C S  l . 1 7 1 . 3 5  l , U 2  } , 5 8  1 , 06 o . 3 ?.  o . 3 9 
V B L E N  - e s t.  0 . 64 c . 76 0 . 58 o , 09 O , b O 0 . 1 9 0 . 2 3  
V S L E N  - T S  1 .  54 } , 77 l I 3 it 2 ,  CJ O  l , It 0 0 1 4 l 0 , 5 1  
V A L E N  - T S L  0 . 8 5 1 . 0 1  o . 76 l . l  7 0 , 79 0 . 24 0 , 30 
H A N L E N  • C 1 . 0 2  l .  1 3  o . es 1 1 5 1  1 , 0 1  o . 3 9  o . 3 5  
HANL er.i - T 1 . 4 2  l . �9 l . ?.  0 1 . 66 l . 2 4  0 , 4 3  0 . 4 6  
E A G  R I S E  ) , 6 8  b . 07 '• . 6 8  4 , 29 7 , 4 5  3 1 6 2  5 , 26 
E A G  L ENGTH O . R A  c . 136 Cl . 65 o , 93 0 , 59 o .  ls 0 , 36 
S A  R I S E  0 . 99 0 , 8 5 0 , b5 o , 5 3  0 , 8 5  0 . 09 1 , 4 0  
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Fig. 5 .  Plume rise predicted by Briggs ' urunodified model (equation I I . 60 (or 
I I I . 10 and I I I . II) and I I . 65) with the stability parameter and wind 
speed iterated over the plume rise compared with the Benning Road 
plume data. 
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BENN I N G  ROAD--HANNA/BR I GGS BAS I C  
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Fig. 6 .  Plume rise predicted by Briggs ' model (equation I I . 60 or I I I . 10 and 
I I I . 11) and Hanna' s  latent heat correction to buoyancy flux (equation 
I I . 99) with the stability parruneter and wind speed iterated over the 
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Fig. 7 .  Pltmle rise predicted by Briggs ' model (equation I I . 60 or III . 10 and 
I I I . 11) corrected for pltmle merger enhancement (equation III . 7) with 
the stability parameter and wind speed iterated over the pltmle rise 
compared with the Benning Road data. 
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Fig. 8 .  Visible plume rise predicted by Hanna's  model (equation III. 12) 
compared with the Benning Road plume data. 
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Fig. 9 .  Visible plume rise predicted by Hanna's  model (equation III. 12) with 
correction for plt.nne merger compared with the Benning Road plume data. 
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Fig. 10. Visible plume rise predicted by the Hanna-based model (Appendix B) 
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Fig. 16.  Visible plume downwind length predicted by Hanna' s  model (equation 
III . 13) with latent heat corrected buoyancy flux (equation I I . 99) 
compared with the Benning Road plume data. 
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Fig. 17 .  Visible plume downwind length predicted by Hanna 's  model (equation 
I I I . 13) with latent heat corrected buoyancy flux (equation I I . 99) 
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Fig. 18.  Visible pltnne downwind length predicted by Hanna' s  model (equations 
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I I I . 13) with latent heat corrected buoyancy flux (equation I I . 99) 
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Fig. 22. Visible pltDne downwind length predicted by the Hanna-based model 
(Appendix B) of the author' s  compared with the Benning Road pltmle 
data. 
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Fig. 23.  Visible plume downwind length predicted by the Harma-based model 
(Appendix B) of the author ' s  with correction for pllDlle merger 
compared with the Benning Road plume data. 
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Fig. 26. Visible plume downwind length predicted by the model of Smith and 
Agee (Appendix A) compared with the Benning Road plume data. 
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Fig. 29 . Visible plume rise predicted by Hanna' s  model (equation I I I . 12 or 
III . 14) compared with the Purdue University pllUlle data. 
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Fig. 30. Visible pltnne rise predicted by the Hanna-based model (Appendix B) 
of the author' s  compared with the Purdue University pltnne data. 
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Fig. 31. Visible plume rise predicted by the model of Eagles and Kohlenstein 
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Fig. 32. Visible plume rise predicted by the model of Smith and Agee 
(Appendix A) compared with the Purdue University plume data. 
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Fig. 34. Visible pltune downwind length predicted by Hanna ' s  model (equation 
I I I . 13) with latent heat correction to buoyancy flux (equation I I . 99) 
compared with the Purdue University plume data. 
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Visible plume downwind length predicted by Hanna' s  model (equation 
III . 13) with latent heat correction to buoyancy flux (equation I I . 99) . 
and plume merger correction to initial radius and buoyancy flux 
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Fig. 37 . Visible plume downwind length predicted by the Hanna-based model 
(Appendix B) of the author' s  compared with the Purdue University 
pltnne data. 
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Fig. 38 . Visible plume downwind length predicted by the Hanna-based model 
(Appendix B) of the author' s  with pltnne merger corrections compared 
with the Purdue University plume data. 
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Fig. 39. Visible pllUile downwind length predicted by the model of Eagles and 
Kohlenstein compared with the Purdue University plt.nne data. 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Gary B .  Briggs ' analytical dry plume model is based on a rigorously 
derived theory starting with basic physical principles which are applied to 
the problem of plume rise. Three basic differential conservation equations 
(mass, buoyancy , and momentum) are assumed to describe plume behavior. By 
assum.ing a steady state these equations are transformed into integral equa-
t.ions . Two general classes , calm and windy, are considered to be represen-
tative of all plumes. By appropr.iately defining volume and buoyancy fluxes, 
average vertical veloc.ity, and an ambient stability parameter, and using 
reasonable assumptions peculiar to each case, he transforms the integral 
equations into a set of one dimensional differential equations. Using var-
ious techniques and additional assumptions , most importantly the Taylor en-
trainment assumption, he finally derives the following set of predictive 
equations : 
(calm, stable) 
(windy , stable) 
C" "� 3.f _ , , 2 x 3  
- , k)  1J (windy, near-neutral) 
where final plume rise for the near-neutral case may be determined from the 
empirical relation : 
115 
X ==  
116 
IF F� < £ 5 Mll/f,PG3 
Fo / 5 5 M"/ s 'El3 IF 
Briggs defines the initial buoyancy flux as 
r.t Jill I Po - e.o Or 
'7' po 
and the stability parameter to be an average between plume height and source 
height . He also developed methods by which his model could be extended to a 
plume resulting from several discrete sources. The most questionable of his 
assumptions is considered to be the Taylor entrainment assumption applied to 
the windy case. Note should be made of the fact that his equations are de-
rived from assumptions of an essentially "dry" plume (little water vapor in 
plume) . In validating his model against the Benning Road and Purdue data 
sets, although his model should not be used to predict "wet" or "visible" 
plume rise, his unmodified, except for use of virtual temperatures, model 
did reasonably well for relatively high plume rise. 
S. R. Hanna, starting with Briggs'  one dimensional differential equa-
tion set, and a modified list of assumptions , derives analytical expressions 
for plume buoyancy and volume fluxes as variables of height . For the windy 
case, these are: 
v -
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The equations for the calm case seem to have been derived under questionable 
assumptions and HaIUla is inconsistent in their usage . He also derives from 
basic considerations of the physics of moisture plumes an expression for the 
condensed initial water vapor fraction 
fp . y (�ps � (1- V.fv )�� 
A = 1 - - - ) fpo V0 (�po T O'po 
which he uses to derive basic visible plume predictive equations under the 
assumption of a uniform atmosphere and the assumption that visible plume tip 
saturation mixing ratio is equal to the ambient ' s  saturated mixing ratio . 
(windy) 
(calm) 
In trying to account for the possible _enhancement of buoyancy by condensation 
of plume water vapor, Hanna proposes the use of 
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Hanna's  formulations share the same limitation as Briggs ' equations since 
they are l�rgely based on them; they also have . the restriction of being de­
rived from rather stringent assumptions. Hanna ' s  visible plume models show 
good correlation with the Benn�ng Road data and with plume lengths from the 
Purdue data; however, they seem to be systematically in error for relatively 
high and short plumes. The windy, merged plume, no latent heat e�fects mod­
el, tended to do best for the Benning Road plumes and the windy, no plume 
merger, latent heat buoyancy flux model did best on the Purdue plume lengths . 
The Eagles�Kohlenstein adaptation of Briggs'  and Hanna ' s  formulations 
uses B�iggs ' dry-plume, .single-source formulatations to predict plume traj­
ectory and final maximum rise and Hanna's formulations to predict plume 
water vapor content. .The chief modifications introduced by this model are 
reflected in the use of an adjustable entrainment constant, a modified wind 
speed, and an enhancement of plume moisture content--all determined by em­
pirical fitting to the Benning Road data. As would be expected, this model 
compared favorably to this data set and also did rather well with plume 
length predictions for the Purdue data set. 
While this paper must give inconclusive results from its analysis of 
the predictive ability of the Briggs and Hanna bodies of plume rise theory, 
it is hoped that it has helped to shed new light on the basis and use of 
these models, and has pointed out areas in which additional work would 
produce more definitive conclusions. 
APPENDIX A 
SMITH-AGEE-WESTLIN MODEL 
This empirical model was developed by Smith and Agee (18) for the In-
dianapolis Power and Light Company and was slightly modified (not shown) by 
Westlin (17) . It predicts visible plume rise and visible plume length. The 
model was developed from four sets of winter observations from a mechanical-
draft cooling tower. The model requires only surface and plume exit data to 
predict final visible plume rise and length. The main equation for plume 
rise, f:t h , and plume length, R , are: 
llh  = [ 7;o -/pf][� l RH"· fi -J7P/J1:  1 o"J 
J.. = [.Cfpo - 'I'p J [J!_ l 
-J'l'p/JX J I O  j 
R ti;i. -
fl 
where Tpo is the plume exit temperature; 7;,r i� the plume temperature at the 
point where it ceases to be visible; iJ is the wind speed at the cell/tower 
exit; RH is the ambient surface relative humidity in decimal form; and fJ 
is called the Deacon number which varies between 0 . 5  and 1 . 25 based upon 
Turner ' s  stability classes. The horizontal temperature change due to en-




where 1Pe0 is the ambient surface temperature; L is the latent heat of vap­
orization of water; apo and aeo are the mixing ratios of the plume and am­
bient, respectively, at the cell/tower exit; Cp is the specific heat at 
constant pressure of air; E. is the ratio of molecular weights of water 
to air; Rd is the gas constant of dry air; and the mass entrainment rate 
factor , £ , is given by : 
where We is the plume mean exit velocity . 
The vertical temperature differences in the plume entrainment of am-
bient air in the plume is defined as : 
J. Cj1 P - n - - - 's 
Ji 
where � is the wet adiabatic lapse rate. 
Finally, the vertical plume velocity due to buoyancy is derived to be:  
W, ::: t ( feo- fpo J b � f e.o 
where S is the acceleration due to gravity; fee and /pi> are the densities 
of the ambient air and the plume respectively; and t is the time that it 
takes the initial fan induced velocity to decay to zero--ef fectively set to 
one second by the ·authors. Note the strong resemblance of \.lb to Briggs'  
buoyancy flux. Recommendations are given for the choice of the three para-
meters, t , rpPF , and J3 
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Some drawbacks of the model include : 
(a) the small data base (4 sets of data) upon which the model was 
developed, 
(b) the sensitivity of the model predictions to a temperature dif-
ference which is typically rather small. As an example, if the error in 
�, rp measuring po is one per-cent and the error in calculating pf is five per-
cent (rather conservative estimates) then for normal plume temperatures,  a 
temperature difference of five degrees can produce a fifty per-cent error in 
the calculated visible plume height or length. 
(c) the impossibility of replicating the author ' s  predictions exact-
ly using their data. This is probably due to the problem with the tempera-
ture difference, as the closeness of agreement varied inversely with the 
size of the temperature difference . 
The maj or conclusion to be drawn for this model in comparing its pre-
dictions is that it performs well in situations of high humidity (above 80%) , 
low temperature (below 100 C) , and relatively short visible plume rise (about 
200 meters) .  Even then a tendency to underpredict is apparent. An examina-
tion of the figures indicates a severe underprediction of visible plume rise 
in all but nearly saturated conditions ; there is also a factor of three or 
worse un_derprediction of plume length except for observed plumes of length 
less than about 200 meters where the model underpredicts less drastically. 
Also the figure for the Purdue model/data comparison shows severe under-
predictions unless the above conditions are met. The predicted plume lengths 
are much better for the Purdue data set; the three cases of strong under-
prediction don ' t  meet the above criteria, and the two cases of overpredic-
tion are for humidities of nearly 100%. There is some indication that this 
12i 
model can be extended to cases beyond those listed above , but it� great 
dependence on ambient relative humidity , the empirical multiplicative 
constants, and the method of finding the visible plume ' tip' temperature 
would all need some adjustment. 
APPENDIX B 
HANNA MODIFIED CONDENSED FRACTION MODEL 
This model was derived from Hanna's condensed fraction theory by this 
author after consideration of the Eagles-Kohlenstein model and Hanna ' s  ba-
sic visible plume model led this author to wonder if Hanna ' s  theory couldn ' t  
be easily converted to a basic model of complexity somewhere between the two 
above mentioned plume models. This was readily done by noting that Hanna ' s  
models with the "peak" factor, equations· III. 12 and III. 13,  could be derived 
from equation II.89 by doubling the denominator : 
[<frP6 - (i- Ve/v) �t.] 
� ( ipo -r 0-f") 
and that equation III . 13 could be combined with equation III .12 to give 
3/a.. l .:: (ll� v) 
F 'Ip., 0 
Thus if the plume is considered to be no longer visible when ApeAK = 0 ' 
by determining the value of height , /J h , which would make APi:Ai< first go to 
zero and use of the second relation a prediction of visible plume rise and 
downwind length could be made. The results of this model , as tabulated in 
the figures and table, show that it gives predictions somewhat better than 
the simple Hanna visible model and somewhat poorer than the Eagles-
Kohlenstein model. One conclusion that could be drawn is that the simple 
Hanna visible model, for all its defects, gives as adequate results as use 




The program listings contained in this appendix are those used to 
generate the values contained in table two. The Hanna/Briggs code was 
originally developed by Dr. S .  K .  Dey (Eastern Illinois University 
Mathematics faculty member) and extensively modified by the author . 
Similarly, the Smith-Agee program was modeled on the program of Westlin 
(17 ) ,  but with many changes incorporated . The program Eagles is based 
on the code supplied by Eagles and has been modified as little as possible -
major changes only being in the handling of input data and consolidation of 
several subroutines . Great care has been taken to insure that the coding 
has followed the intent of the original programs and the usage of the models 
on which the codes are based . It is hoped that these codes contain sufficient 


























































ANALY T I C A L  PLUME  R I S E  MODELS  o e V E L O P E D  B Y  HANNA ANO B R I GGS 
AS  CODED  BY S . K ,  D E Y  ANO G , K ,  COOPER  
MA I N  P ROGRAM O N L Y  C ONTROLS  PROGRAM F L O W .  







C S P  
OENR  
F 
F L A T  
F LXR 
F L <  I >  
E H  
E N  
E S T  PH 
E S T P L  
I ARR  
I T E R  
I TMAX 
K P H T  
NL  
NC E L L  
N T  
P H  
P H T  
P L M W A T  
Q E  
QEO  





RAT I O  OF  P L U M E  C L OU� WATER  TO  TOTAL  I N I T I A L PLUME  
WATER  CONTENT  
AVERAGE  ENTRA I N E D  A I R  M I X I N G  RAT I O  
AVERAGE ENTRA I N E D  A I R  T E M P ERATURE  
AVERAGE OF  W I ND S P E E D  AT  PLUME  TOP ANO AT  
TOWER  TOP < M I S )  
I N I T I A L  BUOYANCY F O R C E  
B R I GGS V I R TUAL PLUME  HE I GH T  
TYP I C A L  C E NTER-TO-C E N T c R  S P AC I NG B E T W E E N  T H E  
C E L L S  OF  A T O W E R  < M > 
DENS I T Y  RAT I O  O F  ATMOSPHERE 
BUOYANCY F L UX < M4 / S 3 )  
BUOYANCY F L UX DUE T O  R E L E A S E  O F  A L L  L A T E N T  H � A T  
BUOYANCY F L U X  RAT I O  
BUOYANCY F LU X E S  ( M4 / S 3 >  F O R  COND I T I ON S : 
I = l S I NG L E  C E L L , S E N S I B L E  HEAT 
2 S I NG L E  C E L L , S E N S I B L E  AND LATENT H E A T S  
3 S I NG L E  TOWE R , S E N S J B L E  H E A T  
4 S I NG L E  TOWER, S E N S I B L E  A N O  L A T E NT H E A T S  
5 M UL T I P � E  TOWERS , S E N S l B L E  H E A T  
6 MUL T I P L E  TOWERS, S E N S I B L E  A N D  L A T ENT H E A T S  
ENHANC E D  P L U M E  H E I GHT 
ENHANC EMENT  F A C TOR 
E S T I MA T E D  O R  O B S E R V E D  PLUME  H E I GHT ( M >  
E S T I MA T E D  OR O B S ER V E D  PLUME  L ENGTH C M )  
TOWER  ARRANGEMENT CODE : 
. I ARR = 1 TOWERS  ARE I N  L I NE  
2 TOWERS  ARE  NOT I N  L I NE  
NUMBER  O F  I T ERAT I ONS TO BE  P R I NT E D  AT S T AR T  OF  
I TE RAT I V E  L O O P S  C AL S O  AT END I F  NO CONVERGENC E >  
MAX I MUM NUMBER OF I TERAT I ONS T O  BE  P R E F O R M E D  I N  
EACH  I T E R A T I V E  �OOP 
PROF I L E  L E V E L  J U S T  ABOVE G � V E N  < P LUME > H E I GHT 
NUMBER OF  AMB I ENT  PROF I L E  L EV E L S  I N  I NPUT D A T A  
NUMBER OF  F U NC T I ON I NG C E L L S  P E R  TOWER  
NUMBER O F  F U NC T J ON I NG TOWERS  
PLUME  HE I GHT  C A L C U L A T E D  AT  EACH  S T E P  
P R E V I OU S L Y  C A L C U L A T E D  PLUME  HE I GHT ( M )  
PLUME  L I QU I D  WATER  CONTENT  C GM / M3 ) 
AMB I ENT M I X I NG RAT I O  AT  HE I GHT ( GM / G M >  
AMB I ENT M I X I NG  RAT I O  AT TOWER TOP < GM / G M )  
I N I T I AL AM R I ENT  SATURATED  M I X I NG RAT I O  C GM / G M )  
P L UME  SATURATED  M I X I NG  RAT I O  
P L UME  M I X I N G  RAT I O  A T  TOWER  TOP ( GM / GM > 
E F F EC T I VE R A D I U S  OF  SOURCE 





































S P  
T O I F  
T E  
T E O  
T E V  
T P O  
T P V  
T < I > 
u < I )  





w ( I )  
X L E N R  
X S  TAR  
z o  
Z Z < I > 
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S T A B I L I TY P A R A M E T E R  
C E NT E R -TO-C E N T E R  D I S T A N C E  B ET W E E N  N E I GHBO R I N G  
< I A R R= l >  O R  FURTHEST  D I S T ANT  < I AR R = Z > T O W E R S  ( M )  
P L UME-AMB I ENT  T E M P E RATURE  D I F F ER E N C E . . 
AMB I ENT DRY B U L B  T E M P ERATURE  AT H E I GHT < DE G  K )  
A�B I E N T  DRY B U L B  T EMP . A T  TOWER  T O P  < DE G  K )  
V I RTUAL AMB I ENT  T E M P E RATURE 
. 
PLUME  DRY B U L B  T E M P E R A T U R E  AT T O W E R  TOP  C DE G !  K )  
V I RTURAL  P LUME T E M P E RATURE  
AMB I ENT  T E M P E RATURE  PROF I L E  ARRAY < DE G .  K >  
AMB I ENT  W I NO S P E E D PROF I L E ARRAY  C M / S )  
GAS  D I S CHARGE R A T E  F ROM S I NG L E  C E L L  C M3 / S >  
VOLUME F L UX RAT i a  
I N I T I AL L I Q U I D WAT E R  C O N T E N T  OF P L UME  
W I ND S P E E D  A T  TOWER  T O P  C M / S )  
PLUMt  V E R T I CA l  V E L OC I T Y AT  TOWER  T O P  < M I S >  
A�B I ENT  M O I S TU R E  C O N T E N T  PROF I L E ARRAY < S E E  KAS E )  
RAT I O  OF  H E I GHT  TO  E F F E C T I V E  SOURCE  RAD I US 
DOWNW I N D  D I ST A N C E  A T  WH I C H  ATMOSP H E R I C  
TUR B U L E N C E  B E G I NS T O  DOM I NA T E  R I S E C M >  
V I R TUAL  O R I G I N  D E P T H  B E L OW S O U R C E  MOUTH  
H E I GHTS O F  AMB I ENT PROF I L E  VALUES  ( M ) 
P ROGRAM HAN B R I  C I NP U T 1 0 U T P UT 1 T A P E l l 1 T AP E 5 = I NP U T 1 T A P E 6 =0UT P U l ) 
COMMON /AMBNT/  WNDS P 1 T E 01 QE 0 1 Q E O S 1 PAMB  
. 
C OMMON / TO W f R /  N E X P 1 N T 1 NC E L L 1 R0 1 C S P , S P 1 I ARR  
C OMMON / UN I T S /  N I N1 NO U T , N T A B � E  
N I N = 5  
NOUT = 6  
N T AB L E = l l  
I NPUT S I T E DATA 
C A L L  INtJUT5  
DATA  SET  LOOP  
OU 2 I == l 1 NE X P  
I NPUT  C A S E  DATA 
CALL  I NOUT6 
COMPUTE  BUOYANCY FLUXES  
C A L L  F L U X  
COMPUTE  P L UME  H E I GHTS 
C A L L  HE- I GHT 
IF  < NT*NC E L L . EQ . l �  GO  TO l 
I F  ( WN O S P . L T . 1 . 0 >  C A L L  V I R T U L  
C A L L  ENHT  
1 C A L L  V I S B L E  
C A L L  HANNAl  
C A L L  HANNA2 
2 CONT I NUE  




SUBROU T I N E  CONOEN  C PH T 1 R E 1 WAT1A1 AVQE 1 DENR1 FLXR1 QPS1 VOLR > 
c 
C T H I S  SUBROUT I N E  C A L C U L A T E S  THE  RAT I O  OF CONDENSED  W A T E R  




COMMON / A M B N T /  WNDS P 1 T E 0 1 Q E D 1 Q E O S 1 P A M B  
COMMON / P L U M E /  W01TP01 QP01 V O L F L X 1 P L MWAl 
COMMON / P ROF L E /  Z Z C l 00 > 1 T < l 00 ) 1 W ( l00 > 1 U ( l00 ) 
C OMMON / U P O A T /  S 1 AVU1KPHT1 QE1 T E 1 UPH  
C S E T  C O N S T ANTS  FOR C A L M  COND I T I ONS 
I F  < WN OS P . GE . 1 . 0 >  GO TO 1 
C 0 = 0 . 375  
c 
E l = l . 6666667 
E 2 = 1 . 6  
ARG=0 . 2 + c 3 . 75*RE*BO/WD** 2 > **0 . 2  
GO T O  2 
C S E T  C O N S T A N T S  fOR W I NDY COND I T I ONS  
c 
l C 0 = 0 . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  
E l =2 . 0  
E 2 = 1 . 5  
AkG=0 . 5*SQRT C AVU / WD > 
C C A L C U L A T E  VOLUME F L U X  R A T I O  
2 X L E N R = P H T / R E  
VOLR= C l e O+ARG*XL ENR > * * E l  
c 
C C A L C U L A T E  BUOYANCY F L U X  RAT I O  
S R B = S* R E / B O  
F L XR = l . 0-CO* SRB* C VOLR**EZ- 1 . 0 ) /ARG  
c 
C I N I T I A L I Z E  LOOP VA R I AB L E S  
VOLR2=VOLR  
c 
TKO=T C K PHT > 
WKO=W C KPHT > 
X L E N R2 = Z Z < KPHT ) / RE  
SUM T = O , O  
SUMQ=O , O  
C AVERAGE  AMB I ENT  M I X I N G  RAT I O  ANO T E M PERATURE  LOOP  
K P H T P = K P HT-l  
c 
c 
00 3 K ii: l 1 KP H T P  
K O = K P H T  ... K 
X L E NR l = Z Z < K O > / R E  
VOL R l = C l , O+ARG•XLENR l > ** E l  
ovox ii: ( V 0 L R 2 * * E 2 � V O L R l ** E 2 > 1 < X L ENR2-XL ENR l �  
S U M T ii: SUMT+ < TKO-T C KO > > * DVOX 
SUMQ=SUMQ+ ( WKO-w < KD > > •ovox 
XL E N R Z :i X L E N R l  
• 
c 
TKO c T C K D >  
WKO=W C K O >  
V O L R 2 = V U L R 1  
3 C ONT I NUE 
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C C A L C U L A T E  AVERAGE AMB I E NT  M I X I NG RAT I O  AND  TEMPERATURE  
AVT E • C T E *VOLR-TEO-CO*SUMT / A R G ) / ( VO L R - 1 . 0 �  
AVQ E = < Q E *VOLR-QEO-CO*SUMQ/ARG ) / ( VO L R- l . O ,  
c 
C C A L C U L A T E  DENS I T Y  RAT I O  
SCHT =-9 e 8* P HT / C 2 8 7 . 0*AVTE > 
OENR= E X P C SCHT ) 
c 
C C A L C U L A T E  P L UME S A TURAT E D  M I X I N G  RAT I O  
X L A l = 2 5 00 . 0 / C Q , 46 2 *AVTE**2 ) 
TD I F = < T P O - T E O ) * F L X R / V O L R  
Q P S = Q E OS*DENR*EXP ( X L A T * C T E - T E O + TO I F > >  
c 
C C A L C U L A T E  CONDENS A T I ON F R A C T I ON 





SUBROU T I NE ENHT 
C TH J S  SUBROUT I NE U S E S  THE P L UME H E I GH T S  OF S I N G L E  SOURC E S  




C OMMON / F L UXX/  F L ( 6 )  
C O MMUN / L OOP / N L 1 I T ER1 I T M A X 1 S T ABH1 E S TPH, P L M L EN1 X I NC 
C O M MUN / TOWER/  NEXP1 NT1 NC E L L 1 RO , C S P 1 S P 1 I ARR 
C OMMON / UN I T S /  N I N 1 NOUT1 N T A B L E  
D A T A  N U L L / O/ 
C P R I NT HEA D I NG 
WR I T E C NOUT1 1 0 1 )  
c 
C C O R R E C T  T O W E R  SPAC I NG F O R  ARRANGEMENT . 
I F  < I A RR . E Q , 2 )  S P = S P / F L OAT ( NT�l ) 
c 
C SOURCE  ANO  BUOYANCY T Y P E  LOOP  
00 6 I =  l ,  4 . 
c 
I F  < N C E L L . E Q . 1 , AN D , I . L E . 2 )  GO  TO  6 
I F  < NT , EQ . l e AN O . I · GE . 3 )  GO TO  6 · 
I F  C I . GT . 2 >  GO  TO  l 
O=C S P  
AMT =NC E L L  
G O  TO  2 
i o � s P  
AMT=NT 
C P R I N T  F LU X  AND SOURCE  TYPE H E A D I N G  
Z J F  < I . EQ . l )  WR I T E  ( NQUT, 102 ) 




l F  < I . E Q . 3 >  WR I T E < NOUT , 1 04 )  
I F  ( J , E Q , 4 )  W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 0 5 )  
SUM=O . O  
EN z: l , O 
F = F L ( l l  
P H T = S T A B H 
C A L L  U P D A T E  < PHT > 
P H = B R I GGS C F )  
W R I T E  C NOUT1 l 0 6 >  
W R I T E  ( �OUT1 1 0 7 >  NU L L 1 PH1 E N  
C H E J GHT CON V E R S I ON L OO P  
[)O 3 K K = l1 I lM A X  
K=KK 
c 
C C A L C U L A T E  E N H A NC E M E N T  F A C T O R  A N O  P L UM E  H E I GH T  
S P C = 6 . 0 * < < A M T- 1 . o > * O / S Q R T C P H ) ) ** 3 / S Q R T < A M T )  
E N = C C A M T + S P C > / C l . O+ S P C > > * * 0 . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  
. 
EH = E N * PH 
c 
C C H E C K  F O R  C O N V E R G E N C E  O F  ENHANCED H E I GHT 
I T = I T E R A T C E H 1 P H 1 K >  
c 
I F  C I T , G T . O >  GO T D  4 
I F  C I T . � T . O > WR I T E  C NO U T 1 1 0 7 ) K 1 E H 1 E N  
P H T= E H  
C A L L  U P D A T E  ( P HT > 
P H = B R I GG S < F >  
SUM=SUM•EH 
3 C ON T I NU �  
C N O  C O N V E R G E N C E  
E H = S U M / F L O A T C I T M A X )  �R I T E  C NOUT1 l 0 8 > E H  





GO T O  5 
4 WR I T E  C NQUT1 1 0 7 > K � EH1 E N  
5 C A L L  S T O R E  C O , E H >  
6 C O N T I NU E  
R E T U RN 
1 0 1  F O R M A T  . ( l H - 1 / / 6 X 1 2 3 HE NHANC E O  P L U M E  H E I GHTS : )  
1 0 2  F O R M A T  C l H-1 l OX 1 l 8 H F O R : S I NG L E  T O W E R / l l X1 36H50URC E :  S I N G L E  C E L L S 
1 1  S E N S I B L E  H E A T > 
1 03 F O R M A T  ( l H-1 l O X1 l 8 H F O R : S I N G L E  TDW� R / l l X1 48HSDURC E :  S I NG L E  C E L L S 
1 1  S E NS I B L E  AN D L A T E N T  H E A T S > 
1 0 4  FORMAT  ( l H� 1 1 ox , 2 l H F O R : M U L T I P L �  TOWE R S / l l X1 37HSOURC E :  S I NG L E  TO 
l W E R S ,  S E N S I B L E  HE A T >  
1 0 5  FORMAT ( l H-1 l O X 1 2 l H F OR : M U L T I P L E  TOWE R S / l l X1 49HS0U RC E :  S I N G L E  T O  
l W E R S 1  S E N S I B L E  ANO L A T E NT H E A T S > 
1 0 6  F O R M A T  ( l H01 1 5 X 1 9H I T E RA T I ON 1 , X1 6H H E ? GHT1 5X1 l 8 H E NHANC E M E N T  F A C T O R1 / 
1 )  
c 
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1 0 7  FORMAT C l H 1 T l91 I 3 1 T 301 F 7 . 2 1 T441 F l 0 , 4 )  
1 0 8  FORMAT ( l H01 1 5 X1 26H***** N O  CONVE R G E NC E *****1 lOX1 l 6HAVE RAGE VAL U E  
1 1  1 F 7 , 2 )  
E N O  
SUBROU T I N E  F L UX 
C T H J S  SUBROUT I N f  C A L C U L A T E S  I N I T I A L  BUOYANCY F L U X E S  
c 
c 
COMMON / AM 0N T /  WNO S P 1 T E 0 1 Q E 0 1 Q E O S 1 PAMB 
COMMON / F LUXX/  F L < 6 >  
COMMON / P L UM E /  W01 T P 0 1 Q P 0 1 V O L F L X 1 P L M W A T  
C OMMON / T O W E R /  N E X P 1 N T 1 N C E L L 1 R D1 C SP 1 S P 1 I AR R  
COMMON / UN I T S /  N I N 1 NO U T , N T A B L E  
C F I N D  V I RTUAL  T E M P E R ATURES  
T P V = T P O * C l . 0+0 . 6 l*Q P O >  
T E V = T EO * C l . 0+ 0 . 6 l *Q E O >  
c 
C F I N D  BUOYANCY F L U X E S  
c 
V = V 0 L F L  XI 3·. l 4 1 5 9 2 1  
f l ( l l = 9 , 8*V* C T P V-T E V ) / T P V  
F L C 2 ) = F L C 1 > +9 , B�V*2500 , 0 * C QPO-Q E O > I T P V  
F L C 3 > = F L C l > * NC E L L  
F L C 4 l = F L C 2 > *NC E L L  
F L C 5 > = F l. C 3 > *NT 
F L ( 6 ) = F l. C 4 > *NT . 
C P R I N T  R E L A V E N T  BUOYANCY F L UX E S  





l F  C N C E L L . N E . 1 >  WR I T E  C NO U T 1 Z )  F L C l ) 1 F L C 2 )  
W R I T E  ( NOUT1 3 )  F L ( 3 ) 1 F L C 4 >  
J F  C NT , N E . l � WR I TE < NOUT1 4 )  F L C 5 ) 1 F L C 6 >  
R E T U RN 
l FORMAT ( l H-/ / 6 X1 35HC A L C ULAT E D  BUOYANCY F L U X E S  C M4 / S 3 ) : , / / / 3 l X 1 1 3 H S  
1 E N S 1 B L E  H E A T 1 5 X 1 2 5 HS E N S I B L E  A N D  L A T E NT H E A T S )  
2 FOR MAT ( l H01 lOX1 1 2H S I N G L E  C E L L : 1 T 321 F l 0 , 21 T 561 F l 0 . 2 )  
3 FOR MAT ( l H01 l O X 1 1 3 H S I N G L E  T O W E R : 1 T 3 2 1 F l 0 . 2 1 T 5 6 1 F l 0 . 2 )  
4 FOR MAT < l H01 l O X1 l l H A L L  T O W E RS : 1 T 3 2 1 F l 0 . 2 1 T 5 61 F l 0 , 2 )  
E N O  
S U�ROUT l N E . HANNAl 
C T H I S  S U BROUT I N E  C A L C U L A T E S  P L U M E  HE I GHT S Y  U S I N G  B R I GGS ' F O RMULAS 
C W I TH THE  BUOYANCY F L UX C O R R E C T E D  TO R E F L E C T  THE  L A T E NT H E A T  
C F R AC T I ON R E L E A S E D  A S  C A L C U L A T E D  B Y  HANNA ' S  F ORMULAS , 
c 
c 
COMMON / L O O P /  N L 1 I TE R1 I T M A X 1 S T A B H 1 E S TPH, P L M L E N 1 X I NC 
COMMON / F LUXX/  F L ( 6 )  
C OMMON / TO W E R /  N E X P 1 N T 1 NC E L L 1 R0 1 C S P 1 S P 1 I AR R  
C OMMON / UN I T S /  N I N1 NOU T , N T A B L E  
C OMMON / U P O A T /  S 1 AVU1 K P H T 1 Q E 1 T E 1 U PH 
DATA N U L L / 0 /  
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C P R I N T  H EA D I NG 
WR I T E  ( NQUT1 l O l ) 
c 
C SOURC E LOOP 
DO 4 I = 2 1 6 1 ;?  
I F  < NC E L L . E O . l , AN D . I , E Q , 2 )  GO T O  4 
I F  < NT . E Q . l e A NQ , I . EQ , 6 )  GO TO 4 
c 
C P R I N T  SOURC E T Y P E  H E A D I NG 
c 
I F  < I . E Q , 2 >  WR I T E  C NOUT1 1 0 4 )  
I F  C I . E Q , 4 )  WR I TE C NOUT1 l 05 )  
I F  C I , E Q , 6 >  W R I T E  C NOUT, 106 > 
C P R I NT T A B L E  H E A D I NGS 
WR I T E  ( NOUT1 1 0 2 )  
c 
C D E T E R M I NE E F F E C T I VE SOURCE  RAD I US 
R E = R O  
c 
I F  ( J . E Q , 4 >  R E = S Q R T < NC E L L * R E *R E >  
I F  C I . E Q , 6 )  R E = S QR T < NT*RE*RE ) 
C S E T  I N I T I A � V A L U E S  
SUM = O . O  
c 
WAT = O , O  
A = O . O  
F = F L C J ... l > 
P H :i S T A B H  
C A L L  U P D A T E  < P H >  
WR I T E  C NOUT1 1 0 3 )  NUL L 1 PH1 S 1 AVU1 A 
C C O N D E N S A T I ON ANO F LUX LOOP 
00 l J J = l 1 I T M A X  
J ic: J  J 
P H T = P H  
c 
C C A L C U L A T E  B UO YAN�Y F L UX ANO P L UME  H E I GHT 




F =F L <  J ... l ) + A*F L AT 
P H = B R I GGS < F > 
C A L L  U P D A T E  < PH >  
I F  < A . L T . O . O >  A = O . O  
I F  C A . GT , 1 , 0 )  A = l ! O  
C C H E C K  CONVcRGENCE  AND P R I N T  V A R I A B L E S  
I T = I TE R A T C PH1 P H T 1 J )  
I F  < I T , GT . O >  GO T O  2 
I F  C I T , LT . O )  WR I T E  < NOUT1 1 0 3 )  J 1 PH1 S1 A V U 1 A  
c 
SUM=SUM+PH 
l C ON T I NU �  
c 
C NO C O N V E R G E N C E  
c 
PH=SUM / F L OAT ( I TMAX > 
W R I T E  ( NOUT1 1 0 7 )  P H  
PH;:-PH  
G O  T O 3 
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2 W R I T E  < NOUT1 1 0 3 )  J 1 PH1 S 1 AVU1 A 
3 C A L L  S TO R E  C O, P H > 
4 C ON T I NU E  
RETURN  
1 0 1  F ORMAT ( l H-1 / /6X1 36HHANNA • S  L A T E N T  H E A T  F R A C T I ON H E I GH T : )  
1 0 2  FORMAT  ( l h01 T l 5 1 9H I T E R AT I QN 1 5 X 1 6HHE I GH T , 5X1 l OH S T A B I L I T Y ; 9H P A  
1 E R 1 S X 1 l 6HAVERAGE W I ND S P E E 0 1 5 X 1 lOHCONO E N S E O  1 1 4HVAPOR F RACT I O  
1 0 3  F O RMAT ( l H 1 T l 81 1 31 T 2 8 1 F 7 . 2 1 T 4 4 1 F l 0 . 71 T 7 1 1 F 5 , 2 1 T941 F l 0 . 6 )  
1 0 4  FORMAT ( l H-1 l O X 1 12HS I N G L f  C E L L : }  . 
1 0 5  FORMAT  ( l H-1 1 0 X , 1 3 H S I N G L E  TOWER : )  
1 0 6  F OR MAT ( l H-1 l O X 1 l 6HMU L T I P L E  T O W E RS : >  
1 0 7  FORMAT  ( l H01 1 5 X1 26H***** NO  CONVERGENCE  *****1 l OX1 l 6HAVERAGE  
l =  1 F 7 , 2 )  
END  
SUBROU T I NE HANNA2 
C T H I S  S U B R OU T I N E  F I NDS V I S I B L E  P L U M E  L ENGTHS ANO/DR  HE I GHTS  
C BY  US I NG HANNA ' S  C O ND E N S AT I ON R A T I O  AND A MOD I F I C A T I ON O f  H I S  
C C R I T E R I A  FOR PLUME  V I S I B L I T Y ,  
c 
c 
C OMMON / AM B N T /  WNOS P 1 T E0 1 Q E 0 1 Q E O S 1 P AMB 
COMMON / F LUXX/  F L ( 6 )  
COMMON / LO O P /  N L 1 I TE R 1 l T M A X 1 S TABH1 E ST P H 1 P L M L E N 1 X I N C  
COMMON / P L U M E /  W01 TP01 QP01 V O L F LX1 PLMWAT  
C OMMON / PROF L E /  Z Z C l OO > , T C l OO ) , W ( l 00 > 1 U C 100 } 
t OMMON / TO W E R /  N E X P 1 NT1 NC E L L 1 RO, C S P 1 S P 1 I ARR  
C O � MON / U N I TS /  N J N, NOU T , N T A 6 L E  
COMMON / U P O A T /  S 1 AV U 1 K P H T 1 Q E 1 T E 1 UP H  
C P R I N T  H E A D I NG 
W R I T E  C NQUT1 1 0 1  > 
c 
C S O U R C E  LOOP 
c 
D 0 3 I ;: 1 1  5 ·, Z 
I F  ( NC E L L . EQ . l . AN D . l , E Q . l )  GO  T O  3 
I F  < NT •. E Q . l , A NO , I . E Q , 5 )  GO T O  3 
C P R INT  S O U R C E  T Y P E  HEAD I N G  
c 
I F  C I . E Q . l )  WR I T E  C NOUT , l O Z )  
I F  C I . E U . 3 )  W R I T E  ( NQUT, 1 03 )  
I F  C I . E Q . 5 )  W R I T E  C NOUT, 104 ) 
C P R I NT T A B L E H E A D I NGS 
W R I TE ( NOUT1 1 0 5 )  
W R I T E  ( NQUT 1 106 ) 
c 
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C D E T E R M I N E  E F F E C T I V E  S OURCE  R A D I US 
R E =RO  
c 
I F  C I , E Q . 3 )  R E = S QR T < N C E L L*RD*R O )  
I F  C I . EQ , 5 )  R E • S QR T < NC E L L*RE*R E >  
C S E T  I N I T I A L  V A L U E S  
W A T = PLMwAT  
HT= Z Z < N L >  
c 
C A L L  U P D A T E  C HT )  
F = F L ( l + l )  . 
MAXHT = B R I GGS C F ) / X I NC 
P H T = O . O  
V O L R= l . O  
F L X R = l , O 
A V Q E = Q E O  
OENR = l . U  
Q P S = Q P O  
A = l . O-QPO / C QPQ+WAT ) 
C CON D E N S A T I O N  · AND F LUX  LOOP 






K = K K  
A P = C A+ l , 0 ) *0 . 5  
W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 0 7 )  P H T 1 V U L R 1 F L X R 1 0ENR1 Q P S 1 AVQE1 A 1 A P  
I F  C A P . � T . o , o . o R . F L XR . L T . O , O )  G O  T O  2 
PHT = X I NC * F L DAT .C K >  
C A L L  U P D A T E  C PHT > 
l CON T I NU E  
2 P L = l . 4* S Q R T C C P H T *AVU*0 , 5 ) **3 / F L C I > >  
W R I T E  ( NQUT 1 l O B >  P H T 1 P L  
C A L L  S T OR E  ( 01 P HT � 
C A L L  S T OR E  < l , P L > 
3 CONT I NU E  . 
R E T URN 
1 0 1  FORMAT ( l H-1 / /6X1 37HHANNA ' S  V I S I B L E  L ENGTH A N D / O R  H E I GHT : � 
1 0 2  FORMAT  C l H-1 l O X1 1 2HS I NG L E  C E L. L : )  
103  FORMAT  C l H�1 lOX1 1 3HS I N G L E  T O W E R : )  
1 0 4  FORMAT  ( l H-1 l OX1 l 6HMlJ L T I P L E  TOWERS : )  
1 0 5  FORMAT  ( l H-1 T 44, 1 ·1HSATURAT E D  AVERAGE1 T 751 4HP E A K 1 / T l 61 l 8HVULUME 
l BUOYANC Y 1 T 461 l b H P LUME A M B J E N T 1 Tbb1 1 4H P L U M E  P L UME / T l ? 1 4 H F L UX# 
2T271 l 6 H F L UX O � N S I TY 1 37H  M I X I NG M I X I N G  W A T E R  W A T E R / 3  
3X1 8 H  HE I GHT1 T l 7 1 34HR A T I O  R A T I O  R A T I O  R A T I 0 1 T 5 � 1 24HRAT I 
40 RA T I O  RAT I O )  
106  FORMAT  ( l H01 SX1 3 HPHT1 T l 71 4HVOLR1 T271 4 H F L XR1 T371 4 HO E NR1 T471 3HQPS, T 5  
l61 4HAVQ E 1 T 6 � 1 l H A 1 T7712HAP ) 
107 FORMAT ( l H  1 3 F l 0 , 21 5 F l 0 . 5 )  
108  FORMAT ( l H-1 T l 01 2 l HV I S I B L E  PLUME  HE I GH T : 1 F l 0 . 2 1 / /9 X1 2 1 HV I S I B L E  P L U  
l M E  L E NGTH : 1 F l o . z >  
E N D  
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SUBROUT I N E  H E I GHT  
c 
C TH I S  SUBROU T I N f  C A L C UL A T E S  PLUME  H E I GHTS US I NG B R I GGS ' P LUME R I S E  
C FORMULAS .  
c 
c 
C OMMON / A M B N T /  WNDS P 1 T E 01 QE01 Q E OS 1 P AMB  
C OMMON / LO O P /  N L 1 I T E R 1 I TMAX 1 S TABH1 E S T PH, P LM L EN 1 X IN C  
C OMMON / F L UX X /  F L C 6 >  
C OMMON /TDW�R /  N E X P 1 N T 1 NC E L L 1 RO, C S P 1 S P 1 I ARR  
C OMMON /UN I TS /  N I N , NQUT, N T A B � E  
C OMMON / U P O A T /  S 1 AVU1 K P HT 1 Q E 1 T E 1 UPH 
DATA NUL L / O /  
C P R I NT HEAD I NG 
c 
I F  ( WNOS P . G E . 1 . 0 >  W R I T E  C NOUT1 l O l > 
I F  < WN D S P . L T . 1 . 0 )  W R I TE ( NOUT1 1 0 2 )  
C SOURC E AND BUOYA N C Y  T Y P E  LOOP 
00 4 I = l , 6  
c 
I F  < N C E L L . E Q . 1 . AN O , J , L E , 2 )  GO T O  4 
I F  < NT . � Q . l , A NO . I . GE , 5 >  GO TO 4 
C P R J N T  SOU R C E  AND BUOYANCY T Y P E  H E A D I N G  
I F  C I . EQ . l )  W R I T E  C NOU T1 l0 3 >  
I F  C I . EQ . 2 )  W R I T E  C NOUT, 1 0 4 )  
I F  l l . E Q . 3 >  W R I T E  C NOUT, 1 0 5 ) 
I F  · c t . E Q . 4 1  W R I T E  C NOUT, 1 0 6 )  
I F  C I . E Q . 5 )  W R I T E  C NOUT, 1 0 7 >  
I F  C I . E Q , 6 )  W R I T E  C NOUT 1 l 0 6 >  
c 
C P R I NT VAR I A B L E  T A S L E  C OLUMN H E A D I NGS 
W R I T E  ( NOUT1 1 0 9 )  
c 
c 
SUM= O . O  
F = F L C I )  
PH=STABH  
C A L L  UPDAT E C P H )  
W R I T E  < NOUT1 l l O )  N U L L 1 PH1 S 1.AVU 
C P L UME H E I GHT  L OOP - INSURES  CONS I ST EN C Y  O F  P L U M E  H E I GHT 
C W I TH V A R I A B L E S  " S "  ANO "AVU"  
c 
00 l J J = l 1 t TMAX  
J c J J  . 
PHT = P H  
C C A L C U L A T E  TR I AL PLUME  H E I GHT  
P H = B R I G GS C F �  
C A L L  UPDATE  C PM >  
c 
C C H E C K  C O N V E R G E N C E  AND P R I NT V A L U E S  
I T = I T E R A T ( PH1 PHT 1 J )  
c 
I F  C I T . G T . O >  GO TO 2 
I F  < I T , L T . O ;  W R I T E  C NOUT1 l l O )  J 1 PH1 S 1 AVU 
SUM=SUM+PH 
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1 C ON T I NUE  
c 
C I N D I C AT E  THAT · P L U M E  H E I GHT D I D  N O T  C ONVERGE  
























WR I T E  ( NOUT1 l l l )  P H  
PH=-PH 
GO T O  3 
2 WR I T E  ( NOUT1 1 1 0 )  J 1 PH1 S 1 AVU 
3 C A L L  STORE  ( 0 , P H )  
4 C O N T I NU E  
R E TURN 
1 0 1  FORMAT ( l H l 1 4 ( / ) , 6 X, 3 5 H P L U M E  HE I GHTS  I N  W I ND Y  C W I NO S P E E D  1 33HGR E A 
l T E R  THAN 1 . 0  M I S >  COND I T I ON S : )  
1 0 2  FORMAT  ( l H l 1 4 C / > , 6X , 3 4H P L U M E  H E I GHTS I N  C A L M  C W I N D  S P E E D  , 30 H L E S S  
lTHAN  l . O M / 5 ) CUND I T I ONS : >  
1 0 3  FORMAT  ( lH-1 l OX1 27HS I NG L E  C E L L1 S ENS I B L E  HE AT : >  
1 0 4  rORMAT  < 1 H-1 l O X 1 3 9 H S I N G L E  C E L L ,  S E N S I B L E  ANO  L A T E N T  H E A TS : )  
1 0 5  FORMAT  ( l H-1 l O X 1 2BHS I NG L E  T O W E R ,  S E N S I B L E  H E A T : >  
1 0 6  F OR MAT ( lH-1 l O X, 40HS I N G L E  TOWER,  S E N S I B L E  AND  L A T E NT H E A T S : >  
1 0 7  FORMAT  C l H-1 1 0 X , 3 1HMUL T I P L E  T O W E R S 1  S EN S I B L E  H E A T : )  
1 0 8  FORMAT ( l H-1 l OX, 30HMUL T I P L E  T O W E R S 1  S EN S I B L E  AND  1 1 3H L A T ENT H E A T S : 
1 ) 
1 0 9  FORMAT ( l H01 1 5 X , 9H I T ER A T I ON, 5 X , 6HHE I GH 1 1 5 X1 1 9 H S T AB I L I T Y  P A R A M E T E R '  
1 5 X , 1 8H A V F. RAGE  W I ND S P E E D 1 / )  
1 1 0  FORMAT C l H 1 T l 91 I 3 1 1 30 1 F 7 , 21 T46, F l 0 . 7 1 T 7 2 1 F 5 , 2 )  
1 1 1  FORMAT ( lH01 1 5 X1 2 2 H * * *  NO C O N V ERGENC E * * * 1 l OX1 l 6H A V E R A G E  V A LU E :  / 
l f 7 . 2 )  
ENO  
S U B ROUT I NE I NOUT5 
SUBROU T I N E S  I NOUi5 AND I NOUT6 R E A D  ANO P R I NT A L L  I NPUT  DAT A ,  
K E Y  T O  VAR I A B L E S  U S E D  I N  I NOUT l :  
I P L MCD  
K A S E  
P A M B  
P L MV A P  
P M A X  
PTOTAL  
P L U M E  MO I S TU R E  C O N T E NT CODE  < S E E  K AS E > 
AMB I ENT  MO I S T U R E  C O N T E N T  C OD E :  
K A S E  = l R E LAT I V E  HUM I D I T Y  ( % )  
2 D E W  P O I NT T E M� E RA T U R E  ( DE G .  K >  
3 W E T  B U L B  T E M P E R A T U R E  C OE G ,  K )  
4 S P E C I F I C  HUM I D I T Y  ( GM / G M )  
5 M I X I NG RAT I O  C GM / G M )  
6 W A T E R  VAPOR D EN S I TY C GM / M 3 ) 
AMB I ENT  P R E S SURE A T  TOWER TOP C MB )  
P L UM E  M O I S TU R E  C O N T E N T  
M A X I MUM R A T E D  POWER  D E L I V E R E D  TO A L L  T O W E R S  
A C T U A L  P O w E R  D E L I V E R E D  T O  A L L  T O W E R S  C M W )  
C OMMON / L OO P /  N L 1 I TE R1 I TMAX1 ST ABH1 E ST P H 1 P L M L EN 1 X I N C  
< M W �  
C OM M ON / I NQUTC / TWRHT1 N T WR1 P L A N T ( 4 ) 1 L OC ( 4 ) 1 0A TE C 2 > 1 T I M E ( 3 �  
COMMON / TO W � R /  N E XP 1 N T 1 N C E L L 1 R01 C S P 1 S P 1 I AR R  
c 
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C OMMON / UN I T S /  N I N 1 NOUT1 N T A B L E  
C I N P U T  S I T E  CONSTANTS  
c 
R E A D  < N I N1 l > P L ANT1 LOC 
R E A D  < N I N1 2 '  N E X P  
R E A D  ( N I N1 2 '  N T W R 1 I ARR1 S P 1 C S P 1 T WRHT 




R E A D  < N I N1 3 > I T E R 1 I TMA X 1 X I N C  
R E T URN 
1 FORMAT ( 4 A41 T 2 1 1 4 A4 >  
2 FORMAT C I 2 1 T l l 1 l l 1 T 2 l 1 3 F l 0 , 2 )  
3 FORMAT c 1 2 , r 1 1 1 I 31 T 2 1 1 F l 0 . 2 >  
E N D  
S UB R OUT I N E  I NOUT6 
C OMMON / A M R N T /  WNDS P 1 .T E0 1 Q E O, Q E OS1 PAMB  
COMMON / L O O P /  N L 1 I TE R 1 I TMAX1 S T A B H , E S T P H , P L M L E N 1 X I NC 
C OMMON / P LU M E /  W01 T P Q , QP01 VO L F L X 1 P L MWAT 
C OMMON / P O W E R /  P MAX, P T O T A L  
C OMMON / P RO F L E /  . Z Z ( l 00 ) , T C l OO ) , W ( l 0 0 ) , U ( l 0 0 ) 
C OMMON / T O W E R /  N E X P 1 NT1 N C E L L 1 RO , C S P 1 S P 1 I A RR 
COMMON / U N I T S /  N J N , N OU T 1 N T A B L. E  
C OMMON / U P O A T /  S 1 A V U 1 K P H T 1 Q E 1 T E , U P H  
C OMMON / W A T E R / .  W E T ( 6 )  
C OMMON / T A B � E /  I D > l � D1 DUMMY C 23 3 )  
C OMMON / I NO U T C /  TWRHT1 N T WR 1 P �ANT ( 4 ) 1 L O C C 4 ) 1 D A T E C 2 ) 1 T I M E ( 3 �  
DATA P t / 3 . 1 4 1 5927/ 
C . I NP U T  S P E C I F I C  C A S E  VAR I A B L E S  
c 
R E A D C N I N 1 1 0 1 ) I 01 D AT E 1 T I M E  
R E A D  C N l N 1 1 0 2 ) R01 N T 1 N C E L L  
R E A D  C N I N1 1 0 3 ) E S T P H 1 P L H L EN 1 S T A B H  
R E A D  C N l N1 1 0 3 ) WD> VO L F L X1 T P 0 1 P L MVAP1 I P L M C D 1 P LMWAT 
READ C N I N 1 1 05 f P A M B 1 WNDSP , I WD 
READ C N J N1 1 0 3 )  PMAX1 P T O T A L 1 P M A J O R  
C I NP U T  AMB I E NT P R Q F I L t  
R E A D  C N I N 1 1 0 4 )  N L 1 K A S E  
R E A D  C N l N1 l 0 6 ) C Z Z C I » T < I l 1 W C I » U C I » I = l 1 N L > 
c 
C D E F AU L T  V A L U E � 
I F  C NT . E Q . O �  N T c l  
I F  ( NC E L L . E Q . 0 )  NC E L L = l  
I F  C E S T P H . E Q . O . O )  E S TP H = 5 0 0 . 0+ T WRHT 
I F  < S T A B H . E Q . o . o >  S T A BH = E S T P H  
I F  C W O . f Q . 0 , 0 )  w O = V O L F L X / C P I * R D * R D l  
I F  C V O L F L X . � Q . o . o �  VOL F L X a P I *WD*RO*RO 
I F  < PAM B . E Q , O . O >  P A MB = l 0 1 3 , Z 5 
I F  C I T E R . E Q , O )  I T E R = l O  
I F  C I TMAX . E Q . 0 )  . I T M A X = l OO I F  < X I NC . E Q , 0 , 0 )  X I NC = l o , o  
I F  ( l ARR , E Q , 0 )  I AR R = l 
l F  < C S P , E Q . 0 )  C S P = 2 , 0* R O  
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T E O =T < l >  
c 
C H E I GHT AND W I NO S P E E D  PROF I L E  ROUT I N E  
c 
I F  < WN OS P . EQ . o . o . OR . U ( l ) , N E . O . O >  GO T O  2 
DO l I =  1 1  NL  
1 U C I > =WNOSP  
2 I F  ( TWRHT . EQ . o . o >  GO  T O  4 
E S T P H = E S TPH-TWRHT 
STABH=ST ABH-TWRHT  
CALL  UPDATE  < TWRHT > 
l F  < TWRHT . EQ . Z Z < KPHT ) ) KPHT=KPHT�l  
N L = NL-KPHT+Z 
T < l > = T E  
W < l > =Q E  
U < l > =UPH  
00 3 1 = 2, N L  
K = KPHT+ I -2 
Z Z C I > = Z Z C K > - TWRHT 
T C I > = T C K >  
W < I > =W ( K )  
U < I > =U C K >  
3 C O N T I NUE 
C AMB I ENT  M I X I N G  R A T I O  P R O F I L E  ROUT I NE 
c 
4 I F  < KA S E . EQ e 5 )  GO  TO  8 
00 5 I = l 1 NL 
T O B =T C I >  
P O = P AMB*EX P C -9 . S * Z Z C I ) / ( 2 8 7 . 0*T C I > > >  
W E T < KA S E > =W C I )  
C A L L  HUM I D  C K A S E 1 TDB, P O )  
W < I > =WET C 5 l  
5 CONT I NUE 
C AMB I EN T  T O W E R  TOP P A R A M E T E R S  
T E O = T C l )  
Q E O = IH 1 )  
WNDS P = U ( l )  
c 
C F I NO SATURATED  M I X I NG R A T I O  
WE T < l > = l . O  
c 
C A L L  HUM I D  ( l , T E01 P AMB > 
Q E O S = W E T ( 5 )  
C F I NO P L UME T O W E R  TOP T E M P E RATURE  
C N O T E  THAT FORMU L A  I S  USUAL L Y  S I T E D E P E NDENT  
I F  < TP O , N E . 0 . 0 ) GO  TO  b 
T P O = T P C QF.O, PAMB1 T E O, P T O T AL 1 PMAX > 
c 
C F I NO  P L UME M I X I NG R A T I O  
6 I F  ( I P L M C O . NE , O >  GO T O  7 
l P L M C D = l  
P L M V AP :i: l . O  
7 WE T C I P L MC O > = P L MV A P  
C A L L  HUM I D  ( I P L MC D1 TP01 PAMB > 
QPO=WE T ( 5 )  
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c 
C P R I NT MA I N  HEAD I N G  
c 
8 W R I T E  ( NOUT1 107 ) PLANT, LOC 
l F  C NT WR . E Q e O )  GO TO  9 
W R I T E  ( NOUT1 1 0 8 )  NTWR, NEXP  
GO  TO  10  
9 W R I T E  ( NQUT1 109 ) N E X P  
C P R I N T  C A S E  H E A D I NG 
c 
1 0  I F  C I O , N E . 0 )  W R I TE C NOUT1 l l O )  I O  
W R I T E  ( �OUT1 l l l >  OATE1 T l ME 
. W R I T E  ( NQUT1 1 1 3 )  
C P R I NT P O W ER VAR I A B L E S  
c 
I F  ( PMAX . E Q . o . o . oR . P T O T A L . E Q , O . o >  GO TO  1 1  
W R I T E  C NQUT1 1 1 4 )  PMAX1 P TO T A L  
I F C NT , NE . l e AN D . PM A J OR , NE . O . O >  W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 1 5 >  pMAJOR  
C P R I N T  T O W E R  CONSTANTS  
c 
1 1  W R I T E  C NQUT1 l l 6 )  
WR I T E  ( NOU T1 1 1 2 >  NT 
I F  C TWRHT . NE . o . o >  WR I T E  ( NOUT1 1 1 7 )  TWRHT 
I F  C NT , E Q . l )  GO TO  1 2  
I F C I ARR , EQ e l )  W R I T E  C NOUT1 l l 8 )  S p  
I F  C I ARR . EQ , 2 )  W R I TE C NOUT1 1 1 9 >  S P  
1 2  I F  C NC E � L . GT . 1 >  G U  T O  1 3  
W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 2 0 )  RO 
GO TO 1 4  
C PR I NT C E L L  CONSTANTS 
c 
1 3  W R I T E  C NQUT 1 1 2 1 )  
WR I TE C NOUT1 1 2 2 > N C E L L  
W R I T E  C NOUT 1 1 2 3 )  RO 
W R I TE C �OUT1 1 24 >  C S P  
C P R I N T  O B S E R V E D  ANO/OR E S T I MA T E D  P L UME  PARAMETERS  
c 
1 4  W R I T E  ( NQ0T 1 1 2 5 )  
WR I T E  ( NQUT 1 1 2 6 >  E S T PH 
I F  C P L M L E N . NE . o . o >  W R I T E C NOUT, 1 2 7 )  P L M L E N  
W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 2 8 )  T P O  
WR I T E  ( NQUT1 1 2 9 )  VOL F L X  
WR I TE ( NQUT1 1 3 0 )  WO 
W R I T E  C NQUl1 1 3 3 > QPO  
I F  < P LMwAT . NE . o . o �  W R I T E  C NOU T 1 1 34 )  PLMWAT 
C P R I NT AMB I � NT PARAMET ERS 
c 
WR I T E  C NOUT1 1 3 1 >  
W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 4 0 )  PAMa 
W R I T E  C �OUT1 1 32 )  QEOS 
C P R I NT I TE R A T I O N  L I M I TS 
W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 3 5 )  I T ER, I TMAX1 X I NC 
c 
C P R I N T  AMB I E NT PROF I L E  HEAD I NG 
WR I T E  C NOUT1 1 3 6 )  
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WR I T E  C NOUT1 1 3 7 )  NL 
c 
C P R I NT A M B I ENT  P R O F I L E  T A B L E  




W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 3 9 )  < Z Z ( J ) 1 T C J > 1 W ( J ) 1 U ( J ) 1 J 0 1 1 N L ) 
C A L L  T A B L H8 
RETURN 
1 0 1  FORMAT ( J 4 1 T l l 1 2A41 T Z l 1 3A4 ) 
1 0 2  FORMAT  ( F l 0 , 21 I 21 T2 1 1 1 2 > 
1 0 3  FORMAT  ( 4 F l 0 . 21 I l 1 T 5 l 1 F l0 , 2 ) 
1 0 4  F ORMAT ( ! 31 l l l 1 I l >  
1 0 5  FORMAT ( T2 1 1 2 F l 0 . 2 1 1 3 1 / )  
1 0 6  FORMAT  C 4 F l 0 . 2 )  
107  FORMAT ( l H l 1 / / 3 5X1 8 H P L ANT : 1 4A41 l l X1 l lHLOCAT I D N :  1 4A4 ) 
1 0 8  FORMAT  ( l H01 4 5 X 1 3 3 HTOTAL  NUMBER  O F  CODL I NG TOWERS : 1 I 2 / / 5 3X1 2 2 HNU 
lMBER  OF  O A T A  s e r s : 1 I 2 / /60X1 9H* * * * * �  
1 0 9  F ORMAT ( l H01 5 2 X 1 2 ZHNUM B E R  OF  D A T A  S ET S :  1 1 2 / /60X1 9H* * * * * >  
1 1 0  FORMAT ( l H-1 52X1 2 l H D A T A  S E T  I D  NUMB E R :  1 1 4 >  
1 1 1  FORMAT ( l h0 1 4 5 X1.7HDAT E :  1 2A'u l OX1 7HT I M E :  1 3A4 ) 
1 1 2 FORMAT ( l H01 l S X1 2�HNUM B E R  O F  TOwERS  OP ERAT I N G :  1 1 2 )  
1 1 3 F ORMAT ( l H-1 S X 1 l OHS I T E  DATA : )  
1 1 4  FORMAT ( l H01 l OX1 2 8 H P O W E R  D E L I V E R E D  TO TOWER C S ) : 1 / / l6X1 1 4H M A X I MUM R 
l A T E 0 : 1 T 3 3 1 F l 0 . 21 ZX 1 4H ( MW ) 1 / l 6X1 7HACTUAL : 1 T 331 F l 0 . 2 1 Z X 1 4H C MW ) )  
1 1 5  FORMAT l l H 1 l S X 1 1 4 H L A R G E S T  T OW E R : 1 T3 3 1 r l 0 , 2, 2 X 1 4 H C MW ) )  
. 
1 1 6  FORMAT C l H-1 l O X1 l l H T O W E R  D A TA : > 
1 1 7 FORMAT ( l H01 l S X1 9HHE I GHT : 1 F 6 . Z 1 2 X1 3H C M ) )  
1 1 8  FORMAT ( l H01 1 5 X 1 BHSPAC I NG : 1 T 271 F 6 . 2 1 2X 1 3H C M ) 1 5 X1 2 0H C TD W E R S  ARE  I N  
. 1 L I N E > >  
1 19 FORMAT ( l H01 1 5X1 8HSPAC I NG : 1 T271 F 6 . 2 1 2X1 3H C M ) 1 SX1 24H C TOWERS  ARE  NOT 
1 I N  L I NE ) )  
1 2 0  FORMAT ( lH01 l S X1 l 6HRAD I US OF  TOWER : 1 F 6 , 21 2X 1 3H C M > > 
1 2 1  FORMAT ( l H-1 l O X1 l6HTOWER  C E L L  DATA : )  
1 2 2  FORMAT ( l H01 l S� 1 3 1HNUM B E R  OF  C E L L S  I N  O P E R A T I O N :  1 I 2 >  
1 2 3  FORMAT ( l H01 l SX1 l ' H RA D I US OF  C E L L : 1 T3 3 1 F 6 , Z 1 2X1 3H C M ) ) 
1 2 4  FORMAT ( l H01 1 5X1 1 3 HC E L L  S P A C l NG : 1 T3 3 1 F 6 . 2 1 ZX1 3H C M � )  
1 2 5  FORMAT  C l H-1 5 X , 34HP L UM E  P A R A M E T E RS ( OB S ERVED  AND/OR  1 l l HE S T I MA T E D >  
1 : ) 
1 2 6  FORMAT C lH01 l OX 1 8 HR I S E :  1 F 7 . 21 2X 1 3H C M > �  
1 2 7  FORMAT ( l H01 l OX 1 9 H L ENGT H :  1 F 8 . 2 1 2X 1 3H ( M ) )  
1 2 8  FORMAT  ( lh01 l OX1 36HORY B U L B  T E M P E RATURE  AT T O W E R  T O P : 1 F � , 21 2 X, 1 3  
l H C OE G .  K E L V I N ) )  
1 2 9  FORMAT ( l H01 l OX1 27HVOLUME  F LUX AT TOWER  TOP : 1 F 7 . 2 1 2 X1 8H C M3 / S E C > >  
1 30 FORMAT  ( l H01 l O X 1 33HVE R T I C A L  VELOC I T Y  A T  TOWER  T O P : 1 F6 . Z1 ZX 1 7H C M / 
l S E C > >  
1 3 1  FORMAT ( l H-1 5 X1 19HAM B l ENT P A R A M E T E R S : )  
1 3 2  FORMAT ( lH01 l OX1 23HSAT U R A T E D  M I X I NG  RAT I O S 1 F l 0 . 71 2 X 1 7H C GM / GM ) )  
1 3 3  FOR MAT ( l H01 l O X 1 l , HM I X I N G  R AT I O :  1 F l 0 . 71 ZX1 7H C GM / GM ) )  
. 
1 34 FORMAT ( l H01 l O X 1 2 3 H L I QU I O  WATER  C O N T E N l : 1 F 10 , 71 2X 1 7 H C G M / M3 � )  
1 3 5  FORMAT ( l H-1 5 X1 29HNUM 6 E R  OF  I T E RA T I ONS  P R I N T E D  1 3 2HAT B E G I N N I N G  AN 
10 END OF  LOOP S :  1 I 2 / /6X1 8 HM A X I MUM 1 23HNUMBER OF  I TE RA T I ONS : 1 I 3 /  
2 / 6X1 l OH S T E P  s 1 z e : 1 F 8 , 2 1 2 X 1 3H ( M ) )  
1 36 FORMAT ( l H-1 SX1 l 6HAM B I ENT  PROF I L E : >  
c 
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1 3 7  F ORMAT ( l H-1 l O X 1 27HNUM B E R  O F  P RO F I L E  L E V E L S : 1 1 2 >  
1 3 8  F ORMAT ( l H-1 T 2 3 1 l 8HHE I GHT A B O V E  T O W E R 1 T431 9HORY B U L B  1 l l HT EM P ERATU 
l R E 1 Tb71 1 2 HM l X I NG RAT I 0 1 T 891 l OH W I N D  S PE E D 1 / T 3 2 1 3H ( M ) 1 T501 8H ( DE G ,  K )  
2 1 T691 7H ( GM / GM ) 1 T9 l 1 5 H ( M / S ) 1 / )  . 
1 3 9  F ORMAT ( l H 1 1 5X1 2 F 2 0 , 2 1 F Z 0 , 6 1 F 2 0 , 2 ) 
140 FORMAT ( l H01 l O X 1 19HAMB I E NT  P R E SS U R E : 1 F7 1 2 1 Z X 1 4H ( M8 ) )  
ENO  
SUBROUT I N E  U P D A T E  C PHT > 
C T H I S  S U B ROUT I N E  C A LC U L A T E S  AMB I ENT P ARAME T E RS AND A V E R A G E S  F O R  












C OMMON /AMRNT/  WNDSP , T E o , Q E o , Q E oS , P AM B  
C OMMON / L O O P /  N L 1 I T E R 1 I TMAX1 STABH, E S T P H , P L M L EN1 X I NC  
C OMMON / P R OF L E /  Z Z C l00 > 1 T C l 00 ) 1 W C l 00 > 1 U C l O O >  
C OMMON / U P D A T /  S1 AVU1 K P HT 1 Q E 1 T E 1 UP H  
L OOP D E T E R M I N ES AM B I ENT PROF I L E  H E I GHT J U S T  ABO V E  T R I A L  P LUME HE I GHT 
00 l K = 2 1 N L  
K P H T = K  
I F  C C Z Z C KP HT > -P HT > . GE . O , O , AN O , KPHT . N E , NL > GO T O  2 
l CONT I NU�  . 
D E T ERM I N E  P L UME  H E I GHT AMB I ENT COND I T I ON S  
2 O I F R AT = ( PHT- Z Z C KPHT-1 ) ) / ( Z Z C KP H T > - Z Z C K P H T - l > >  
T E = T C KP H T - l ) + ( T ( KPHT ) -T ( K P H T" l > > *D I F R A T  
Q E � W C KPHT- l l + C W C KP H T > - W C KPHT• l > > *D I F R A T  
U P H = U C K PHT-i ) + ( U C KP H T > -U ( K P H T- l > > * D I F R A T  
D E T E RM I N E  AVERAGE  W I NO S P E E D  C P LUME HE I GHT  T O  T O W E R  T O P > 
AVU= C WN D S P +UPH ) * 0 . 5  
D E T E RM I N E  STAB I L I TY P A R A M E T E R  
S = C 9 . 8 / T EO > * < C T E - T E O ) / C PHT-ZZ C 1 ) ) + 0 , 0098 � 
R E T URN 
ENO 
SUBROUT I N E  V I R T U L  
C T H I S  SUBROU T I N E  C A L C U L A T E S  P L U M E  H E I GHTS  OF  MU L T I P L E  SOUR C E S  
C I N  C � L M  CQNO I T l ONS U S I N G  B R I GGS ' F O R M U L A  OF  A V I RTUAL  OR I G I N !  
c 
c 
C OMMON / LOOP / N L 1 I T ER1 I TMAX1 S T A B H 1 E S T P H , P L M L EN1 X I NC  
C OMMON / F L U X X /  F L C 6 )  
C OMMON / T O W E R /  N E X P 1 NT 1 NC E L L 1 RD1 C S P 1 S P 1 I ARR 
C OMMON /UN I T S /  N I N1 NOUT1 N T A B L E  
C OMMON / U P O A T /  S 1 AV U 1 K P HT 1 Q E 1 T E 1 UPH  
OATA N U L L / 0 /  
C P R I NT H E A D I NG 
W R I T E  ( NQUT1 1 0 1 ) 
c 
C SOURC E ANO BUOYANCY T Y P E  L O O P  
0 0  5 1 =3 1 6 
J F  C NC E L L . EQ , 1 , ANO , I , L E , 4 >  GO T O  5 . 
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I F  C NT , E Q . l e A NQ , I . GE , 5 >  GO TO  5 
c 
C P R I NT S OURC E AND BUOYANCY  T Y P E  H E A D I NG 
I F  C I . E 0 , 3 )  W R I T E  C NOUT, 106 ) 
I F  C I . E Q , 4 )  W R I T E  C NOUT , 107 ) 
I F  C l . E Q , 5 )  W R I T E  C NOUT, 1 0 8 ) 
I F  < I . E Q , 6 )  W R I T E  C NO U T 1 1 0 9 > 
c 
C C A L C U L A T E  AND P R I NT V I RT U A L  O R I G I N  D E P T H  
I F  < I l 2 e EO . l >  G O  TO  l 
c 
I F  < I . L E . 4 )  Z O= ( l . O- S Q R T C F LOAT C NC E L L > > > •4 e 0* C S P / S Q R T < F LO A T C NC E L L > >  
I F  C I . G E . 5 >  Z O= C l . O- S QRT ( F LOAT C NT > > > •4 . 0* S P / S Q R T C F LO A T ( NT > )  
. 
WR I T E  ( N OUT1 1 0 2 ) z a  . .  
C P R I NT VAR I A B L E  COLUMN  H E A D I NGS 
l W R I T E  C NQUT1 1 03 )  
c 
c 
SUM=O . O  
F = F L < I >  
B R H = S T A BH + Z O  
C A L L  U P D A T E  C BR H >  
C P R l N T  E S T I MAT E D  P L UM E  HE I GHT  
WR I T E  ( NQUT1 1 0 4 )  N U L L 1 B RH, S 
c 
C PLUME  HE I GHT  LOOP - I NS U R E S  CONS I S T E N C Y  O F  P LUME  H E I GH T  
C W I T H  V A R I AB L E  " 5 "  
00 2 J J = l 1 I TMAX 
J = J J  
c 
C C A L C U L A T E  B R I GGS P LU M E  HE I GHT 
P H T = B R H  
S RH = B R I GGS C F ) +ZO  
c 
C D E T � RM I NE  VAR I A B L E  " S "  F O R  T H I S  P LU M E  H E I GHT  
C A L L  U P D A T E  < �R H )  
c 
C C H E C K  C O N V E R G E N C E  ANO P R I N T  V A L U E S  
I T = I T E RAT ( P HT1 BRH1 J )  
c 
c 
I F  C I T , GT . O )  GO TO  3 
I F  < I T . L T . O �  W R I T E  C NO U T 1 1 0 4 ) J 1 BRH1 S 
S UM=SUM+ B R H  
2 CONT I NU �  
C P R I NT F AC T  THAT PLUME  HE I GHT  D O E S  NOT  C O N V E R G E  
RRH=SUM / F LOAT C I TM A X )  
c 
W R I T E  ( NQUT1 1 05 >  BRH 
BRH=-BRH 
GO TO  4 
3 W R I T E  ( NOUT1 1 0 4 )  J , B R H 1 S  
4 C A L L  STURE  ( 0, BR H )  






1 0 1  FORMAT ( lH-1 / / 1 6X1 35HBR I GGS  V I RTUAL  OR I G I N  P L U M E  H E I GHT : )  
1 02 FORMAT · ( l H01 1 5 X 1 34 H D E P T H  O F  O R I G I N  B E L OW TOWER  TOP : 1 F 7 � Z )  
1 0 3  FORMAT ( lH01 2 5 X 1 9 H I T ERAT 1 0N 1 5 X 1 l 3H B R I GGS H E I GH T 1 5 X 1 1 9 H S T A B l L 1  
l RA M E T E R 1 / )  
1 0 4  FORMAT ( l H 1 T291 1 3 1 T441 F 7 . 2 1 T631 F l 0 . 7 )  
1 0 5  FORMAT C 1 H0120X1 2 2 H*** NO CONVE R G E N C E  *** 1 l O X1 l 6 H A V E R A G E  V A L U  
1 F 7 . 2 )  
1 0 6  FORMAT  C l H-1 l O X 1 28HS I NG L E  TOWER,  S E N S I B L E  H E AT : ) 
1 0 7  FORMAT ( l H-1 l O X 1 40HS I NG L E  T O W E R, S E N S I B L E  ANO L A T E N T  H E A T S : )  
1 0 8  F OR MAT C lH-1 l O X 1 3 1 HMUL T I P L E  T O W E R S 1  S E N S I B L E  HEAT : )  
109  FORMAT ( l H-1 l OX1 30HMU L T I P L E  TOWERS1  S E N S I B L E  ANO 1 1 3 H L A T E N T  H 
1 ) 
E N D  
S U B ROUT I NE V I S B L E  
C TH I S  S UBROUT I N E  C A L C U L A T E S  THE  V I S I B L E  L EN G T H  AND/DR  HE I GHT  U F  




C OMMON / A � B N T /  WNDS P 1 T E0 1 QE01 QEOS 1 PAMB 
C OMMON / F L U X X /  F L C 6 >  
C OMMON / P L U M E /  W01 T P 0 1 Q P 01 VOL F L X 1 P L MWAT 
COMMON / TOWER / N E X P 1 NT1 NC E L L 1 R0 1 C S P 1 S P 1 I ARR  
COMMON / UN I T S / . N I N1 NOUT , NT A B L E  
C P R I NT H EA D I NG 
c 
t F  C WN Q S P . GE . l . O >  W R I T E  ( NOUT 1 l O l > 
I F  C WNOS P . L T . 1 , 0 >  W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 02 )  
C P R I IH VAR I A B L E  COLUMN H E A D I NGS 
W R I T E  C �OUT, 1 03 )  
c 
c 
Q R T =SQRT C 2 . 0*QPQ/ C Q E O S - Q E O > > - l . O  
l F  C QR T , L E . O . o >  Q R T = l . E-20  
C SOURCE  ANO  BUOYANCY T Y P E  LOOP  
00 3 I = l 1 6  
c 
l F  C NC E L L . EQ . 1 . ANO . I . L E . 2 >  GO TO  3 
I F  C NT , E Q . 1 . AND . I . GE , S >  GO T O  3 
C D E T E R M I N E  E F F E C T I V E  R A D I U S  
R E = R O  
c 
I F  C I . G� . 3 )  R E mS Q R T C N C E L L* R E *R E >  
I F  C I . Gt . 5 >  R E =S Q R T C NT*RE*R E ) 
C P R I N T  SOURC E AND B UOYANCY T Y P E  H E A D I NG 
I F  C I . EQ . l )  W R I T E  C NOUT, 1 0 4 ) 
I F  C I . E 0 , 2 >  W R I T E  C NOUT , 1 0 5 ) 
I F  C I . EQ . 3 >  W R I T E  C NOUT , 1 0 6 )  
I F  C I . E Q , 4 >  W R I T E  C NOUT , 1 0 7 ) 
I F  ( l . E Q . 5 )  WR I TE C NOUT1 l 0 8 > 
J F  C I . E Q , 6 >  W R I T E  C NOUT1 l09 ) 
c 
143 
c D E T ER M I NE V I S i a L e  H E I GH T  � C A L M  
I F  C WNOS P . G� . l . O )  GD  T O  1 
V P H = 5 . 0*RE•QRT 
V P L = O . O  
GO TO 2 
c 
C DETERM I N E  V I S I B L E  H E I GHT ANO L E N G T H  - W I NDY  
l V PH = 2 . 0*RE*SQRT ( WD/WNOS P ) *QRT 
c 
V PL = l . 4*SQRT C C R E *QRT*SQR T < WO*WNOS P � > ** 3 / F L < I > >  




2 WR I T E  C N OUT 1 l l O )  VPH1 V P L 1 R E  
C A L L  S T U R E  C O, V P H �  
C A L L  S T O R E  < l 1 V P L � 
3 CON T I NUE 
R E TURN 
1 0 1  FORMAT  ( l H-1 / / 1 5 X , 2 8 HV I S I B L �  P LUME HE I GHT ( S )  AND 1 50 H L ENGTH C S ) 1 W I  
lNOV  C W I N D  S P E E D  G R E A T E R  THAN l . O M I S > >  
. 
1 0 2  FORMAT ( l H-1 / / / / , 5 X , 2 5 HV I S I B L E  P L UME  H E I GHT C S ) 1  1 3b H C A L M  < W I N D  S P E  
l E O  L E S S  THAN 1 , 0  M / S ) : )  
1 0 3  FORMAT ( l H01 T 60 , 1 4 HV I S I B L E  H E I GH T , 5 X 1 8HV I S I B L E  1 6HL ENGTH1 �X1 2 4 H E � F  
l E C T I V E  I N I T I A L  RAD I U S )  . 
1 0 4  FORMAT  ( l H-1 l o x , 2 7HS J NG L E  C E L L 1  SENS I B L E  H E A T ! )  
1 0 5  FORMAT ( l H-1 l O X , 39HS I NGL E C E � L 1  S ENS I B L E  AND L A T E N T  H E A T S : ) 
1 0 6  FORMAT ( l H-1 lOX1 2 8 H S I NG L E  T O W E R ,  S EN S I B L E  H E A T : ) 
. .  
. 1 0 7  FORMAT  ( l H-1 lOX1 40HS I NG L E  T O W E R, S ENS I B L E  ANO L AT E N T  H E A T S : >  
1 0 8  FORMAT  ( l H-1 l OX1 3 l HMUL T I P L E  T O W E R S 1  S E N S I B L E  H E AT : ) 
1 0 9  FORMAT ( l H - 1 l o x, 30HM UL T I P L E  T O W E R S 1  S E N S I B L E  AND 1 1 3 H L A T E N T  H E AT S :  
1 ) 
1 1 0 FORMAT ( l H+1 T 6 2 , F B , 2 1 T 8 2 1 F 8 . Z 1 T l 051 F 8 . 2 )  
ENO 
FUNC T I ON B R I GGS C F >  
c 
C T H I S  F UNC T I ON F I NDS F I N A L  P LUME  R I S E  US I N G  B R I GGS ' F O R MU L A S � 
c 
c 
COMMON / LOOP/ NL , I T E R 1 I TMAX1 STABH, E S T P H 1 P L M L EN1 X I NC 
C OMMON /AMBNT/  WNDS P 1 T E 0 1 Q E0 1 Q E O S 1 PAMB 
C OMMON / P R O F L E /  ZZ C 1 00 ) , T C 1 00 ) , W ( lO O > , U C l 00 ) 
COMMON / U P O A T /  5 , AVU1 K P HT 1 QE 1 T E , UPH  
COMMON /UN I T S /  N I N1 N OUT1 NT A B L E 
C C H E C K  F O R  S T A B L E OR U N S T A B L E  COND I T I ON S  
J F  C S . L E , 0 . 0 )  G O  T O  2 
c 
C S T A B L E  COND I T I ON S  
c 
I F  C WNOS P . G c . 1 . 0 > B R I GG S a 2 . 9* C F / ( AVU*S > > ** 0 . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  
l I F  < WNOSP . L T . 1 . 0 >  B R I GG s � s . o•F*•0 . 2 5 / S*•0. 375 
R E T U R N  
2 l F  C WN O S P . L T . 1 . 0 >  GO TO 4 
c 
C U N S T A B L E  COND I T I ONS  � W I NDY 
c 
144 
3 I F  < F . L E . 5 5 1 0 )  X S T A R = l 4 . 0• F ••0 . 6 2 5 · 
I F  C F . G T . 5 5 , 0 )  X S T AR=34 . 0 * F *•0 . 4  
B R I GG S = l . 6* ( F * C 3 . 5* X S TA R > *• Z > ** 0 , 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 / AVU 
R E TURN 









4 00 5 KK•KPHT , N L  . 
K=KK 
5 •9 . 8 / T E O• C < T < K > -T E O ) / Z Z ( K ) +Q , 0098 ) 
I F  ( S . GT . o . oooo s > G O  T O  l 
. 
5 C ON T I NU E  
WR I T E C NOUT1 l O l > 
AVU= l . O 
GO TO 3 
1 0 1  F O R M A T  ( l H 1 5 X , 4 2H**** * P LU M E  R I S E A P P R O X I M A T E D  B Y  A S S U M I NG , 
l N O  S P E E D  OF l . O  M I S  ***** > 
E N D  
FUN C T I O N  I T � R A T  C P H l 1 PH01 I T NO )  
COMMON / L O O P /  N L 1 I T E R 1 I T M A X 1 S T ABH1 E S T P H , P LM L E N1 X I NC 
I TE R A T = l  
I F  C A B S ( P H l - P HO ) . L T . l , 0 )  R E TURN 
I TE R A T = O  
l T O = I T M AX- I T E R  
I F  C I TN O . L E e l T E R . O R . I TNO , GT . � T D >  I T E R A T = � l  
R E T U R N  
E N O  
fUNC T I ON T P  C Q E 1 P 1 TE 1 P T , P M )  
C OMMON / UN I T S (  N I N 1 NOUT, N T A B L E  




DATA ONE / l . O l , Z E R0 / 0 , 0 / , E P S / l , E - 3 /  
DATA C l / 7 . 0 09E- l / 1 C 2 / 4 . 8 3 74 / 1 C 4 / l 2 . 49 5 Z l / 1 C 5 / 7 , 1 3 2 3 5 /  
O A T A  C 6 / 2 . 06656 E - l / 1 C 7 / l , 062 0 8 E - 2 / 1 C 8 /-4 3 , / , C 9 / l , 00 2 / 1 C l O / l . 2 � 
OATA C l l / 4 . 4 E - 5 / 1 C l 2 / 4 . 22 E - l / 1 C l 3 / 5 , 7 7 E - l / 1 C l 4 / - l 2 . / , C l 5 / 2 7 3 .  
DATA C l 6 / l . 5 45E� 3 / , C l 7 / 0 , 6 2090/  
DATA X L 0 / 4 . Z l 9 8 3 6 E - l / 1 F L 0 / 6 . 0 3 2 2 9 5 E - 3 /  
FUNC R < X > =X* X - C l  
F VNC Y ( X ) = X * ( O N E - E X P C C 2 *X* X ) )  
S A T P C X l • E X P C C4- C C 5 + C 6 * F UNC Y C FUNCR C X ) ) ) / X - C 7 * E X P < C 8 * < C 9 - X > **C l (  
l l l • C X - C l 2 ) * ( X -C l 3 > • E X P < C l 4 •X•X•x•x > 
. 
S A T P O O = S A T P ( T E*C l 6 l  
S AT P O P = P *Q E / C Q E + C l 7 ) 
RH=S A T P O P / S A T P O B  




I F  < RH . G T . 0 1 9999 ) GO TO  1 
T O E W = T E--C l 5  
GO T O  5 
C I N I T I A L I Z E  L OOP VAR I AB L E S  
c 
1 X R = T E  
X L = X L O  
F R = SA T P O B - S A T P O P  
F L = F L O-SATPOP  





DO 3 I = l , 100 
T OP = < X L * FR-XR* F L ) / ( FR-F L )  
F 2 = S AT P C TOP ) -S A T P OP 
I F  < F Z *F L . L T . z E RO > GO T O  2 
I F  < ABS ( XL-TOP ) , L T . E P S >  GO TO 4 
X L = T DP 
F L = F 2  
GO T O  3 
2 I F  C AB S C XR�TOP ) , L T , E P S > GO T O  4 
X R = T DP 
F R = F 2  
3 CONT I NU E  
W R I T E  C NOUT1 l O l >  
4 T D E W = TO P / C l b - C l 5  
5 T P 1 = < 2 9 7 , 4+ 0 . 63 5 * l D E W > * C l . O+ ( l , O-RH / l OO . O ) *O , O l ) 
T P = T E + C TP l -T E ) *P T / P M  
RETURN  
1 0 1  FORMAT ( l O X 1 46HDEW  P O I NT LOOP IN  F UNC T I ON l P  D I D  NOT  C U N V � R G E  
E N O  
S U BROUT I NE l A B L H B  
COMMON / AM B N T /  WNDSP, T E 01 Q E 0 1 QEOS1 PAMB  
COMMON / L O O P /  � L , I T E R 1 I TMAX, STABH, E S T P H, E S l P L , X I NC 
COMMON / P O W E R /  P MAX, P T O T A L  
COMMON / TOWER/  N E X P 1 NT 1 NC E L L 1 Ro, c s p , 5 p , 1 AR R  
C O MMON / U P O A T /  S 1 AVU, KPHT, Q E 1 T E , UPH  
COMMON / T AB L E /  I DENT, I W0 1 K K 1 K KK, H C l 5 4 ) 1 C ( 5b ) , I 0 ( 2 1 ) 
DATA K / 0 /  
c TH I s  s·u a R 0 u T I NE s E T  s up  A TAB L E  0 F v AL  u E s  F 0 R p R I  NT  I N G  
C ON  UN I T  NTA B L E t TABLHB  STORES  I D  I NF ORMAT I ON I N  ARRAY 
C I D  AND  C A S E  I NFORMAT I ON I N  ARRAY  C • . SUBROUT I N E S  S T O R E  
C A N D  P R N T  A R E  U S E D  TO  S T O R E  P L U M E  H E I GHT A N O / O R  L E NGTHS 
C AS G E N E R A T � D  ANO TO  WR I TE T A B L � 1  R E S P E C T I VE L Y �  
c 
C K = KK I S  THE C O L UM N  J N O E X  
C K K K  I S  T H E  ROW I ND E X  
c 
I F  C K . L T , 7 )  GO T O  l 
C A L L  P R N T  
K•O 
l K • K + l  
c 
I O C K > = I OENT 
I D C 7+K > • NC E l. L  
I O C 1 4 + K > = I W D  
C C 7+K > •WNOSP 
C C 1 4+K ) cTE 0-27 3 . 1 5 
C C 2 l +K ) =QEO/QEOS* l OO . O  
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J F  C PMAX . N E , 0 . 0 )  C C 2 8 + K J • P T O T A L / PMAX 
C A L L  UPDATE  < STASH ) 
C C 35+K ) cS* l000 0 , 0  
C C 4 2+K > • E S T P H  
C C 49+K > • E S T P L  
K K = K  
K K K = O  
RETURN  
ENO  
SUBROUT I N E  STORE  C J , Z >  
COMMON / LOOP/  N L , I TE R, I TMAX , S TASH, E ST P H , E S T P L> X I NC 
COMMON / T A B L E /  I O ENT, I W 0 1 KK, KKK, H C 1 54 ) , C C 5b ) , I O C 2 l ) 
c TH I S  S UBRoUT I N c  STORES  P L UME  H E I G H T S  AND/OR L ENGTHS AS  
















H C KKK+KK ) =Z / E S T P H  





SUBROU T I NE P RNT 
C OMMON / T AB L E /  I DE N T 1 I W 0 1 KK, KKK, H C 1 5 4 ) , C C 5b > 1 I O C 2 l )  
I F  C K K . EQ . O e OR . KKK . EQ , 0 )  RETURN 
0 0  l 1 : 7, 2 1 1 7  
l WR I T E  < 1 1> 1 0 1 ) C I D C I -7+J ) 1 J = l > KK > 
00 2 1 = 7 , 5 61 7 
2 W R I T E  C l l > l 0 2 i  C C < I -7+ J ) 1 J = l1 K K ) 
DO 3 I = 7, KKK, 7 
3 W R I T E  < 1 1 1 1 0 2 ) C H C I -7+J ) 1 J = l 1 KK > 
RETURN 
1 0 1  FORMAT C T l 01 7 I l O >  
1 0 2  FORMAT ( T l01 7 F l 0 . 2 ) 
f N O  
SUBROU T I N E  HUM I D  < I G I VEN 1 DBK1 PMB ) 
TH I S  SUBROU T I N E  C AL C U L A T E S  K E Y  PARAMETERS  FOR MO I S T  A I R .  
K E Y  TO V A R I A B L E S  U S E D  I N  HUM I O :  
p 
S A T P OB 
S A T  POP  
ATMOS P H E R I C  P R E S S U R E  C AT M >  
SATURA T E D  VAPOR P R ESSURE  · AT ORY BULB  C AT M >  





















P A R A M E T E RS P A S s e o : 
DBK 
OPK  . 
l G I  v e.N . ... 
P M B  
RAT I O  
RH  
SP  HUM 
WATCON  
ORY B U L B  T E MP ERATURE  C OE G  K )  
D E W  P O I N T  T EM P E RATURE  < DE G  K )  
AMB I ENT M O I STURE  CONTENT  C O D E : 
! G I V E N  = l R E LAT I VE HUM I D I TY < DE C I MAL > 
Z O E W  P O I N T  T E M P E R ATURE ( DE G .  K >  
3 W E T  B U L B  T E MP E RATURE < DE G ,  K )  
4 VOLUME T R I C  S P E C I F I C  HUM I D I TY C M3 / M 3 ) 
5 M I X I NG RAT I O  < GM / GM ) 
. 
6 WAT E R  VAPOR  DEN S I TY C GM / M3 ) 
ATMOSP H E R I C  P R E S SU R E  < M B >  
M I X I NG RAT I O  ( GM / GM ) 
R E L A T I V E  HUM I D I TY < D EC I M A L ) 
VOLUME T R I C  S P E C I F I C  HUM I D I TY C M3 / M 3 )  
VAPOR DENS I TY < GM / M 3 >  
C OMMON / W A T E R /  RH1 D P K 1 W BK 1 SPHUM, RAT I 01 WATCON 
C OMMON / UN I T S /  N J N, NOUT , NT A B L E  
DATA C l / 7 �009E - l /1 C 2 / 4 . a 374 / 1 C 4 / l 2 , 4952 1 / 1 C 5 / 7 , l 32 3 5 / 
DATA C 6 / 2 . 0b656E- l / 1 C 7 / 1 , 0b208E-2 / 1 C 8 / - 4 3 , / , C9 / l , 00 2 / 1 C l O / l . 2  
DATA  C l l / 4 , 4 E - 5 /1 C l 2 / 4 . 2 2E - l / 1 C 1 3 / 5 , 77E" l / 1 C l 4 / - l 2 , / 1 C l5 / 2 7 3 .  
DATA  C l 6 / 1 , ; 4 5 F. � 3 / 1 C l7 / 0 , 62090/  
. . 
DATA AA / 6 , 6E - 4 / 1 B B / l , l 5 E-3 / 1 0N E / l , O /  
FUN C R  C X )  = X*X-C.l 
FUNC Y C X ) =X* < ON E - E X P < C2*X*X ) )  
S A T P < X > = EXP ( C 4 - C C 5 +C 6 * F U NC Y < FUNC R C X > > > I X- C 7 * E X P C C 8 * C C 9- X � ** C l '  
l l l * C X-C l 2 ) * C X-C l 3 ) *EXP C C 1 4* X*X*X*X > 
W B F C X > = S A T P C C X+ C l � > *C l 6 > - P * < OBK-X-C l 5 > * < DN E + B B* X > *AA 
C I N I T I A L I Z E  K E Y  VAR I A B L E S  
P = P MB / 1 0 1 3 . 2 5  
S A T P D B = S AT P < OBK*C l 6 )  
c 
C D E T E RM I N E  PROGRAM S E G M ENT  T O  B E  U S E D  
c 
I F  C I G I V EN . �r . 1 . oR . I G I V E N . G T , 6 )  GO TO  8 
GO T O  C l , 2 , �1 4 1 61 7 ) ,  ! G I VE N  
C R E L A T I VE HUM I D I T Y  G I V E N  
c 
1 S A T P D P =RH*SATP OB 
WATC ON= 2 19 5 5 0 , • S A T P O P / D B K  
RAT I O = S A T P OP / C P�SATPOP > * C l 7  
RETURN  
C D E W  P O I NT T EMPERATURE  G I V E N  
2 S A T P DP =SATP < DPK*C l b )  
GO  TO  5 
c 
C W E T  B U L B  T E M P E RATURE  G I V E N  
3 S A T P OP : WB F < WBK-C l 5 )  
GO  T O  5 
c 
C VOLUM E TR I C  S P EC I F I C  HUM I D I TY G I V E N  
4 S A T P O P : P•SPHUM / ( l ! O+S PHUM ) 
c 
5 RH= S A T P O P / S A T P OB 
WATCON=2 1 9 5�0 , • S A T P O P / DBK 
R A T I O = S A T P OP / ( P - S A T POP > •C l 7  
R E TURN 
C M I X I NG RAT I O  G I V E N  
c 
c 
6 R H = P*RAT I O / C S A T P DB * < RA T I O+C l 7 > > 
WATCON� 2 1 9 5 5 0 , • S A T P O P / OBK 
R E T URN 
C W A T E R  VAPOR DENS I T Y  G I V E N  
c 
7 S A T P OP = W A T C DN•OBK *4 . 5 5 4 8 E-6 
R H = S A T P D P / S A T P D B  
R A T I O = S A T P OP / ( P - S A T P OP > •C l 7  
R E T URN 
C I G l V E N  OUT OF RANGE -- S T O P  
8 WR I T E  C b1 l O l )  I G I V E N  




1 0 1  FORMAT ( / / , T 2 0 1 8 H I G I V E N  •1 I l 01 1 3HOUT O �  RANG E . >  

























































E A G L E ' S  C O D E  
A S  MOcrl F I E D B Y  A N L  C E I S 1 F O R  M O D E L  EVALUAT I ON . 
K E Y  T O  PARAM� T E RS : 
· A 
A L EV < I >  
C E L L S  
D E N E O  
D E N P O  
ox 
E E S  
E E O  
E E O S  
E M R  
E N K Z  
E N T Z  
E P S  
E P O  
E P O S  
E V E L  
F Z  
F O  
F O l  
GAMMA 
GC 
I S  
I T MAX 
N S E T S  
P E K F A C  
P I  
P L H  
P S  
Q A M B Z  
Q S Z  
Q Z  
Q O  
Q O l  
R A T H  
R A T L 
R E  
R H E Z  
R H E O  
R H O S  
R H P E K  
RHP Z 
R H P O  
R A T I O  O F  L I QU I D  P L UM E  W A T E R  TO I N I T I A L  
T 0 T A  L P L U M  E W A T E R  A T  HE I G H T  " P  L H '' 
H E I GHTS O F  P R O F I L E D A T A  F RO M GROUND C M >  
NUMB E R  O F  C E L L S O P E R A T l N G  I N  T O W E R  
AMS I E N T  D ENS I T Y A T  C E L L  E X I T  < K G/M3 ) 
P L U M E  D E N S I TY AT C E L L  E X I T  < K G / M 3 ) 
GAUS S I AN V I R T U A �  O R I G I N  D I S T AN C E  F RO M T O W E R  
C E N T E R  C M >  
AMB I E N T  S A T U R A T E D  PART I A L P R E S S U R E  AT H E I GH T  
" P LH" < MM H G )  
AMB I E NT P AR T I A L  P R E S S U R E  A T  C t L L  E X I T  < M M  HG � 
I N I T I A L  AM B I E N T  SATU RA T E D  P AR T I A L P R E S S .  c MM HG ) 
GAUS S I AN E X C E S S  W A T E R  F L UX S O U R C E  S TR E N G T H  < K G / S )  
AVE RAG E ENTRA I N E D  W A T E R F L U X  AT H f .  " P L H "  C K G / S )  
AVERAGE E NT RA I N E D  W A T E R  F L U X  < G M I S > 
. 
P L U M �  S A T U R A T E D  P A R T I A L  P RE S S UR E  AT H E I GHT 
'' P L H "  C M M HG > 
P L U M E  P A R T I A L P R E S S ,  AT C E L L  E X I T  C MM HG ) 
I N I T I A L  P L UM E  S A TURA T E D  PART I A L  P R E S S .  ( MM HG ) 
P L U M E  E X I T  V E L OC I T Y  < M I S >  
BUOYANC Y F L U X  AT H E I GH T  " P LH" C M4 / S 3 )  
I N I T I A L  B UOYANCY F L UX F R O M  A L L  C E L L S  C M4 / S 3 > 
I N I T l A L  BUOYAN C Y  F L U X  F R O M  S I NG L E  C E L L  C M4 / S 3 )  
B R I GG S  E N T R A I NMENT  P A RA M E T E R  
GRAV I T A T I ON A L  ACC E L ERAT I ON C O N S T A N T  ( M / S 2 >  
TURNER  S TA B I L I T Y C L A S S  
M A X I MUM NUM B E R  O F  S T E P S  O F  S I Z E " X I NC "  
NUM B E R  O F  DATA S E T S  F R O M  S A M E  S I T E  
E� P I R I C A L R A T I O  O F  P L UM E  C EN T E R- L I N E E X C E S S  W A T E R  
T O  AVERAGE  P L U M c  · E X C E S S  W A T E R  
3 , 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  
P L U M E:  H E I G HT A B O V E  GROUND AT D I S T AN C E  " X "  < M >  
S T A�OARD A T M O S P H E R I C  P R E S S U R E  C MM HG > 
. 
W A T E R  F L UX I F  P L U M E  W E R E  M A D E  UP O F  A M B I E N T  AT 
H E I GH T  " P L H "  C K G / S ) 
W A T E R  F L U X  N E E D E D  T D  S A T U R A T E  P L UM E  C K G I S >  
T O T A L W A T E R  F L U X  AT H E I GH T  " P L H "  C KG / S ) 
I N I T I A L  P L U M E  W A T E R  F L U X  F R O M  A L L  C E L L S  C K G / S )  
I N I T I A L P L U M E  W A T E R  F L U X  � R O M  S I N G L E  C E L L  ( K G / S )  
R A T I U  O F  P R E D I C T E D  T O  O B S E R V E D  P L U M E  H E I GH T  
R A T I O  O F  P R E D I C T E D  T O  O B S E R V E D  P L UME L E N G T H  
MOUTH R A D I U S  O F  S I N G L E  C E L L  ( M )  
AMB I ENT R E L A T I V E  HUM I D I T Y AT H E I G HT " P L H" < DE C >  
I N I T I A L  AM B I E N T  R E L A T I V E HUM I D I T Y < D E C I M A L ) 
DENS I TY O F  S A T U R A T E D  A I R  AT F R E E Z I NG ( K G / M3 ) 
P L UM �  C E N T E �- L I N E R E L A T I V E  HUM I D I T Y < DE C I MA ( > 
P L U M E  R E L A T I V E  HUM I D I TY AT H E I GHT " P L H" C D E C ) 






















































S T P  
S Y  
s z  
T E M P S  
TE M P  C I )  
T E Z  
T E O  
T L R  
T P Z  
T P O  
T R U H  
T R U L  
u 
v z  
V O  
V O l  
W A T  E X  
WAT  C I >  
W E S  
W E Z  
W E Z B A R  
W E O  
W E O S  
WGAUSS  
W I NDY  
W P E K  
W P L U M E  
W P S  
W P Z  
W P O  
W P O S  
x 
XHANNA 
X I NC 
X S T  
xx 
z 
Z F  
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P L U M E  R A D I U S  A T  HE I GHT  " P LH"  ( M )  
E F F E C T I VE I N I T I AL R A D I U S  OF  P L UME  C H �  
C E L L  HE I GH T  C M >  
S T A B I L I TY P A R A M E T E R  C l / S 2 > 
STANDARD D E V I A T I ON O F  · P L UME M O I S TU R E  IN C RO S S  .... 
W I ND D I R E C T I ON ( M >  
S T ANDARD D E V I AT I ON OF  P L U M E  M O I S TU RE I N  V E R T ! C A L  
D I R E C T I ON C M >  
F R E E Z I N G  T E MP E RATURE  < DE G  K )  
AMB I ENT T E M P E RATURE  P R O F I L E . ( DE G  K )  
A M B I ENT  DRY B U L B  T E MP , A T  HE I GHT  " P LH "  < DE G  K )  
AMB I ENT  DRY B U L B  T E M P , A T  C E L L  E X I T  < DE G  K )  
T E M PERATURE  L A P S E R A T E  ( DE G  K / M )  
PLUME  DRY B U L B  T E M P , A T  HE I GHT 11 P L H "  < DE G  K )  
PLUME  DRY B U L B  T EMP , AT C E L L  E X I T  < DE G  K )  
O B S E R V E D  PLUME  H E I GHT  < M >  
O B S E R V E D  P L U M E  LENGTH  C H >  
W I ND S P E E D  AT C E L L  E X I T  C M / S )  
VOLUME  F L U X  AT H E I GHT  " P LH"
.
( M3 / S > 
I N I T I AL VOLUME  F L UX F R O M  A L L  C E L L S  C M3 / S )  
S I NG L E  C E L L I N I T I AL VOLUME  F LUX C M 3 / S ) 
DENS I TY O F  P L UME C LOUD W A T ER AT D I ST ANC E " X "  
C GM / M 3 > 
A M B i cNT  VAPOR  D E N S I T Y  P R O F I L E  C GM / M3 ) 
AMB I E NT S A T U R A T E D  DENS I T Y AT H T ,  " P LH"  ( GM / M 3 ) 
AMB I ENT W A T E R  VAPOR  DENS I T Y  A T  H T ,  " P LH"  C GM / M 3 > 
AVERAGE  AMB I E NT  VAPOR  D E N S I T Y  AT HT  " P L H "  C GM / M 3 >  
I N I T I A L  AMB I E NT W A T E R  VAPOR DENS I T Y  ( GM / M 3 ) 
I N I T I AL AMB I E NT  S A T U R A T E D  VAPOR  DENS I T Y  C GM / M 3 > 
GAUS S I AN E X C E S S  WAT E R  D E N S I T Y C GM / M 3 ) 
SQUARE  ROOT OF  V O L U M E  · F L UX RAT I O  
P LUME C EN T E R - L I N E  W A T E R  D E N S I TY ( GM / M3 > 
E X C E S S  W A T E R  D E N S I TY A T  F I N A L  R I S E  ( GM / M 3 > 
P LUME A V E R A G E  S A T U R A T E D  VAPOR  DENS I T Y  A T  
!;E I GHT  " P LH"  C GM / M 3 ) 
P L U M E  AVERAGE  W A T E R  D E N S I T Y  AT HT  " P L H "  C GM / M 3 ) 
I N I T I AL P L U M E  W A T E R  D EN S I TY ( GM / M3 ) 
I N I T I A L  S A T U R A T E D  P LUME W A T E R  DENS I T Y  C GM / M 3 � 
DOWNW I N D  D I S T A N C E  FROM T O W E R  C E N T E R  C M >  
DOWNW I N D  D I S T A N C E  O F  P L UME  F R UM T O W E R  C E N T E R  
A T  F I NA L  R I S E C M >  
I NC R E: M E N T  A D D E D  T O  " X "  A T  E A C H  S T E P  C M >  
B R I GG S ' DOWNW I ND D I S T A N C E  W H E R E  AMB I E NT  
T U R B U L E N C E  DOM I NA T E S  ( UN S T A B L E  C O ND I T I ON S > C M )  
DOWNW I N D  D I S T ,  FROM GAUS S I AN V I RTUAL O R I G I N  < M >  
P L U M E  H E I GHT ABOVE  C E L L  E X I T  A T  D I S T ,  " X "  C M '  
B R I GGS • M A X I MUM P L UM E  R I S E < M l  
PROGRAM E A G L E S  C I NPUT1 0UTPUT1 T A P E l l 1 T A P E , c I N P U T 1 T A P E 6 = 0 U T P U T ) 
C O MMON P I 1 GAMMA1 T E 0 1 E E O S 1 W E O S 1 E V E L 1 R01 F O l 1 F01 Q01 V01 S T P  
. . 
C OMMON / P AR A M /  N S E T S 1 P E K F AC 1 X I NC 1 I TMAX  
C OMMON / P L U M E /  TP01 V O l 1 RHP01 TRUH1 T R U L  
C O M MON / S T A B L / U1 I S 1 T L R1 H I L  
C OMMON / T O W l R /  RE1 S H 1 C E L L S  
tOMMON / UN I T S /  N I N 1 NUUT1 N T A B LE 
N I N = 5  
NOUT=6 
NTA B L E • l l  
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DATA G C / 9 . 8 0 6 1 6 / , RHDS / l . 2929/ 1 T E M P S / 273 , l 3 / , p5 / 760 , 0 /  
GAMMA �o , 405 . 
P I = 3 . 1 4 l 5927 
C***** I N P U T  S I T E  P ARAMETERS ***** 
C A L L  I N OU T l  
C***** DATA S E T  L O O P  ***** 
DO 9 LOOP = l 1 NSETS  
C***** I N PUT TOWER  PARAM E T E RS, M E T E O R O L O G I C A L  
C ANO AMB I E NT P R O F I L E  ***** 
C AL L  I NOUT 2 
C•**** A D J U S T W I ND S P E E D F O R  S T A B I L I T Y  ***** 
I F  < I S . L E . 3 )  U= l . lS*U 
I F  ( I S , E Q . 4 � U2 1 . 1 9*U 
I F  < I S . Ge . s >  ·u= l . 2 B *U 
C***** C A L C U L A T E  l N T I A L  P L UME PARAM E T E RS ***** 
E L E SAT = 2 5 . 5 l - ( 2976 . 0 / T P 0 ) -5 . 262*ALOG l O < T P O >  
E P O S =0 . 07 3 5 5 * 1 0 , 0* * E L E S A T  . 
W P O S = < l 8 . 0* E P OS > l < 0 . 06237*TP0 ) 
W P O= r:POS*RHPO 
E P O =RHPU*EPOS  
DF.NPO= RHOS* ( T EM P S / TP O > * < C P S � 0 , 3 7 8 3 * E P 0 ) / P S )  
C***** C A L C U L ATE  I N I T I A L AMB I E NT P A R A M E T E R S  ***** 
T E O = T K C S H >  
E L A S AT = 2 5 . 5 1 - c 297b . O / T E o > - 5 . 26 2 * A L DG 1 0 C T E 0 )  
E E O S =0 . 07355* 1 0 , 0** E L A S A T  . 
W E OS = ( l 8 . 0 *E E OS ) / ( 0 . 06237*TE 0 )  
W E O =WA < S H >  
RHE O =W ·E O / W E O S 
E E O =RH E C* E EOS 
O EN E O = RH DS * < T E MP S / T E O > * < C PS -0 , 3 7 8 3 * E E O > / P S > 
C ***** C AL C U L AT E  I N I T I A L  F L U X E S  ***** . 
E V E L = V O l / C P I *R E * R E > 
F O l = C l , 0 - C DENPO/D�NEO > > *G C * E V E L * R E * R E  
F O = F O l* C E L L S  
QO l = W P O * VO l / l OO Q , 0  
QO =QO l * C E L L S 
V O = VO l * C E L L S 
C***** S E T  O T H E R  P A R A M E T E R S  ***** 
R O = S QR T ( R E * R E * C E L L S )  
S T P = GC * C O . O l-T L R ) / T E O  
W E Z = W E O  
V Z = VO 
ENTZ = O , O 
C***** P R I N T  I N I T I AL COND I T I ON S  ***** 
WR I T E  ( N QUT1 l O l > 
WR I T E < NOUT1 1 02 )  
W R I T E  ( NOUT1 1 0 3 )  RHP01 T P O , E P 0 1 W P 0 1 W P O S 1 0 E N P O  
W R I T E  C �OUT 1 1 04 ) RHE01 T E 01 E E 01 W E 01 W E O S , O E N E O  
W R I T E C NOUT 1 1 0 5 )  
WR I T E  C NOUT1 1 0 6 )  R01 E V E L 1 V01 QO, F O  
W R I T E  ( � OUT1 1 0 7 >  
WR I T E  ( NQUT 1 l 0 8 )  S T P 1 GAMMA 
WR I T E  ( NOUT1 1 0 9 ) 
WR I T E  ( �OUT1 l l O >  
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C •**** B R I GGS - HANNA P L U M E  R I S E  L OO P  ***** 
00 1 I �M c l 1 l TM A X  
c 
c 
X : I X M* X l N C  
C A L L  WHANNA < X1 Z 1 Z F , P L H , F Z , V Z 1 T E Z 1 T P Z 1 W P S 1 W E Z 1 E NK Z , Q Z 1 W P Z 1 RHP 
1 E X 1 R H E Z 1 E N T Z 1 R Z 1 A �  
W P E K = < W P Z - W E Z > • P EK F A C + W E Z  
R H P E K = W P E K / W P S  
C•**** P R I NT P LU M E  ANO AMB I EN T  P R O F I L E S  ***** 
WR I T E  ( NOUT1 l l l )  X 1 P L H 1 F Z 1 V Z 1 T E Z 1 T P Z 1 W E Z 1 RHE Z 1 W P Z 1 R H P Z 1 WA � E X 1  
u � z ,  R H P E K ,  A 
C * **** C H E C K  F OR F I N AL R I S E  ***** 
J F  < Z . E Q , Z F � GO T O  2 
C •**** C H E C K  F O R  V I S I B I L I T Y  ***** 
I F  C R H P E K . L T . l , O )  GO T O  8 
l C O N T I NU t  
C ***** P L U M E  F A I·L � O  T O  R E A C H  F I N A L  R I S E  ***** 
Z F = Z F + S H  
WR I T E  ( MOLJT1 1 1 2 ). X 1 Z F  
G O  T O  S 
C***** P L UM E  A T  M A X I MUM R I S E  ***** 
2 I F  C RH E Z , G E , l , O >  W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 1 4 )  
I F  C RH E Z , G E , l , O >  GO T O  8 
C***** GAUS S I A N P LUME  M U D E L  ***** 
XHANNA=X  
QAM B Z = V Z *W E Z / 1 0 00 . 0  
E M R = Q Z - QAMBZ 
. I F  < E M R e L T , O . o >  GO T O  7 
C****¥ D E T f. R M I N E V I R T U A L  OR I G I N  ***** 
WGAUSS = l 000 1 0*C ONC C X 1 E M R 1 P L H )  
�I P L U M E  = W P E K - W E  Z 
I F  < WGAUSS . l E , W P L UME ) G O  T D  4 
C***** S H I F T  V I R T UA L' O R I G I N  U P v/ I N D O F  TOWER ***** 
3 X = X+ X I N C 
WGAUSS = l OOO , O*CONC C X 1 E M R 1 P L H )  
W P L U M E  = �'<' P  E K -W E  Z 
I F  < W GAUSS . L E , W P LU M E ) G O  T O  5 
G O  T O  3 
C***** S H I F T V I RTUA L O R I G I N  DOWNW I N D  O F  T O W E R  ***** 
4 X = X·-X I NC . 
WGAU S S = l OO O , O*CONC C X1 E MR1 P L M )  
W P L U M f  = w P EK-WEZ  
l F  C WGAUSS . L E , W P L UM E > G O  TO  4 
C***** D E T E R M I N E  " P E A K "  R H  ***** 
X = X + X I N C  
5 O X = X- X H ANNA 
X = X H ANNA 
6 X = X + X I N C 
X X = X+OX 
WGAUS S = l 00 0 1 0*C ONC C XX 1 EMR1 P L H >  
W P E K = WGAUS S + W E Z  
RHP E K = W P E K / W P S  
15� 
W A T E X = W P E K - W P S  
I F  C WA T E X . L T . o . o >  W AT E X = O . O  
C * **** P R I N T  HOR I ZONTAL  P L U M E  '' P ROF I L E "  ***** 
WR I T E ( NOUT1 1 1 3 )  x, P L H 1 W A T E X 1 R H P EK 
I F  C RH P E K . L T . 1 . 0 >  GO T O  7 
GO T O  6 
C***** P L U M E  HAS VAN I SH E D  ***** 






8 P L R = P L H- S H  
T R U R = T R UH-S H 
RATH= P L R / TRUR 
R A T L = X / T RUL 
WR I T E  < NOUT1 l l 6 )  
W R I T E  ( NQUT1 l l 7 )  TRUR1 P LR , RATH 
W R I T E  C NOUT 1 l l 8 >  TRU L , X 1 RA T L  
C A L L  T A B L  < L OOP, TRUR1 P L R1 RATH1 T R UL 1 X1 RA T L ) 
9 CONT I N U E  
C A L L  T A B P RT < NS E T S >  
S T O P  
1 0 1  F O R MAT ( l H l 1 5 X 1 32 H C A L C U L A T E D  C E L L  E X I T  C DNO I T I ON S Z )  
1 02 FORMAT C l H-1 T 1 5 , 1 7 H R E L AT I V E HUM I D I T Y1 T 3 5 1 l l H T E M P E R A T U R E 1 T 4 9 , 1 6HPAR 
l T I � L  P R E S S U R E , T 6 8 , l 3HWATER  C O N T E NT , T 8 4 1 1 5HSATURAT E D  W A T E R , B H  C U N T E  
2NT1 T l l 0 1 ?HnENS I TY 1 / T 201 9H < D E C I MA L ) , T 3 7 1 7H ( D E G  K ) , T 5 31 7 H C M M H G > 1 T 7 1  
3 1 7 H C GM / M 3 ) , T 921 7H ( GM / M 3 ) 1 T l l 0 1 7 H C K G / M 3 ) )  
1 0 3  FORMAT ( l H01 7 X1 6HPLUME : , T 2 2 1 F 4 . 2 1 T 3 7 , F 6 . 2 1 T 5 4 1 F 5 , 2 , r1 1 1 F b . 2 1 T 9 2 , F 6  
l , 21 T l l 01 F 7 . 4 )  . . 
104  FORMAT C l H01 7X1 8HAM B I E NT : 1 T 2 2 1 F 4 , 2 1 T 3 7 1 F b . 2 1 T 5 4 , F 5 , 2 1 T 7 1 1 r 6 . 2 1 T 921 
l F 6 . 2 1 T l l 0 1 F 7 . 4 )  
. 
1 0 5  FORMAT ( l H- 1 5 X 1 3 7H I N I T I A L F L U X E S  C A L L  C E L L S ) ,  V E L OC I T Y  1 l l H ANO RAD 
l I U S : 1 / / T l 6 1 l 6 H E F F E C T I V E  RAO I U S 1 T 3 5 1 9 H V E R T I C A L  1 8 H V E L O C I TY 1 T 5 4 1 l l HV 
20LUME FLUX1 T 6 8� l 8HMASS F L UX OF W A T E R 1 T B 9 1 l 3 HBUOYANCY F L U X1 / T 2 21 3 H <  
3M ) 1 T 4 0 1 � H < M I S ) 1 T S 0 1 6 H C M 3 / S ) 1 T7 4 , 6 H C K G / S ) 1 T 921 7 H C M4 / S 3 ) )  
1 0 6  FORMAT ( l H01 T 201 F 5 . 2 1 T401 F 5 . 2 1 T5 5 1 F 8 . 2 1 T 741 F 6 . 2 1 T 9 1 1 F 8 . 2 )  
1 0 7  F ORMAT ( l H-1 7X1 1 7HOTHER  P A R A M E T E R S : 1 / / l l b 1 1 9 HSTAB 1 L I TY P A R A M E T E R 1 T 
4 3 7 1 5HGAMMA, T 5 3 , / T 2 2 1 6 H C 1 / 5 2 ) )  
1 0 8  F ORMAT ( l H01 T l 91 F l 0 . ? 1 T 3 6 1 F 6 , 4 )  
1 0 9  FORMAT ( l H l 1 4HDOWN1 T 8 l 1 1 2 HP L U M E  MA S S 1 T 9 8 1 5HTOTAL / 8 H  W I N D  1 5 H P L  
l U M E 1 T 3 3 1 22HAM B I ENT P L U M E  AMB I E N T 1 T 6 4 1 � H P L U M E 1 T 8 Q , 2 2 H L I Q U 1 0  F L UX 
2 M A S S 1 T l l 61 5 H P L UM E / 1 4 H  D l S T .  H E I G H T 1 T 3 5 1 l 9 H O R Y  DRY WATE  
3 R 1 T 64 1 2 8 HW A T E R  P L U M E  W A T E R  O F 1 1 9 8 1 4 H F LUX1 T l l 6 1 1 5 H C E N T E R -
4 L J Q U I 0 / 2 4 H  r R O M  O F F  BUOYANCY 1 l 4 H  V O L U M E  B U L B 1 T 4 1 1 � l HB U L B  
5 C O NC EN- AMB I E NT CONCEN- 1 2 5HAVERAGE C O N C E N - E N T R A I N E D 1 T991 2 1 H O F  
6 · P L UME L I N E 1 l O H  W A T E R / 30H T O W E R  GROUND F L U X  F L UX 1  
7 T 34 1 5 3 H T E M P 1 T E M P ,  T R A T I ON R H  TRAT I ON R H  T R A T � ON1 T 8 9 1 4  
8 1 HW A T E R  W A T E R  R A D I US R H  RAT I O >  
1 1 0  FORMAT ( l H01 T 5 , l 6HX P L H  F Z 1 T 28 1 l 8 HVZ T E Z  � P Z 1 T 5 0 1 5  
1 2 H W E Z  R H E Z  W P Z  R H P Z  W A T E X  E N T Z  Q Z 1 T l l l 1 1 7 HRZ 
2 R H P E K  A / 2 6H M M M � / 5 3  1 1 1 H M 3 / S  - K 1 T 44 1 1 0  
3HK G M / M 3 1 T 6 5 1 5 H GM / M 3 , T 8 1 1 2 2 H G M / M 3  K G / S  K G / S 1 T l l l 1 l HM ) 
1 1 1  FORMAT c 1 x , F 6 , 0 1 2 � 7 . 01 F l l . 0 1 2 F 7 . l , S F 8 . 3 , 2 F9 , 3 � F 9 , 0 1 2 F 8 . 3 ' 
c 
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1 1 2  FORMAT  ( l H - 1 3 H A T  1 F4 , 01 34H M E T E R S  DOWNW I N D  P L U M E  HAS F A I LE D  1 25HT0 
1 R E A C H  F I N A L  HE I GHT OF  1 F 6 , 01 BH M E T E RS . )  
1 1 3  FORMAT  ( l X i F 6 , 0 1 F ? , 01 64X1 F 8 . 3 1 2 7X 1 F S . 3 >  
1 14 F O R M A T  ( l H-1 42HAMB I ENT  R E L A T I V E  HUM I D I T Y I S  O V E R  1 00� A T  1 l 8HPLUME  
1 F I NA L  H E I GHT ) 
1 1 5  F O R M A T  ( l H-1 5 X1 3 0 H V I RTUA L  OR I G I N  D I S P L A C E M E N T : , F l 0 , 2, 2X , 3H ( M ) / / 6  
l X 1 2 7HGAU S S I AN SOURCE S T R E N G T H :  1 F l 0 , 21 2 X 1 �H ( KG/ S ) ) 
1 1 6 F O R M A T  C lH - 1 T 2 4 , 32HOBS E R V E O  P R E D I C T E D  R A T I O >  
1 1 7  FORMAT  C l H 0 1 5 X 1 1 5HP L UME  R I S E :  1 F l 0 . 2, 4X1 F l 0 . 2 1 F l 0 , 3 )  
1 1 8  FORMAT ( l H01 5 X 1 1 5 H P L U M E  L EN G T H :  1 F l 0 , 2 1 4 X1 F l 0 , 21 F l 0 , 3 >  
E N D  -
SUBROU T I NE WHANNA c x, z , z F , P L H1 F Z 1 VZ 1 T E Z , T P Z 1 WP S 1 W E Z 1 E N K Z1 Q Z , W PZ , R H  
l P Z 1 WA T E X1 R H � Z 1 EN T Z 1 R Z 1 A >  
COMMON P I 1 GAMMA1 T E 0 1 E E O S 1 W E O S 1 E V E L 1 R0 1 F Q l 1 F 0 1 0 0 1 V01 S T P  
C OM MON / P L U M E /  T P 0 1 V O l 1 RHP01 TRUH1 TRUL 
C OMMON / S T A B L /  U1 I S 1 T L R 1 H I L  
COMMUN / TO W � R /  R E 1 S H1 C E L L S  
C***** P L U M E  R I S E  A T  D I S T AN C E  " X "  ***** 
Z = C 3 , 0 / ( 2 . 0*GAMMA*GAMMA > > ** C l . 0 / 3 , 0 ) * F 0 l ** C l , 0 / 3 , 0 ) *X ** C 2 , 0 / 3 , Q ) /U 
I F  C S T P 1 L E , O , Q )  GO T O  l . 
C***** M A X I MUM P L U M E  R I S E  - S TA B L E  COND I T I ON S  ***** 
ANUM= l , 0+ 3 , 0* P I * F O l*GAMMA*SQ� T C U/ E V E L ) / ( VO l* R E *S T P )  
ANUM=ANUM*� C l . 0 / 3 . 0 > - l . O  
OENOM=GAMMA*SQRT C U/ E V E L ) /R E  
Z F =ANU M / OE NDM 
C***** C H E C K  FOR MA X I MUM R I S E  *****  
I F  C Z . LT , Z F )  GO T O  4 
Z = Z F  
GO  T O  4 
C***** M A X I MUM P L U M E  R I S E  - UNS T A B L E  C O N O I �I ONS ***** 
l I F  ( F O l , GT , 55 , 0 >  GO TO  2 
X S T = l 4 , 0 * F O l ** C 5 , 0 / 8 , 0 )  . 
GO T O  3 
2 X S T = 34 , 0 • F o l •• c 2 . 0 1 s . o >  
3 Z F = C 3 . 0 / ( 2 , 0 *GAMMA*GAMMA ) > ** C l , 0 / 3 , 0 ) *F O l ** < l • 0 / 3 , 0 ) * ( 3 , 5* X S T > ** C 2  
l e 0 / 3 , 0 ) / U 
C***** C H E C K  F OR MAX I MUM R I S E ***** 
I F  C Z . L T . Z F )  GO T U  4 
Z = Z F  
C***** OUOYANCV F LUX  A T  HE I GHT  '' P L H "  ***** 
4 OOOOAH= S T P *VO•RO*SQRT C E V E L /U ) / C P I * F 0 * 3 . 0 * G A M M A >  
W I NDY= l , O+GAMMA* C Z /RO ) *SQRT C U/ E V E L ) 
F Z = F O* C l . O-DOOOAH* C � I NDY**3 , 0 - l . 0 ) ) 
C***** VOLUME .  F L UX AND P LUME R A D I US ***** 
V Z O L O = VZ 
V Z = VO* W I NDY**2 , 0 
R Z = $QRT ( V Z / ( P I •U > >  
C***** P LUME  H E I GH T  AT D I S T A N C E  " X "  *****  
P L H = Z + S H  
C ***** AMB I ENT  P A R A M E T E RS A T  HE I GHT " P LH" *****  
T E Z = T K C P L H )  
W E Z D L D = � E Z  
WEZ = W A C PL H )  
E L E S A T = 2 5 , 5 1 - < 29 7b , O / T E Z ) - , , 26 2*ALOGl O < T E Z � 
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E E S = 0 . 07355* 1 0 . 0* * E L E S AT 
WES = C l 8 , 0* E E S ) / ( 0 . 06237*TE Z > 
RHE Z = W E Z / W E S  
C ***** E N T R A I � E D  M o t sruRE ***** 
W E Z B A R = C W E Z D L D+ W E Z > I Z . O  
E N T Z = E NT Z + W E Z B A R * < VZ-VZOL D )  
E NK Z = E N T Z / lOOo . o  
C ***** PLUME  PARAMETERS  A T  H E I GH T  " P L H "  ***** 
QZ = Q O + E N K Z  
W P Z = l O O O . O* Q Z / V Z  . 
T P Z = T E Z / C l , 0- ( TPO-TE O ) * F Z * VO / C T P O * F O*VZ ) )  
E L P S A T = 2 5 . 5 l - ( 2 97o . O / T P Z ) - 5 . Z62*AL0Gl 0 C TP Z > 
f P S = 0 . 07 3 5 5* 1 0 . 0* * E L PS A T  
. 
W P S = W E O S * C T� 0 / T P Z > * < E P S / E E 0 5 ) 
R H P Z = W P Z / WPS  . 
C***** P L UM E  SATU� A T I ON P A R A M E T E R S  ***** 









I F  C WA T E X . L T . 0 , 0 )  WAT E X = O , O  
QSZ = C V Z*WPS-ENT Z ) / 1 000 , Q  
A =  C QO- Q S Z  ) ·/QO 
R E T U RN 
ENO  
FUNC T I ON WA C P L H )  
COMMON / P R Q F L / . N L 1 A L E V C 50 ) 1 T EMP C 5 0 ) 1 WA T  ( 5 0 �  
DO 1 1 =2 1 N L  
I F  < P L H 1 L E . A L EV C I - 1 > , 0 R , P L H . G T . A L E V C I > >  G O  T O  1 
W L A PS = ( W AT C l ) -WAT < I - l ) ) / ( A L EV < I > - A L EV C I - 1 ) )  
WA=WAT < I - l > +W L A P S * < PL H-AL E V < l - l ) )  . 
R E TURN 
l C ON T I NU�  
W A = O , O  
RETURN  
END  
FUNC T I ON T K  < P L H )  
C OMMON / P R O F L /  N L 1 A L E V C 50 ) 1 TEM P C 50 ) 1 WA T ( 5 0 �  
DO l I = 2 1 N L  
I F  · < P L H , L E � A L E V C  I - 1  > , O R , P L H , GT . A L E V C I > >  G O  TO  1 
T L A P S = C TE MP < I > - T E MP < J - 1 ) ) / C AL E V C I > -A L E V < I - l > >  
T K = T EM P ( l - l ) + T L A P S * < P L H-A L E V ( l - l ) )  
R E T U R N  
l CONT I N U E  
T K = T E M P ( N L ) �O , O l * < PLH-ALEV C N� ) )  
R E T URN 
END 
FUNC T I ON REX ( A R G >  
I F  C AR G , LT . �75 , 0 >  GO T O  1 
R E X = EX P ( AR G �  
c 
c 
GO T O  2 
1 R E X = O . O  
2 RETURN  
E N O  
FUNC T I ON  CONC  ( X1 EM R 1 P L H )  
COMMON P I 1 0UMMY C l l )  
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C OM M ON / S T A B L /  U1 I S1 T L R 1 H I L  
C ***** STANDARD  D E V I A T I O N S  ***** 
W = A L OG l O < X >  
GO  T O  C l 1 2 1 31 41 S 1 61 6 ) 1  I S  
l V Y = - 9 . 505958 1 E- O l + l . 3 2 5 8 24 B * W-9 . 5 3 1 8 0 97 E� 02*W**2+5 , 64 5 4 52 � E - 0 3*W** 
1 3 
VZ = 2 . 6 8 2 3 6 5 2-2 . 2 5 0 5 8 4 l *W+7 , 5570694 E - O l *W**Z 
GO T O  7 
2 V Y = - l . 200634 1 + 1 . 4 33684*w- l . 273852 E-O l *W**2+9 , 0 l l 6 3 6 3 E -03*W**3 
V Z :- l . 4 l 9 8 543+ 1 . 9B 8 6 l l 7*W-5 , 96 6 8 7 8 3 E - O l *W**2+l , 087930 l E - O l *W * * 3  
G O  T O  7 
-
3 V Y = - 9 · 2 2 6 6 2 8 7 E -O l + l . 0949454*W-4 , 1 3 5 6 5 3 9 E-02* W**2+2 1 1 1 2 7 2 19 E - 0 3*W** 
1 3  -
V Z =- l . 4567569+ 1 , 3 2 3 6 1 75*W- 7 . 7 1 60689E- 0 2 *W**2 +6 . 2 9 4 3 2 5 3 E -04*W**3 
GO  T O  7 
4 V Y = - l . 29 7 3 3 l 5 + 1 , 257 B9*W-8 , 4 6 Z l 2 32E-02 *W**2+ 5 . 65 0 5 6 8 3 E -0 3 * W * * 3  
V Z = - l . 70 62 54 8+ 1 , 49 0 0 l 3 9 #W- l . 6209672 E - O l *W**2+7 , 5 4984 8 1 E - 0 3*W**3  
GO  T O  7 
5 V Y =- l . 2956653+ 1 , 1062706*W-3 . 2 1 2 3 0 8 8 E -02*W**2 
V Z =- l . 8 3 4 7 196+ 1 . 45 1 8 27 7 *W - l , 3 2 2 8 1 6 2 E -O l *W**2 + 1 . 1 5 20 5 8 7 E -03*W**3  
GO T O  7 
6 VY=- l . 9 l 2 1 6 � 9+ 1 . 5 1 5095*W- l , 4 9 4 1 1 3 4 E - O l *W**2+ 1 . 08 3 5 0 l 8 E - 0 2 *W**3 
V Z = - 2 . 1 6 9 7 1 4 3 + 1 , 6003935*W- l . 7944494 E - O l *W**2+4 . 79 8 9 3 7 5 � - 0 3*W**3 
7 S Y = l O . O**VY 
S Z = l O . O**VZ 
C * * * * *  C EN T E R- L I N� E X C E S S  W A T E R  CONC ENTRAT I ON ***** 
I F  C P L H , GT . H I L >  GO T O  8 
I F ( H I L • L T • l 0 o·o 0 • ) G 0 T 0 9 
C*****  NO  I N V E R S I ON C E I L I NG ***** 
8 C O N C � E M R / ( 2 e 0 * P I * S Y * S Z *U ) * ( l 1 0+ R E X C �0 . 5* ( 2 , 0 * P L H/ S Z > ** 2 ) ) 
R ET U R N  . . . 
C ***** I NV E R S I ON C E I L I N G  E X I S T S  ***** 
c 
9 I F  C S Z , GT . 1 0 . 0*H I L )  GO T O  1 2  
T R I NS = l O . O  
T R I N = O  
O D  1 0  N = l 1 l O O  
T R I N= T R I N+2 , 0* R E X C -0 , 5* C 2 , 0*N*H I L / S Z > **2 > + R E X ( -0 , 5* < 2 . 0 * C P LH-N*H I L  
l > I S Z > **2 > + R � X C -0 . 5 * C 2 . 0 • C P L H+N*H I L > I S Z > **Z > 
I F  C TR I NS . E Q . Q , 0 )  GO T O  l l  
I F  C AB S C C T R I N- T R I NS ) / T R I NS > . L T . l , E- 6 )  GO T O  1 1  
1 0  T R I NS = T R I N  
1 1  C ON C = E MR / C 2 1 0* P I *SY*SZ*U ) * C l , O + RE X C -0 . 5* ( 2 � 0* P L H / S Z > **2 ) + T R I N >  
R E TURN  
12  C ON C = E MR / C SQ R T C 2 . 0*P I > * SY*H I L* U >  


































SUBROUT I N E  l NOUT l 
T H I S  SUBROUT I N E  R E AO S 1  C O N V E R T S  AND  P R I NTS  A L L  I NPUT D A T A ,  
K E Y  T O  P A R A M E T E RS NOT D E F I N E D  J N  M A I N S  
AMBVAP  
DATE  
H I L  
I D  
l P L M C O  




P A M B  
P L A N T  
T E O  
T I M E 
T L R  
AMB I ENT  S U R F A C E  M O I STURE  CONTENT  C S E E  K AS E ) 
D A T E  DATA WAS G A T H E R E D  < I . E ,  l2MAR72 ) 
LOWEST  S I GN I F I C ANT I NV E R S I O N  HE I GHT  < AT L E AST 
ONE DEG K R I S E  B E TW E E N  P ROF I L E  H E I.GHTS > ( M �  
TO W E R  I DE N T I F I C A T I ON NUMB E R  ANO/DR  D A T A  S E T  1 0  
C E L L  E X I T  M O I S TURE CONTENT  C O D E  < S E E  KAS E > 
AMB I ENT MO I STURE  C O N T E N T  c o o e : 
K A S E  = l R E L AT I V E  HUM I D I T Y  < DE C I MA L > 
2 D E W  P O I NT T E M P ER A T U R E  < DE G .  K l  
3 W E T  B U L B  T E M P E R A T U R E  < DE G .  K )  
4 VOLUME T R I C  S P EC I F I C HUM I D I TY C M3 / M 3 >  
5 M � X l NG RAT I O  C GM / GM ) 
. 
b W A T E R  VAPOR  D � N S I TY C GM / M 3 )  
NUMB c R  O F  AMB I E N T  P RO F I L E  L E V E L S  I N  I NP U l  DA l A  
N U M B E R  O F  F U N C T I O N I NG T O W E R S  
NUMBER O F  T O W E R S  ON  S I T E 
AMB I EN T  P R E S S U R E  AT  T O W E R  TOP  C M B )  
NAME  O F  S I T E  . 
A M B I ENT  S U R F A C E  T E M P ERATURE  ( DE G  K )  
T I ME  OR T I M E  P E R I OD DATA WAS G A T H E R E D  C I . E .  
0730 TO  1 2 1 3 )  
T E MP E RA T U R E  L A P S E  R A T E  M E A S U R E D  B E T W E E N  5 0 0  
M E T E R S  OR I NV E R S I ON HE I GHT  < W H I C H E V E R  I S  L EA S T > 
AND  SUR F A C E  < DE G  K / M )  
C OMMON / P ARAH/  N E X P , P E K F AC 1 X l N C , I TMAX  
C OMMON / P L U M E /  r p o , v o l , RH P Q , T RU H 1 T R U L  
C OMMON / P R O � L /  N L 1 A L EV ( 50 ) 1 T E M P C 50 > 1 WA 1 ( 50 �  
t OMMON / S T A B L /  u, 1 s , TL R 1 H I L  
C OMMON / T O W E R /  R E , SH, C E L LS 
C OMMON / W A T E R /  W E T ( 6 )  
C O M MUN / J NO U T C /  P L AN T ( 4 ) 1 L0C ( 4 ) 1 0AT E < 2 > , T I ME ( 3 ) 1 NTWR  
C OMMON / U N I T S /  N I N , NO U T , N T A B L E  
C I NPUT S I T E  CONSTANTS  
c 
R E A D  < N I N, l >  P L ANT1 LOC 
�EAD < N I N, 2 �  N E X P , P E K F A C  
R E A D  < N I N, 3 )  NTWR1 SH  




R E A D  < N I N1 4 �  I TMAX1 X I NC 
R E T U R N  
l FORMAT  C 4A41 T2 l 1 4A4 > 
2 F ORMAT c 1 2 , T 1 1 , F 10 , 2 )  
3 FORMAT C I 21 T4 1 1 F l0 , 2 )  
4 FORMAT ( T l l 1 I 31 T2 11 F l 0 , 2 )  
c 
158 
E N O  
SUBROUT I N E  1 NOUT2 
COMMON / PA R A M /  NEXP1 P E K F AC 1 X J NC 1 I TM A X  
COMMON ' / P L U M E /  T P 0 1 V O l 1 RHP0.1 TRUH1 TRUL 
COMMON / P R OF L /  N L 1 A L E V C 5 0 ) 1 TE M P C 50 ) 1 W AT ( 50 )  
COMMON / ST A B L /  U1 I S 1 T L R1 H I L  . 
C OMMON / T O W E R /  R E 1 S H1 C E L L S  
COMMON / W A T E R /  W E T ( b )  
C OMMON / I NOUTC / P L ANT ( 4 ) 1 L OC ( 4 ) 1 0AT E C 2 > 1 T I ME C 3 l 1 NTWR  
C OMMON / T A B L E /  I D1 H I L L 1 DUMMY ( 20 0 )  . 
COMMON / UN I T S /  N I N1 NOUT, N T A B L E  
C I NPUT S P E C I F I C C A S E  VAR I A B L E S  
R E A D  C N I N 1 1 0 1 )  I 0 1 DAT E 1 T I ME 
R E A D  < N I N1 1 0 2 ) R E 1 N T 1 N C E L L  
R E A D  < N I N1 1 0b )  TRUH1 T R UL 
c 
k E A D  C N l N .1 1 0 3 ) VO l 1 TP01 RHP01 I P L M C O  
R E A D  C N l N.1 1 0 6 )  T E 0 1 AMBVAP1 P A M B 1 U  
R E A D  < N l N1 1 0 4 >  I S1 T L R1 H I L  
H I L L = H I I.  
C I N P U T  AMB I E NT PROF I L E  
R E A D  C N I N.1 1 0 5 )  N L 1 K A S E  
R E A D  C N l N1 1 0 6 )  A L EV C l ) 1 T EMP < l > 1 WA T < l > 1 U l  
R E A D  O -l I N1 1 0 7 )  C AL E V C I > 1 T EMP ( I > 1 W AT C l ) 1 I = 2 1 N L >  
c 
C D E F AU L T  V A l. U E S  
c 
I F  < PA MB , E Q , Q , Q )  PAMB = l 0 1 3 . 25 
I F  C U . EQ , 0 , 0 )  U = U l  
I F  C NT , E Q . Q , 0 ) N T = l  
I F  C NC E l. L . EQ , 0 )  NC E L L = l  
C E L L S = NC E L L * l , O  
l F  C P E K F AC . E Q , O , O >  P E K F A C = l . 6  
I F  ( X I NC , E Q , 0 , 0 )  X I NC = l o , o  
I F · C I T MAX , f.Q , Q )  I T MA X = 2 0 0  
I F  C T E O , E Q , 0 , Q ) T E O = T E M P ( l )  
C S TA B I L I TY P AR A M E T E RS ROU T I NE 
I F  C H I L e N E , 0 . 0 )  GO T O  2 
DD l 1 :: 2 , NL 
I F  C C T E MP C J > -T E MP C I - 1 > > , L E , O , O >  H I L = A L E V ( l �  
I F  C C T E � P C I > -TEMP C I - 1 > > . GE . l , O )  GD TO  2 
l C O N T I N U E  
. 
I F  < H I L , EQ . A L E V C NL ) )  H I L = lOOOO . O  
2 I F  C T L R e N E . 0 . 0 >  GO T O  4 
00 3 1 =2 , N L  
I F  C AL E V C l > e L T . H I L . AND . A L EV < l > . L T , 50 0 . 0 ) G O  T D  3 
T L R = < - l e O > * < T E M P C l > -T E M P ( l ) ) / A L EV C I >  
GO TO 4 
3 CONT I NU E  
T L R = C - 1 , 0 > • < TE MP C N L > -T E M P < l > ) I AL E V C N L )  
4 I F  < I S , GE . l e A N O . I S , L E . 7 )  GO T O  5 
I F  < TL R , G T . 0 . 0 1 9 )  I S = l  
J F  < TL R 1 GT . 0 . 0 l 7 . AND . T L R , L E , O . O l 9 )  I S m2 
J F  C T L R , GT , 0 . 0 l 5 . AN D , TL R 1 1. E . 0 , 0 1 7 )  J S = 3  
c 
159 
I F  < T L R , G T . 0 . 0 05 . A NO , T L R , L E . 0 , 0 1 5 )  1 S a4 
I F  C T L R , GT . -0 , 0 1 5 . AN O . T L R . L E , 0 . 005 ) I S =5 
I F  < T L R e L E . -0 , 0 1 5 �  I S = 6  
C M O I S T U R E  M E A SURE  C O N V E R S I O N  ROUT I N E  
5 I F  C I P L M C D . N E , O >  G O  T O  6 
I P L M C D = l  
c 
R H P O = l . 0 0  
6 I F  C I P L M C D . E O . l >  GO T O  7 
W E T C I P L M C D > = R HPO 
C A L L  HUM I D  ( I P L MC D , T P 0 1 PAM6 ) 
R H P O = W E T < l >  
I F  ( AMBVAP . E Q . o . o �  G O  TO 7 
W E T C I P L M C O > =AM8VAP 
C A L L  HUM I D  C I P L M C D 1 T E D1 P AHB ) 
A M B V A P = �.., E T  ( l > 
7 I F  C KA S E . E Q , 6 )  GO T O  9 
OD 8 I = l , N L  
T E = T E M P C I >  
P = PAMB * � X P ( - 9 . S * A L E V C I ) / ( 2 8 7 , 0* T E M P ( I ) } )  
W E T C K AS E > = W A T < I >  
- . 
C A L L HUM I D  ( K A S E 1 T f , p )  
8 W AT C I ) = �: E T C 6 ) 
C P R I NT M A I N  H E A D I NG 
c 
9 W R I T E  C � O U T 1 l 0 8 )  P L AN T , LDC 
I F  ' C NT W R . E O , O >  GD T O  1 0  
WR I T �  ( N O U T 1 1 0 9 }  N T W R , N E X P  
G O  T O  1 1  
1 0  W R I T E  C N O U T 1 l l O >  N E X P  
C P R I NT C A S E  HEAD I N G 
c 
1 1  I F  C I D . E Q . O )  G O  TO 1 2  
WR I T E  ( l-J Q U T 1 l l l >  I O  
1 2  W R I T E  C MO U T 1 1 1 2 )  DATE1 T I ME 
WR I T E  C N Q � T 1 l ll )  P E K F A C  
WR I T E  ( f'.I Q U T 1 l l 5 )  
C P R I NT T O w E R  C O N S T A N T S  
WR I T E  ( NO U T 1 l l 6 )  
WR I T E  C �· D UT 1 1 1 4 )  IH 
WR I T E  C N O U T 1 1 1 7 >  S H  
c 
I F  C NC E L L . GT . 1 >  GO T O  1 3  
WR I T E  C N OUT1 l l 8 )  R E  
GO T U  1 4  
C P R I N T  C E L L  CONSTANTS  
13  WR I T E  ( N QUT 1 1 1 9 )  
c 
WR I T E  ( �O U T 1 1 2 0 )  N C E L L  
W R I T E  ( NOUT1 1 2 1 >  R E  
C P R I NT O B S E R V E D  A N O / O R  E S T I MA T E D  P L U M E  P A R A M E T E R S  
1 4  W R I T E  ( NO U T 1 1 2 2 ) 
J F  C T RUH . N E e O . O )  W R I T E  C NO U T 1 1 2 3 )  T R U H  
I F  C T RUL . N E 1 0 , 0 ) W R I T E C NOUT 1 1 2 4 )  T R U L  
c 
W R I T E  ( NO U T 1 1 2 ' > T P O 
W R I T E  ( NO U T 1 1 2 6 )  V O l  
W R I T E  < NOUTj l 2 7 )  R H P O  
160 
C P R J N T  A M B I E N T  T O W E R  T O P  C O ND I T I ON S  
l F  C A M B V A P . E Q . o , o �  G O  T o  1 ,  
W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 2 8 ) T E 0 1 A M B V A P  
GO T O  l b  
1 5  W R I T E  < NOUT1 1 2 9 >  T E O  
1 6  W R I T E  ( NO U T 1 1 30 )  U 1 P A M B  
c 
C P R I N T  S T A B I L I TY P A RAM E T E R S  
W R I T E  C NQUT1 1 3 1 >  I S , T L R , H I L  
c 
C P R I N T  I T E R A T I ON P A R AM E T E R S  
W R I T E  C N Q U T 1 1 3 2 )  X I NC 1 I T M A X  
c 
C P R l N T  A M B i t � T  P R U F I L E  H E A D I NG 






W R I T E  ( Nn U T 1 1 3 4 ) N L  
W R I T E  ( NO U T 1 1 3 5 >  
W R I T E  ( N O U T 1 1 3 6 ) C A L E V C J ) 1 T E M P C J ) 1 WA T ( J ) 1 J = 1 , N L ) 
R E TURN 
1 0 1  F O R M A T  C I 4 1 T l l 1 2 A 4 1 T 2 1 1 3 A4 )  
1 0 2  F O R M A T  C F l o . 2 , y 2 , T 2 1 , 1 2 )  
1 0 3  F O R M A T  ( T l l 1 3 F l 0 . 2 1 l l )  
1 0 4  F O R M A T  C I 4 1 T l l 1 2 F l 0 . 2 1 / )  
1 0 5  F O R M A T  C I 3 1 T l l 1 I l )  
1 0 6  F O R M A T  ( 4 F l 0 . 2 )  . 
1 0 7  F O R M A T  C 3 F 1 0 . 2 )  
1 0 8  F O R M A T  ( l H l 1 / /�S X 1 8 H P L A N T : 1 4 A 4 1 l l X 1 l l H L O C A T I O N :  1 4 A 4 ) 
1 0 9  F O RM A T  ( l h 0 1 4 5 X 1 3 3 H T O T A L  NUM B E R  O F  C O D L I N G  T O W E RS : 1 I 2 / / � 3 X 1 2 2 HNU 
1 M B E R  O F  DATA S E T S : 1 I Z / / 6 0 X 1 9H* * * * * >  
1 1 0  F O R M A T  ( l H 0 1 5 2 X 1 2 2 HNU M B E R  O F  D A T A  S E T S : . 1 l 2 / / 60 X 1 9H* * * * * >  
1 1 1  F O R M A T  < l H-1 5 2 X 1 2 l H O A T A  S E T  I D  N U M B E R :  1 1 4 >  
1 1 2 F O R M A T  ( l H 0 1 4 5 X 1 7H O A T E : 1 2 A�1 l O X 1 7 H T I M E : 1 3 A 4 ) 
1 1 3  F O R M A T  C l H 0 1 5 5 X 1 1 4 H P E A K F A C T OR :  1 F 5 . 3 >  
1 1 4 F O R M A T  C l H01 1 5 X1 29HNU M B E R  O F  T O W E R S  O P E R A T I N G :  1 1 2 )  
1 1 5  F O R M A T  ( l H- 1 5 X 1 l OH S l T E  D A T A : )  
1 1 6 F O R M A T  ( l H - 1 l O X 1 l l H T O W E R  D A T A : >  
1 1 7 F O R M A T  ( l H 01 l S X 1 l � H T O W E R  H E I GH T : 1 F 6 . 2 , 3H C M > > 
1 1 8 F O R M A T  ( l H 0 1 l S X 1 l B HR A D I US O F  T O W E R :  1 F 6 , 2 1 2 X � 3H C M � >  
1 1 9 F O R M A T  ( l H - 1 l O X 1 l b HT O W E R  C E L �  D A T A : >  
1 2 0  F O R M A T  ( l h 0 1 l S X 1 3 1 HNUMB E R  O F  C E L L S  I N  O P E RA T I O N :  1 1 2 )  
1 2 1  F O R M A T  ( l H01 l S X 1 1 5 H R A D I U S O F  C E L L : 1 T 3 3 1 F 6 , Z 1 2 X 1 3H C M > > 
1 2 2  F O R M A T  ( l H-1 5 X 1 3 4 H P L U M E  P A RA M E T E R S  ( OB S E R V E D  A N O / O R  1 l l H E S T I MA T E D >  
1 : ) 
1 2 3  F O R M A T  < l H 0 1 l O X1 l OH H E I G HT : 1 F7 , 2 1 2 X 1 3H ( M ) )  
1 2 4  F O R M A T  ( l H01 l O X 1 9 H L E N G T H I  1 F S . 2 1 2 X 1 3 H C M � )  




























l H < OE G .  K E LV I N ) )  
1 2 6  FORMAT ( l H01 l OX1 27HVOLUME F LUX A T  C E L L  E X I T :  1 F7 . 2 1 2 x , e H � M 3 / S E C � ) 
1 2 7  FORMAT  ( l H01 1 Q X , 20HR E L A T I VE HUM I D I T Y :  , F4 , 21 2 X 1 9H C D E C I M A L ) )  
1 2 8  FORMAT  · ( l H- 1 5 X1 27HAMB I EN T  S U R F A C E  C ON D I T I O N S : 1 / / l l X1 23HORY  BULB T E  
l M P E RATUR E :  1 F 6 , 21 2X 1 7H C OE G  K ) 1 / / l l X1 20 H R E L A T I VE HUM I D I T Y :  1 F 4 , 21 
2 2 X 1 9H ( O E C I MA L ) )  
.. 
1 2 9  FORMAT  C l H-1 5 X 1 2 7HAM 8 I ENT  SURFAC E COND I T I O N S : 1 / / l l X1 2 3HDRr B U L B  T E  
l M P ER A TUR E :  1 F 6 , 2, 2X 1 7 H < O E G  K > > 
1 3 0  FORMAT  C l H01 l O X 1 1 3Hw I N D  S P E E D :  1 F 5 , 21 2X 1 5H ( M / S ) 1 / / l l X, l l H P R E SSURE 
1 :  1 F7 . 2 1 2 X1 4H C MB � >. 
1 3 1  FORMAT C l H - 1 S X 1 33HATMOS P H E R I C  S T A B I L I TY P A R A M E T E R S : , / / l lX , 2 5HTURNE 
lR S T AB I L I TY C L AS S :  1 1 41 / / l l X1 1 3H L A P S E  R A T E : 1 F l0 . 71 2 X 1 9H C OE G  K I M  
2 ) 1 / / l l X1 26H� O W E S T  I N V ER S I ON H E I GHT : 1 F 8 , 21 2 X1 3 H ( M ) ) . 
1 3 2  FORMAT ( l H-1 S X1 29HSTEP  S I Z E FOR C OMPUTAT I O N S : 1 F 5 , 21 2 X1 3H ( M ) / / 6X1 
l 26HMAX I MUM NUMB E R  OF S T E P S : 1 1 3 )  
. 
1 3 3  FORMAT  ( l H� 1 / / 6 X 1 l6HAM B I ENT P R OF I L E : )  
1 34 FORMAT ( l H-1 l O X1 2 7HNUMB E R  OF  P R O F I L E  L E V E L S :  1 1 2 )  
1 3 5  FORMAT C l H-1 T 2 3 1 1 9HHE I GHT  ABOVE  GROUND1 T 4 4 1 9 H D R Y  B U L B  1 l l HT E MP E RAT 
t U R E 1 T661 1 3H w A T E R  CONTENT1 / T 3 2 1 3 H ( M ) 1 T 5 0 , 8 H C D E G .  K > 1 T69, 7H C GM / M 3 ) , /  
2 )  
1 3 6  FORMAT  ( l H 1 1 5X1 2 F 20 , 2 1 F 20 , 5 )  
E N D  
SUBROUT I N E  HUM I D  C I G I VE N 1 D B K 1 PMB ) 
TH I S  SUBROU T I N E  C A L C U L A T E S  K E Y  P A R A M E T E R S  F O R  M O I S T  A I R .  
K E Y  T O  V A R I A B L E S  U S E D  I N  HUM I D :  
p 
S A T P OB 
S A T P OP 
ATMOSPH E R I C  P R E S S U R E  C AT M >  
SATURA T E D  V A P O R  P R E S S U R E  AT DRY  B U L B  < ATM ) 
SATURATED  VAPOR  P R E S S U R E  A T  D E W  P O I NT < ATM ) 
P A R A M E T E R S  P A S S E D :  
DBK 
OPK 
! G I V E N  
PMS 
R A T I O  
R H  
S P  HUM 
WAT CON  
ORY  B U L B  T E M P E R A T U R E  C OE G  K )  
D E W  P O I N T  T E M P E R A TU R E  < DE G  K )  
AMB I E NT M O I S T U R E  CONTENT  c o o e i  
I G I VEN  = l R E L AT I V E  HUM I D I TY < DE C I MA L > 
2 D E W  P O I N T  T E M P E RATURE  < DE G .  K >  
3 W E T  B U L B  T � MP t RATURE  C DE G .  K )  
4 VOLUME T R I C  S P c C I F I C  HUM I D I T Y C M3 / M 3 )  
5 M I X I NG R A T I O  C GM / G M >  
6 W A T E R  VAPOR DENS I T Y < GM / M 3 )  
ATMOS P HE R I C  P R E SS U R E  < M B >  
M I X I NG RAT I O  C GM / GM ) 
R E L A T I V E  HUM I D I TY < DE C I MAL ) 
VOLUME T R I C  S P EC I F I C  HUM I D I T Y  C M3 / M 3 )  
VAPOR  DENS I T Y  < GM / M 3 )  
COMMON / W A T E R /  RH1 DPK1 W B K 1 S PHUM1 RAT I 0 1 WATCON  
C OMMON /UN i r s 1  N I N1 NO U T 1 N T A B L E  
D A T A  C l / 7 . 00 9 E - l / 1 C 2 / 4 . 8374 / 1 C4 / l 2 , 4952 1 / 1 C 5 / 7 , l 3 2 3 5 /  
DATA  C 6 / 2 . 06656E - l / , C 7 / l , 06 2 0 B E- 2 / 1 C 8 /- 4 3 1 / 1 C 9 / l , 00 2 / 1 C l0 / l . 2 5 /  
DATA  C l l / 4 . 4 E -5 / , C l 2 / 4 , 22 E- l / 1 C l 3 / 5 , 77 E - l / 1 C l4 / - 1 2 , /1 C l 5 / 273 , l 5 /  





DATA A A / 6 . 6 f - 4 / , B B / l , l 5 E - 3 / 1 0NE / l . O /  
F U NC R < X > •X*X-c l 
FUNC Y C X ) = X * < O N E � E X P C C 2 * X * X ) )  
SAT P < X > = E X P ( C 4- < C 5 +C6*F U NC Y < FUNC R C X ) ) ) /X-C7*E X P ( C 8* C C 9- X > ** C l  
l l l * < X- C l 2 > * < X- C l 3 > *E X P < C l 4 * X*X*X*X > 
. 
W B F < X > = S A T P ( ( X+ C l 5 > * C l 6 > - P • < DBK�X- C l 5 > * < 0N E + B B * X > *A A  
C I N I T I A L I Z E K E Y  V A R I A B L E S  
P = P MB / 1 0 1 3 ·. 2 5  
S A T P D B = S A T P C D BK*C l 6 )  
c 
C D E T E R M I N E  P ROGRAM S E GM E N T  T O  B E  U S E D  
c 
I F  C I G I V E N . L T . 1 . 0 R . I G I V E N . GT , 6 )  GO T O  8 
GO T O  C l 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 6 1 7 ) 1  ! G I V E N  
C R E L AT I V E HUM I D I T Y  G I V E N  
c 
l S A T P D P = R H * S A T P OB 
W A T C O N = 2 1 9 5 � 0 . • S A T P D P / D B K  
R A T I U = S A TP Q P / C P - S A T P O P > * C l 7  
R E T URN 
C DEW P O I NT T E M P � R A TURE G I V E N  
2 S A T P D P = S A T P ( O P K * C l 6 )  
GO T O  5 
c 
C W E T  B U L B  T E M P E R A T U R E  G I V E N  
3 S A T P D P = W B F C W BK-C l 5 )  
GO T O  5 
c 
C V O L U M E T R I C  S P E C I F I C  HUM I D I T Y  G I V E N  
4 S A T P D P = P * S P HU M / ( l . O+ S P H U M >  
c 
5 R H = S A T P O P / S A T P DB 
W A T C ON = 2 1 9 5 � 0 . * S A T P O P / D BK 
RAT I O = S h T P DP / ( P - S A T P OP > * C l 7  
R E T U R N  . 
C M I X I N G RAT I O  G I V E �  
c 
c 
6 R H = P * R A T I O / ( S AT P DB* < RAT I O+ C l T > > 
WATCON= 2 1 9 5 5 0 , * S A T P D P / D B K  
R E T URN 
C WATER VAPOR DENS I T Y G I V E N  
c 
7 S A T P D P = w A T C ON*OBK*4 . 55 4 8 E-6 
R H = S A T P D P / S A T P O B  
R A T I O = S ATPQP / ( P - S A T P O P > * C l 7  
RETURN 
C I G I V E N  OUT O F  RANGE -- STOP 














































S M I T H  - A G E E  C O D E  
AS P ROGRAMH�D B V  A N L  < E I S )  F O R  M O D E L  E V A L U A T I O N  
MA I N  K E Y i  
A 
B 
B E T A  
C P  
DTDX 
D T D Z  
E 
E P  
G 
GAMMAS 
H L  
K L A S  
N S E T S  
P R S  
Q E O  
QPO 
R D  
R H E O  
R H P O  
R V  
T E O  
T P L  
T P O  
uo 
W B  
� o  
X P  
Z P  
S L O P E  O F  P L UM E  M O I S T U R E  C O N T E NT L I N E  
I NT E R C E P T  O F  P L UM E  M O I S T U R E  C O N T E NT L I N E  
D E A CON N U M B E R  
S P E C I F I C  H E A T  AT C O N S T A N T  P R E S S .  < C AL / G M - D E G  K >  
P L UM E  H OR I Z ON T A L  T E M P E R A T U R E  L A P S E  R A T E  DUE TO 
E N T R A I NM E N T  < D E G  K / M )  
P L U M E  V E R T I C A L  T E M P E R A T U R E  L A P S E  R A T E  DUE T O  
E N T R A I N M E N T  < D E G  K I M >  
MAS S E N T R A I N M E N T  R A T E  ( l / M ) 
" M O L E C U L A R  W E I G H T  RAT I O  O F  W A T E R  T O  A I R  
ACC E L ER A T I ON D U E  T O  GRAV I T Y  C M / 5 2 )  
W E T -AD I A B A T I C  T EM P E RATURE L A P S E RAT E < DE G  K / M )  
L A T E N T  H E A T  O F  VAPOR I Z AT I ON O F  W A T E R  C C A L / G M �  
T U R N E R  S T A B I L I T Y  C L A S S  
. 
NUMBER  O F  DATA S E T S  I N  I N P U T  
AMB I E N T  P R E S S U R E  A T  C E L L  E X I T  < MB >  
AMB I EN T  C E L L  E X I T  M I X I N G  R A T J O  C G M / G M >  
P L U M E  C E L L  E X I T  M I X I NG RAT I O  < G M/GM ) 
D � Y  A I R  GAS C O N S T A N T  C C A L / GM-OEG K )  
AMB I EN T  C E L L  E X I T  R E L A T I V E  HUM I D I T Y < DE C I M A L � 
P L U M E  C E L L  E X I T  R E L AT I V E HUM I D I T Y < D E C I M AL > 
W A T E R  VAPOR G A S S  C O N S T ANT ( C A L / GM - D E G  K >  
AMB I ENT C E L L  E X l T  T E M P E R A T U R E  ( D E G  K )  
V I S I B L E  P L UME T l P  T E MP E RA T URE ( D E G  K )  
P L UM E  C E L L  E X I T  T E MP E RA T U R E  ( DE G  K >  
W I ND S P E E D  A T  C E L L  E X I T  C M / S ) 
P L U M E  V E R T I CA L  V E L OC I T Y  DUE T O  BUOYANCY ( M / S �  
P L U M E  C E L L  E X I T  V E R T I C A L  V E L OC I TY ( M / S ) 
C� L C U L A T E O  P L UME L E NGTH C M >  
C A L C U L A T E D  P L U M E  R I S E ABOVE  C E L L  E X I T  C M )  
PROGRAM S M I T H  < I N PUT1 0 U T PU T 1 T A P E l l 1 T A P E 5 = I N P U T 1 T A P E 6 = DU T P U T > 
C OMMON K L A S 1 N S E T S  
C OMMON / A M B N T /  RHEO, Q E O , T E 0 1 U 0 1 P R S  
C OMMON / P L U M E /  RHP 01 Q P O , T P 01 WO 
COMMON / O U T C /  N T WR1 l WRH T1 T RUH1 T R U L  
COMMON / UN I T S /  N I N 1 NOUT , NT A B � E  
DATA C P / 0 . 2 4 /1 E P / 0 . 6207 / 1 G / 9 , 8 / 1 H L / 600 . 0 / 1 R 0 / 0 , 0 69 / , RV / O . l l l 2 /  
C***** MO T S T A I R  D E N S I T Y  FUNC T I ON ***** 
DEN C Q1 T ) = C P R S / ( R D * T > > * < l , O + Q ) / C l , O+Q / E P )  
C * * * ** I NPUT S I T �  VAR I AB L E S  ***** 
N I N = 5  
N OU T = 6  
N T A B L E = l l  
C A L L  I N0UT3 
C•**** C AS E  LOOP  ***** 
DO 2 I = l 1 N S E T S  
164 
C ***** I NPUT  C A S E  VAR I AB L E S  ***** 
C A L L  I NOUT4 
C***** C A L C U L A T E  V I S I B L E  PLUME T I P  T E M P ERATURE  *****  
A= C W < RH�01 T P 0 1 PRS > - W C RHE0 1 T E 0 1 P R S ) ) / ( T PO-T E O )  
BcW < RH E 0 1 T E01 P R S > �A*TEO  
. . 
T P L = T P0-5 . 0  
l O I F = < A• T P L +B > �w c 1 . 0 1 T P L 1 PR S ) 
I F  < D I F , L T . < -0 , l ) �  T P L = T P L +O , l  
J F  < D I F , G T . 0 . l )  T P L = T P L- 3 , 0 1  
I F  C TP L 1 G E . TP O )  D l f c O . O  
J F  < ABS ( D I F � . G E . O · l >  GO T O  l 
C ***** C A L C U L A T E  PLUME  H O R I ZONTAL  T E M P E RATURE  � A P S E  R A T E  *****  
E = C l . O+UO/W0 > •0 . 00 1  
D T O P = C T PO - T E O ) + C HL / C P ) * ( QPO-QE O )  
O B OT = l . O+ E P*HL ** 2 . 0*QP0/ ( C P *R D * T P 0* *2 , 0 )  
D T O X= E *DTOP / D B O T  
C • * * * *  C A L C U � A T E  P LUME V E R T I C AL T E M P ERATURE  L A P S E  R A T E  * * * * *  
GAMTOP = l . O+ H L * Q P O / C RD*T E O )  
GAMBOT = l . O+HL **2 . 0*QP 0 / C C P *R V * T E 0** 2 . 0 >  
GAMMAS = C G/·1 0 00 . 0 > *GAM T O P / GAMBOT  
D T 0 Z = G A�; M A S + D T DX 
C ***** C A L C U L A T E  BUO�ANT V E L OC I TY AND  DEACON  NUMBER *****  
W B = G * ( D E N C QE01 TEO ) -O E N C QP01 T P O ) ) / O E N C QE 0 1 T E 0 >  
B E T A = < l l O . O-K L AS-KLAS **2 , 0 ) / 9 0 . 0  
C ***** C A L C U L A l E V I S I B L E  P LU M E  R I S E AND L ENGTH ***** 
X P = C C T PO-T P L ) / OT OX ) * C UO / l 0 , 0 ) * C RHE0**2 . 0 / B E T A )  
Z P = C C T PO-T P L ) / O TOZ > * C W B / l 0 , 0 ) * C RHE0**2 • 0 * B E T A )  
C*****  OUTPUT  R E � A V E N T  VAR I A B L E S  ***** 
W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 0 1 ) 
c 
W R I T E  ( �OUT1 1 0 2 ) 
W R I T E ( N 0 UT / l 0 3 ) T P L , E / W B , B E T A  / GA M M·A S / 0 T DX / D T 0 Z 
C P R I NT P LUME R I SE  AND L E N G TH 
T P R = TRU�-TWRHT 
R H T = Z P / T P R  
R L N = X P /TRUL  
W R I T E  ( NQUT1 1 0 4 )  
WR I T E  C NOUT1 1 0 5 )  
WR I T E  C NOUT 1 l 0 6 >  T P R1 Z P 1 RH T , T RU L1 XP 1 R L N  
c 




C A L L  T A B L  C TP R 1 Z P 1 RHT1 TRUL1 X P1 R L N > 
2 C O N T I NUE: 
C A L L  T A S P R T  C MO O C NS E T S1 2S > > 
S T O P  
1 0 1  F O R M A T  ( l H - 1 5 X 1 2 1 H I NT E R ME O l AT E  R E S U L T S : )  
1 0 2  FORMAT ( l H-1 5X1 3HTPL1 9X1 l H E 1 8X1 2HWB 1 7X1 4 H B E T A 1 5 X1 6HGAMMAS1 5 X1 
l X1 6 X,4HDTOZ ) 
1 0 3  FORMAT  ( l H01 7 F l 0 . 3 )  . 
1 0 4  FORMAT  ( l H-1 5X1 1 4 H F I NA L  R E·SULTS : )· _ · : ... 
1 0 5  FORMAT ( l H-1 T 2 9 1 l OHPLUME  R J S E 1 T 5 8�l2HP LUHE L ENGTH / / T 2 1 1 49HOBS 
















































1 0 6  FORMAT ( l H01 T l 9 1 2 F l 0 . 2 1 F 8 . 3 1 Z X 1 2 F l0 , 21 F 8 , 3 �  
E N O  
SUBROU T I NE J NOUT3 
SUBROUT I N E S  I NDUT3 ANO I NOUT4 R E A D  ANO P R I N T  A L L  I NPUT D A T A �  
K E V  TO  V A R I A B L E  N O T  D E F I N E D  I N  M A I N  K E Y :  
A L E V C I >  
AMBVAP 
D A T E  
O L E V  
H I L  
I D  
I PL M C D  
K A S E  
LDC 
NC E L L  
N L  
N T  
NTWR  
p ( I >  
PAMB 
P L A NT 
R E  
RHT 
RLN 
T E M P ( ! )  
T E O  
T I ME 
T L R  





V O l  
W A T  C I )  
W ET C I )  
WND C I >  
AMB I ENT  PROF I LE L E V E L S  C TO W E R  B A S E  = 0 , 0 )  C M >  
AMB I ENT  SU'R F A C �  M O I S T U R E  CONTENT  < S E E  KAS E )  . 
DATE  DATA WAS GATHE � E D  < I . E .  l2MAR7 2 )  
. 
SURFACE  W I ND S P E E D  MEASUREMENT  HE I GHT  C M )  
L O W E S T  S I GN I F I C ANT I N V E RS I O N  H E I GHT C M >  
TOWER  I D EN T I F I C AT I ON NUMB E R  ANO/OR DATA S E T  I O 
C E L L  E X I T  M O I STURE  C O N T E N T  C O D E  ( S E E  K AS E >  
AMB I ENT M O I S TU R E  CONTENT  CODE : 
K A S E  = l R E L AT I VE HUM I D I TY < DEC I MAL > 
2 D E W  P O I N T  T E M P E R A T U R E  < DE G ,  K >  
3 W E T  BULB T E M P E RATURE  < DE G .  K )  
4 VOLUM E T R I C  S P EC I F I C  HUM I D I TY < M3 / M 3 )  
5 M I X I NG R A T I O  C GM / GM ) 
. 
6 W A T E R  VAPOR DENS I T Y  C GM / M3 ) 
S I T E- LOC A T I ON 
NUMBtR OF C E L L S  OPERAT I NG 
NUMBER O F  AMB I ENT  PROF I L E  L E V E L S  I N  I NPUT D A T A  
NUHB�R O F  F UNC T I O N I NG TOWE R S  
NUMB E R  O F  T O W E R S  O N  S I T E  
AMB I ENT P RE S SU R E  P R O F I L E  C M B )  
AMB I E NT P R E SSURE  AT SURFACE  C M B >  
NAME O F  S I T E 
TOWER  OR C E L L  MUUTH R A D I US C M �  
P R E D I C T E D  T O  O B S E R V E D  PLUME  R I S E  RAT I O  
P R E D I C T E D  T O  O B S E R V E D  PLUME  L ENGTH RAT I O  
AMB I ENT T E M P E R ATURE  P R O F I L E  C O E G  K �  
AMB I ENT S U R F A C E  T E M P E RATURE  < DE G  K )  
T ) M E  OR T I ME P E R I OD DATA WAS G A T H E R E D  ( J . E .  
0730 T O  1 2 1 3 )  
NEGAT I V E  O F  T E M P ERATURE L A P S E  RATE  < DE G  K I M )  
O B S E R V E D  P LUME R I S E  < TO W E R  TOP  = o . o >  C M >  
. 
O B S E R V E D  P L U M E  H E I GH T  < TO W E R  BASE  = o . o >  ( M )  
O B S E R V E D  P L UME L E N G T H  C M >  
TOWER  OR C E L L  H E I GHT C M >  
W I ND S P E E D  AT  S U R F A C E  C S E E  D L E V >  C M/ S ) 
VOLUME  FLUX  F ROM S I NG L E  C E L L  C M 3 / S ) 
AMB I EN T  MO I S TURE  PROF I L E  < S E E  K AS E )  
M O I STURE  M E A S U R E  A R RAY P A S S E D  TO  SUBROU T I NE HUM I I  
W I NO S P E E D  PRO F I L E  ( M / S ) 
C OMMON � L A S 1 N S E T S  
COMMON / J NQUT C /  P L ANT C 4 ) 1 LOC ( 4 > , 0ATE C 2 > , T J ME ( 3 )  
C OMMUN /OUTC/  NTWR1 TWRHT 1 T RUH1 TRUL 
COMMON / UN I T S /  N I N1 NO U T 1 N T A B L E  
C I NPUT S I T E  CONSTANTS  




R E A D  ( N l N1 2 �  N S E TS 
R E A D  < N I N1 3 �  NTWR1 TWRHT 
R E T URN 
l FORMAT  ( 4A41 T Z l 1 4A4 ) 
2 F ORMAT  C I 2 >  
3 F ORMAT ( 1 2 , T4 1 1 F l 0 , 21 / )  
ENO 
SUBROUT I N E  1 NOUT4 
C OMMON K L AS 1 NS E T S  
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C OMMON / AMBNT/ RHEO, Q E 0 1 T E 01 U01 P R S  
C OMMON / PLUME / RHP01 QP01 T P0 1 WO 
C OMMON / I NOUTC /  P L ANT ( 4 ) 1 L OC ( 4 > 1 DA T E < 2 > , T I M E ( 3 ) 
C OMMON / T A B � E /  I D, H I L , DUMMV < 20 0 )  
. 
COMMON /OUTC/  NTWR1 TWRHT 1 TRUH1 TRUL 
COMMON /UN I TS /  N I N 1 NOUT , NT A B L E  
C OMMON / W A T E R /  W E T ( 6 ) 
O I M E N S J UN A L EV ( 5 0 ) ,  T E M P ( S 0 > 1  WAT C 5 0 ) ,  WNO C S 0 > 1  P ( 5 0 )  
C I NPUT S P E C I F I C  C A S E  VAR I A B L E S  
R E A D  C N I N , 1 0 1 ) I D1 0A T E 1 T l M E  
R E A D  < N l N , 1 0 2 ) R f , N T 1 N C E L L  
R E A D  ( N l N1 1 0 3 ) TRUH1 TRUL  
READ  < N I N1 1 03 ) w01 V O l , T P O  
c 
R E A D  < N I N1 1 03 ) T E 0 1 AM B VA P 1 P A M B 1 U  
R E A D  < N I N1 1 0 4 ) K L AS , T L R, H I L  
C I NPUT AMB I EN T  P R O F I L E  
R E A D  ( N l N1 1 0 5 ) N L 1 K A S E  
I F  < N L . GT , l >  G O  TO 1 
c 
R E A D  < N I N1 1 0 6 )  O L E V 1 T E 0 1 RHE01 U01 P RS 
GO T O  3 
l O L E V = T WRHT 
R E A D  < N I N1 1 0 6 )  < AL EV < I > 1 T E MP ( I > 1 WAT ( l ) 1 WND C I ) 1 P C I > 1 I = l 1 N L �  
C TOWER TOP  PARAM E T E R  ROUT I N E  
D O  2 I = Z 1 NL 
c 
I F  < A L E V ( J ) , L T , T WRHT ) GO  TO  2 
O I F = C TWRHT-A L EV < I - 1 > ) / C A L E V < l > -A L E V C I - l ) )  
T E O = T E M P C I - l > + ( T E MP C I > -T EMP C l - l > > * D I F  
R H E O = W AT < I - l ) + ( WAT ( l ) -WAT C I � l > l * D I F  
UO=WND < I - l > + < wNO < I > -WND < I - l > > * D I F  
P R S = P < J - l > • < P < ? > -P < I - l > > *D I F  
GO T O  3 .  
2 C ON T I NUt 
C D E F AU L T  V A L U E S  
3 I F  C PA MB , EQ , O . O >  P A MB = l 0 l 3 . 25 
l F  < T E O , E0 . 0 , Q )  T E O = T E O  
I F  C P RS 1 EO . O , Q )  P R S = P AH B * E XP ( -9 , 8*TWRHT / ( Z8 7 , 0* T E 0 ) )  
I F  < DL E V , E Q , O . O >  D L E V = TWRHT . 
I F  < UO , t Q , Q , 0 )  uo:u 
UO=UO * < TWRHT / OL E V > ** < l . 0 / 7 , 0 )  
I F  < RHE O . E Q , 0 , 0 )  RHEO=AMBVAP  
c 
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I F  < WO , E Q . O e O )  wO=VO l / ( 3 1 1 4 1 5927*RE*R E � 
I F  < NT , cQ . 0 , 0 )  NT= l  
I F  < NC E L L . EQ . 0 )  N C E L L = l  
C S T AB I L I T Y  PARAMETERS  ROUT I NE 
c 
J F  < KLAS . GE e l , AN O . K LA S . L E . 7 >  GO TO  8 
J F  < T L R e N E . 0 . 0 )  GO TO  7 
KLAS=4  
I F  < NL . L E . I )  GO  TO 8 
l F < H I  L ,  NE . 6 .  0 )  GO .TO 5 
00 4 I = Z 1 N L  
I F  < C T E MP C I ) -T E MP < I - l > > . L E , 0 1 0 >  H I L = A L EV < l >  
I F  < < T E MP < I � -T E MP C I - 1 > > . GE , l , O >  GO T O  5 
. 
4 C O N T I NUE 
I F  C H I L e EQ . AL E V C NL ) )  H I L = l O OO O . O  
5 D O  6 I =2 , N L  
I F  C AL E V C I > , L T , H I L . AN D . A L EV C I > . L T , 5 00 , 0 )  GO T O  6 
T L R = < - 1 , 0 > * < TEMP C I > -T E MP ( l ) ) / A L E V C I >  
GO TO  7 
6 C ON T I NUt:  
T L R = C - 1 , 0 > * ( T E � P C N L > -T E MP C l ) ) / A L EV C N L >  
7 I F  C T L R , GT . 0 . 0 1 9.) K L AS = l  
I F  C T L R , GT . 0 . 0 1 7 . ANO . T L R , L E , 0 . 0 1 9 >  K L AS:2  
IF  C T L R , G T . 0 . 0 1 5 . ANO , T L R , L E . 0 . 0 1 7 >  K L AS = 3  
I F  C T L R e GT , 0 . 0 0 S . A N O , T L R , L E . 0 . 0 15 ) K L A S = 4  
I F  C T L R , GT . - 0 . 0 1 5 . AN O . T L R . L E , 0 . 005 ) K L AS = 5  
I F  C TLR , L E . -0 , 0 1 5 �  K L AS = b  
C M O I STURE  M� ASURE C ONVERS I ON ROUT I N E  
c 
8 I P L M C O = l  
RHPO= l . OO 
W E T C I P L M C D > =RHPO 
C A L L  HUM I D  ( I P L MCD, TP01 PRS ) 
QPO=WE T ( 5 )  
W E T C KA S E > =RHEO . 
C A L L  HUM I D  ( KA S E , T E 0 1 PRS ) 
RHEO=W ET < l >  
Q E O = W E T ( 5 )  
C P R I NT M A I N H E A D I N G  
c 
WR I T E  ( NOUT1 1 0 7 )  P L ANT1 LOC 
I F  C NTWR , E Q , 0 )  GO TO  9 
WR I T E  ( NQUT1 l 0 8 )  NT�R1 N S E TS 
GO TO  1 0  
9 WR I T E  ( NQUT1 1 0 9 >  NSETS  
C PR I NT CASE  H E A D I NG  
c 
1 0  I F  < I D . E Q . O �  GO TO  1 1  
W R I T E  ( NOUT1 l l O )  I D  
1 1  WR I TE ( NOUT1 l l l >  DATE1 T I ME  
W R I T E  ( NQUT1 1 1 2 )  
C P R I N T  I NPUT VALUES 
WR I T E  ( NQUT1 1 1 3 )  































R E T UR N  
1 0 1  F ORMAT ( I 4 1 T l l 1 2A41 T 2 1 1 3 A 4 ) 
1 0 2  FORMAT ( F l o , 2, r 2 1 T 2 1 1 1 2 )  
1 0 3  FORMAT  ( 4 F l 0 , 2 1 I l �  
104  F ORMAT ( 1 4 1 T l l 1 2 F l 0 , 21 / )  
. 1 05  FORMAT  ( J 3 1 T l l 1 I l )  
1 0 6  FORMAT  ( 5 F l 0 , 2 )  
. 
107 FORMAT  ( l H l 1 / / 35 X 1 8 H P L ANT z 1 4A41 l l X 1 l l H L O C A T I O N :  1 4A 4 )  
1 0 8  FORMAT  ( l H01 45X1 33HT0 T A L  NUMBER  O F  C ODL I NG  TOWE RS S 1 J 2 / / � 3 X1 22HNU 
l M B E R  OF  DATA S E T S : 1 1 2 / / 60X1 9H* * * * * >  
1 0 9  FORMAT  C l H01 5 2 X 1 2 2 HNUMBER  O F  DATA  S E T S : · , 1 2 / / 60X1 9H* * * * * >  
1 1 0  FORMAT  ( l H-1 52X1 2 1HOATA  S E T  I D  NUMB E R :  1 1 4 ) 
1 1 1  FORMAT  ( l H01 4 5X1 7HOAT E :  1 2A 4 1 l OX 1 7HT I M E : , 3A 4 )  
1 1 2  FORMAT  ( l H-1 S x , l l H I NP U T  OATA S )  
1 1 3  f0RMAT  ( l H-1 3 X 1 2HNT1 7X1 SHNC E � L 1 5 X 1 4HKL A S 1 S X 1 4HRHE0 1 5 X 1 3HQ E 0 1 7 X 1 3Hl  
l E01 l O X 1 2Hu01 5 X 1 3HPRS 1 8X 1 4HRHP01 S X 1 3HQP0 , 7X 1 3 H T P 0 , 9X1 2HWO ) 
1 14 FORMAT  ( l H01 I 5 1 2 I l 01 F l 0 . 2 1 F l O . S 1 4 F l 0 , 2 1 F l O , S 1 2 F l 0 . 2 >  
ENO  . 
S UBROUT I N E  HUM I D  < I G I V E N 1 DBK1 P M B ) 
T H J S  S UBROU T I N E  C A L C U L A T E S  K E Y  P A R A M E T E R S  F O R  M O I S T  A I R ,  
K E Y  T O  VAR I A B L E S  U S E D  I N  HUM I D :  
p 
S A T P D B  
S A T  P D P  
ATMOSPHER I C  P RE S SURE  ( AT M >  
S A T U R A T E D  VAPOR  PR E S SURE  A T  ORY  B U L B  C AT M >  
S A T U R A T E D  VAPOR  P R E S SU R E  A T  D E W  P O I N T  C AT M > 
PARA M E T E R S  P A s s e o :  
DBK 
OPK  
I G I V EN  
P M B  
R A T I O  
R H  
S P  HUM 
WATCON  
DRY B U L B  T EM P E RATURE  < DE G  K )  
DEW  P O I N T  T E M P E R ATURE  C DE G  K )  
AMB I ENT MO I S T U R E  CONTENT  c o o e : 
I G I V c N  = l R E L AT I VE HUM I D I T Y  < DE C I MA L > 
2 D E W  P O I N T  T E M P E RA T U R E  < DE G ,  K >  
3 W E T  B U L B  T EM P E RA T UR E  C DE G ,  K )  
4 VOLUM E TR I C  S P E C I F I C  HUM I D I TY C M3 / M 3 �  
5 M I X I NG R A T I O  C GM / GM > 
6 W A T E R  VAPOR D EN S I T Y  C GM / M 3 ) 
ATMOS P H E R I C  P R E S S U R E  < MB )  
M I X I NG  RAT I O  < GM / G M )  
R E L A T I V E  HUM I D I TY < DE C I MAL ) 
VOLUM E T R I C  S P E C I F I C  HUM I D I T Y  ( M3 / M 3 ) 
VAPOR  DENS I TY C GM / M 3 )  
C OMMON / W A T E R /  RH, OPK1 WBK1 S P HUM1 RAT I 01 WATCON  
COMMON / UN I T S /  N I N1 NOUT , N T A B L E  
D A T A  C l /7 . 009E- l / 1 C 2 / 4 , 8374 / 1 C 4 / l 2 . 49 52 l /1 C 5 / 7 , l 3 2 3 5 /  
D A T A  C 6/ 2 , Qb656E - l / 1 C 7 / l , 06208E-2 / 1 C 8 / -4 3 , / 1 C 9 / l , 00 2 / 1 C l 0/ l , 2 5 /  
DATA  C l l / 4 , 4 E-5 / 1 C l 2 / 4 , 2 2 E - l / 1 C l 3 / 5 , 77E - l / 1 C l4 / " 1 2 , / 1 C l 5 / 273 . lS /  
DATA C l b / l . �4 5 E - 3 / 1 C l 7 / 0 , 62 0 9 0 /  
. .  




FUNC R < X ) =X*X-C l  
FUNC Y < X ) = X • ( ONE-EXP ( C 2*X*X ) )  
S A T P < X > = E XP ( C 4 - ( C5+C6*FUNC Y < FUNC R C X ) ) ) / X-C7*EXP < C 8 • < C9-X > **C l 0 ) ) +C 
1 l l * < X- C l 2 > * < X-C l 3 > *E XP < C l 4•x•x•x•x > . . 
WBF < X > = SATP < < X+C l S ) * C l 6 > -P* < DBK-X-C l 5 > * < DNE+BB*X > *A A  
C I N I T I A L I Z E  K E Y  VAR I AB L E S  
P • P MB / 1 0 1 3 . 2 5  
S A T P O B = SA T P ( DBK*C l 6 >  
c 
C D E T E RM I N E  PROGRAM S E GMENT T O  B E  U S E D  
c 
I F  < I G I V EN . L T . 1 , 0 R , I G I VE N . G T , 6 )  GO T O  8 
GO T O  ( l , z, 3 , 4 , 6, 7 ) , I G I VE N  
C R E � A T I V E  HUM I D I T Y  G I V EN  
c 
l SATPDP = RH*SATPOO  
WATCON = 2 1 9 5 5 0 , #S A T P D P / D B K  
RAT I O = S A T P QP / ( P - S A T P DP > *C l 7  
RE TURN 
C DEW P O I NT TEMP ERATURE G I V E N  
2 S A T P O P = S A T P ( OPK*C l 6 >  
G O  T O  5 
c 
C W E T  B U L B  T E M P ERATURE  G I VEN  
3 SATPOP = � B F C WB K - C l 5 )  
GO T O  5 
c 
C VOLUM E T R I C  S P EC I F I C  HUM I D I TY G I VEN  
4 S A T P D P = P * S P HUH/ ( l . O+ SPHUM > 
c 
5 R H = S ATPOP / S A TPDB  
WATCON =2 1 9550 , • S A T P D P / DBK  
RAT I O = S A T P DP / C P-SATPOP > *C l 7 
R ETURN 
C M I X I NG RAT I O  G I V E N  
c 
c 
6 RH=P*RAT I O/ ( SA T P DB * C RAT I O+ C l7 > >  
WATCO N = 2 1 9 5 5 0 , * S ATPDP/ DBK 
R E TURN 
C WATER  VAPOR  D E N S I TY G I VEN 
c 
7 S A T P O P = W A T C ON*OBK*4 . 554B E-6 
R H = S A T P D P / S A T P O B  
RAT I O = S A T P OP / C P-SATP O P > • C l 7  
R E TURN 
C I G I VEN  OUT OF  RANGE -- STOP  

















SUBROU T I N E  TABL C T R1 P R 1 RH 1 T L 1 P L 1 R L ) 
C OMMON / TA B � E / I OENT1 H I L1 I D < i5 > 1 DA T ( l 7 5 ) 
DATA  K lO /  
K = K + l  
I F  C K . L T . 25 >  G O  T O  l 
C A L L  T A B P R T  < 2 5 )  
K s O  
l I D C K l = I OENT 
OAT C K > =T R  
OAT C K+ 2 5 > = PR  
DAT C K+50 ) =RH  
0AT C K +7� > =T l  
DAT C K+ lO O > = P L  
OAT C K+ l 2 5 > =R L 
D A T C K+ l 5 0 ) = H I L  
R E TURN 
E N O  
S U B R OUT I Nf T A B P R T  C NS E T S ) 
COMMON / T A B L E /  I DENT 1 H I L1 I D C 2 5 > , DAT C 1 75 ) 
COMMON / UN I TS /  N I N1 NO U T , N T A B � E  
W R I T E  C NOUT1 1 0 1  > 
DO l K = l 1 N S E T S  
l W R I T E  ( NO�T1 1 0 2 ) I D < K > 1 C OA T C K+N-25 ) 1 N = 2 5 1 l 5 0 1 2 5 ) 
K S T A R T = l  
2 K S T D P = N S E T S+ K S T A R T - 1  
I F  C NS E T S . GT . 7 )  KS T O P = K S TART+6 
W R I T E C NT  A 6 L. E 1 1 0 3 ) C I 0 ( K ) ,  K = K S  T AR  T / ·K S T 0 P � 
WR I T E  C NT A B L E 1 1 0 4 )  C DA T c K + l 5 0 ) 1 K= K S TART1 K S T O P ) 
W R I T E  ( NT AB � E , 1 0 4 )  C OAT C K+5 0 ) 1 K = K S T A RT 1 K S T O P ) 
WR I T E  C NT A B l E 1 1 0 4 � < DA T C K + l 2 5 ) 1 K = K S T A RT1 K S T O P ) 
K S T A R T = K S T O P + l  
N S E T S =NS E T S-7 . 
I F  C NS ET S . L E . o >  R ETURN  
GO TO  2 
1 0 1  F ORMAT ( l H i 1 T 2 9 1 l O H P L U M E  R I S E 1 T 5 8 , l 2H P L UM E  L ENGTH / / T l 2 , 2 H l 0 1 T 2 1 1 49 
l H O B S E R V E D  P R E D I C T E D  RAT I O  O B S E R V E D  P R E D I C T E D1 7H R A ! I Ll1 / )  
1 0 2  FORMAT  C l H 1 T l l 1 1 4 1 T l 9 1 2 F l 0 . 2 1 F 8 , 31 2X 1 2 F l 0 . 2 1 f 8 , 3 )  
1 0 3  FORMAT ( T l°01 7 I l 0 )  
. 
1 0 4  FORMAT ( T l 0 1 7 F l 0 , 2 )  
ENO  
FUNC T I ON W ( RH1 T1 P )  
COMMON / W A T E R /  W E T ( 6 )  
WE T < l > = R H  
C A L L  HUM I D  C l 1 T, P >  
W = W E T < 6 )  
c 
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